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Introduction A company that will survive in market economy should be able not only quickly to react to the changing needs of the society but also offer their products attractively, in good quality and with good price. In a limited time frame and very often with limited recourses the companies should develop new products and services. To do this effectively, a plan is needed; ad hoc approach can probably work only in simplest cases. In many cases the plans are evolved to projects. The amount of money for running projects is huge. For example, according [Bounds, 1998] a yearly spending for 175 000 ICT projects only in USA was more than 250 billion USD. At the same time, a big part of the money was just wasted as was revealed by The Standish Group (www.standishgroup.com) in its “The CHAOS Report (1994)” (www.pm2go.com/sample_research/chaos_1994_1.asp) analysing success factors of software projects. In 1994, the basic failure indicators for software projects were the following: -



31,1% projects were cancelled,



-



the total overspending of completed projects (52,7% of all projects) was 59 billion USD.



It was also noticed that the gap between the best and the worst project managers was constantly growing and that knowledge and skills of project managers is crucial for software projects to succeed. As the complexity of projects and project management tools is also constantly growing, a separate profession of project managers emerged; an annual growth rate of this branch is estimated to be about 20%. Knowledge can be acquired, skills not always. Experienced project managers usually do not fail in managing middle size software projects (20000-250000 lines of code). Nevertheless, according [Bounds, 1998], only about 26% of projects were completed on time and did not overrun the budget. A later study of The Standish Group showed that the total overspending of completed software projects reached 75 billion USD in 2001. As a consequence, the universities and other educational institutions introduced in 1990-ies not only separate courses in project management but also whole curricula. As people management is one of the main tasks of project managers, the university curricula are usually offered by the faculties of social sciences. For example, the project management module offered by the faculty of social sciences of TLU consists currently (2007) of following courses: Compulsory courses (19,5 ECTS) Project planning Project financing Project management software Marketing communication Project implementation and evaluation



Optional courses (choose 3 ECTS) 6 3 3 4,5 3



Theory of management Psychology of advertising Personnel management



3 3 3



Although the Project Management Institute was formed already in 1969 and the development of The Guide of the Project Management Body of Knowledge was started in1981, systematic educational activities in project management began in most countries in 1990-ies. However, this brought its fruits already quite soon. According the Standish Group comparative study, the basic data characterizing success factors of ICT projects in USA for years 2001 and 1995 were the following: -



Successful projects:



28% 5



(1995 – 16,2%),



-



Number of successful projects



78 000



(1995 – 28 000),



-



Functions (from originally specified)



67%



(1995 – 61%).



Now project management belongs for a number of specialties into core competences. For example, the Euro-Inf consortium defines in its Framework Standards and Accreditation Criteria for Informatics Programmes the following five descriptors, based on learning competences and learning outcomes: 1. Underlying Conceptual Basis for Informatics. 2. Analysis, Design and Implementation. 3. Technological, Methodological and Transferable Skills. 4. Coverage of other Disciplines. 5. Social and Project Management Competences. However, as we will see below, Project management puts certain requirements to personality of project managers – especially in projects with a big number of participants – and therefore not everybody is capable to run projects effectively. Passing a project management course will not assure that you will be able to prepare and run projects on a high level. Nevertheless passing the course will help you to avoid big mistakes. This course put emphasis on HOW to act for successful project management and not so much on WHAT to do in managing projects. This constitutes the main difference of the course from the majority of other courses and textbooks in project management. In this the author bases on his own broad experience in managing projects, small and large, local and international, research as well developmental projects. ------------------------A number of international and national institutions for project management emerged in last decades, among them Project Management Institute (www.pmi.org), Australian Institute of Project Management (www.aipm.com.au) or Project Management Association Finland (www.pry.fi/index_eng.htm). Project management belongs to the activity areas of some other institutions as well, among them International Institute for Learning Inc. (www.iil.com or iil.com) that developed Project Management Maturity Model and its assessment methodology. There are companies that have specialized to consultations and supervision for preparation of projects (see, for example, www.tgci.com, The Grantsmanship Center; www.rmcproject.com, RMC Project Management; www.amsconsulting.com, Advanced Management Services Inc; www.4pm.com, 4PM) just to name few. Sometimes participation on project calls is like participation in sport competition where the best will win. Exercises 1. What are the reasons why projects (and therefore project management as well) grow in importance during last decades?
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2. Based on more recent data find statistics of success and failure indicators of projects. What are the major trends during the last decade (see, for example http://www.infoq.com/articles/Interview-Johnson-Standish-CHAOS).



1 Basic concepts and models 1.1. Definition of projects There are a number of definitions of project. For example, the PRINCE2 methodology [PRINCE2, p 7] proposes two definitions of the project 1) “A management environment that is created for the purpose of delivering one or more business products according to a specified Business Case”; 2) “A temporary organisation that is needed to produce a unique and predefined outcome or result at a specified time using predetermined resources”. The notion "outcome" can be understood very broadly, it can mean, for example, a piece of computer software or hardware, a methodology, a curriculum etc. As the scope and type of projects is very broad there is no universal set of parameters or characteristics of projects, neither unique set of procedures for project management. For example, if logistics (co-ordination of project activities) plays important role in running big projects then it can be nearly nonexistent in small projects. If, for example, software projects should have testing phase, then projects in education not necessarily. Nevertheless there is a number common attributes that are present in all projects and that actually form the framework for projects: 1. Every project has a main objective or main objectives. 2. Every project is timely bounded, has either a fixed beginning and end or duration. 3. A structured system of activities and outcomes/milestones. 4. Every project needs certain recourses. Recourses can be divided into human recourses, financial recourses, infrastructure etc. Additional attributes can be considered, for example, the following: 5. The funding institution (or customer). The customer will usually determine the main features of the project outcome and formulate the main requirements (for example, quality requirements). 6. Every project is a unique undertaking and therefore has certain uncertainty and risks. Even if the project team already did run a similar project before, meanwhile occurred changes in work environment, technical and software tools, team composition or legal regulations cause some uncertainty. 7. The contractor or coordinating institution. Example 1.1. The attributes of TEMPUS Joint European Project 12418 "Creation of Master Programme in Multimedia and Learning Systems" were the following:
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1. The objective was to develop a master program in Multimedia and Learning Systems (including composition of course materials). 2. The project began in 15.december 1997 and ended in 14.march 2001. 3. Resources: 289 100 Euro, the staff of Tallinn Pedagogical University, University of Tartu, Tallinn Technical University, Estonian Art Academy, Tampere University of Technology, University of Twente and Tallaght Institute of Technology in Dublin, and the premises of these institutions. 4. For completing the project, 5 outcomes and corresponding activity plans were fixed. 5. The project was financed by European Training Foundation. 6. The main uncertainty consisted in the fact that this particular consortium has not participated in any joint project before. 7. The project was co-ordinated by Tallinn Pedagogical University. Example 1.2. The attributes of the project “Pedagogical foundations and implementation models for constructivist web-based environments in Estonian higher education context”. 1. The objective: specification of pedagogical, design and implementation models for a LMS that is 1) designed according to the users needs, 2) compatible with emerging semantic web and instructional technology standards, 3) supporting various learning/teaching scenarios and methods, and 4) accessible by various input-output devices (mobile phone, PDA, screen reader). 2. Time: 01.01.2003-31.12.2005 3. Resources: 1 082 000 EEK, 4. Activities: a. Analyse the LMS user needs and implementation possibilities; b. Determine the pedagogical principles for an academic LMS and analyse their dependence from implementation context. c. Determine factors that mostly influence effective usage of LMS by university teachers. d. Elaborate teaching and learning assessment methods in a web based constructionist LMS and implementation examples. e. Adapt to Estonian higher education context learning technology standards that serve as base for development of LMS. f. Determine principles and technical requirements for a simple and flexible user interface (suitable for users with special needs as well). g. Comparative analyse of different implementation models and user scenarios of LMS in Estonian context. h. Analyse the forming process of user community of web based LMS. i. Analyse the implementation possibilities of community based software development model in Estonian higher education. 5. Funding institution: targeted financing of the ministry of education and research. 6. Uncertainty: the first relatively big research project in ICT in TLÜ, most of the project team did not have high level research experiences in a research group. 7. Principal investigator: Peeter Normak. 8



Example 1.3. The attributes of the project “Curriculum and research group in New Media”. 1. The objective were 1) to establish in TLÜ a chair of New Media and jointly with the partner institutions to develop curricula in new media; 2) Invite an internationally recognized foreign professor in new media; 3) Create a research group and start international research projects in new media; 4) start co-operative activities with other enterprises in new media. 2. Time: 01.02.2005-31.12.2007. 3. Resources 3,46 MEEK (about 221 560 EUR). 4. Activities according the objectives. 5. The project was financed by European Structural Funds (75%) and Tallinn University (25%). 6. Uncertainty was caused by the fact that 1) it was the first international curriculum in Department of Informatics and that 2) TTU failed in starting an international curriculum. Risks for not getting a professor was minimised (there was a good applicant for professorship already before submitting the application). 7. Co-ordinator: Tallinn University. Exercises. 1. Does boiling porridge soup qualify as a project? What could be the values of its attributes? 2. Can composition of master or PhD thesis be considered as a project? 3. Bring an example of a project-like undertaking that will not qualify as a project. What are the main differences between projects and programmes? 4. Using web search bring an example of an unsuccessful project. What where the main reasons for failing?



1.2. Life cycle of a project The activities related to a project can be structured and grouped by the main aim of the activities and groups of activities. These groups of activities are linearly ordered and are called stages. Normally the life cycle of the project consists of the following stages: • initiation • planning • execution • closing. Sometimes project monitoring is considered as the fifth stage. This stage has then a special status because it is running in parallel to the other stages. The division of stages into activities depends on the type and volume of the project. We list the activities that are present in most of the projects (the main aim of the stage is indicated in the brackets). Project initiation (determination of the main objective and forming a clear understanding about the necessity and suitability of the project; this stage should answer the questions what? and why?): 1. Identification and initial analysis of the business needs. 2. Determination of the main objective(s). 9



3. Resource analysis (people, equipment, financial; needs and availability ). 4. Composition of the project charter. Project planning (determination of an optimal scheme/algorithm for project execution; this stage should answer the question how?): 5. Needs analysis. 6. Description of the project (incl. determination of activities and necessary resources). 7. Composition of a project plan. 8. Planning and performing necessary PR-activities. Project execution (achieving the project objectives without violating the constraints of the project): 9. Starting up the execution. 10. Day-to-day management. 11. Change management and reporting. Closing the project (formal completion of the project and building solid bases for follow-up activities): 12. Product acceptance and implementation/application activities. 13. Composition of the final report and the Lessons Learned document. 14. Planning the follow-up activities (including PR activities). 15. Filing and archiving the project documentation. There always are some activities related to the project that are performed after the project completion. For example, the final auditing of the project, correction of errors or supporting the customers etc. The division of the life-cycle of the project into stages gives an opportunity to break off the project after the initiation and planning stages if it will turn out to be unreasonable to proceed with the project. It would cause huge losses if the project will be cancelled in a more later phase. A project can have two or even more planning phases. If, for example, a project propsal was rejected, then based on additional information (explanations/reports causing the rejection) the project plan should accordingly be changed. Sometimes a successful project can in another context be repeated only with marginal modifications. We will discuss the stages and activities in a more detail in subsequent sections; here we point out the most important aspects only. Identification of the needs is extremely important as it determines in a great extent success of the project including probability to be financed. The probability to be financed is the bigger the: • more corresponds the project to the priorities of the donor/financing institution; • bigger is advancement in relation to the solutions used before; • bigger is the target group benefiting from the outcome of the project. In identification of the needs is important to understand what are interests the decision makers. For example, if a funding body declared PhD studies as a priority then it would be very risky to prepare a project that asks support for development of a bachelor program. Having necessary resources but wrong objective can result in nothing: a good bowman has a good bow but does not aim to a right target.. Needs analysis should reveal the most important factor(s) the project should deal with. For example, if the project aims to implement in schools ICT as teaching/learning tool then there could be different solutions like: 1. Arrange continuing education courses for teachers. 2. Develop a web based support system for teachers for disseminating best practice cases. 1 0



3. Introduce in schools a new subject that would develop information handling skills of pupils. 4. Redesign curricula for initial teacher training. 5. Perform research aiming to develop a new educational paradigm. Whether to choose one of these options or something else depends from a whole set of factors (priorities, competence and recourses available, current and possible future trends etc). This is a tricky problem: the problem is that what is “hot” at the moment could not be “hot” in the future (example: usage of pocket calculators in schools in1970-ies!). It is even more difficult to recognize the future needs (example: World wide web in the 1980-ies). If you will be competitive then you should look ahead, should have a vision! Therefore the projects should be not only innovative but vision based as well. Determination of the main objective and resource analysis are usually performed hand by hand. The main objective should be formulated very clearly and in measurable terms. The objective cannot be “to analyse” or “to investigate” something. Analysis and investigations can just be tools for achieving the project goal. Ambitious objectives can be reached by two or more projects. For example, development of IVA was supported by a number of different bodies: Ministry of Education and Research, Tallinn University, Estonian Science Foundation, international institutions. Resource analysis and especially determination of partners should assure that the project will not have big problems and that if facing difficulties the partners will support each other. For example, a Phare Multi-country project co-ordinated by an Estonian institution was stopped because of very poor management of the project. The project charter serves primarily for composing project team and for obtaining acceptance for project planning. The charter is a short (usually 1-2 pages) document that states the main objective, list of the main activities and outcomes, necessary resources etc. For example, in 2000 there was a seminar in Tallinn that suggested to start a research project about support systems for development web based university courses. A project charter was composed, but as no institution wanted to coordinate the project, it was never performed. Composition of a project plan is a good success indicator of the project. If the partners will correctly and in time complete the tasks in the preparation process then it can be expected that the project will be successful as well. A perfect project plan is another success indicator while a poor project plan can be rejected even if the objective of the project is great. PR-activities are necessary for • Forming a public opinion towards the importance of the project, • Convince potential donors that you are the best to perform the project. For example, Bill Gates convinced the IBM leaders in 1979 that he can offer the best operating system (MS DOS) for IBM personal computers. Estonian teacher’s portal Koolielu (www.koolielu.ee) got initial financial support because decision makers ware made clear that the teachers need this. Initial phase of the project execution will in a great extent determine the whole execution process, will determine the devotion of project members etc. In this phase the support system for project administration will be implemented; the partners agree on details for further activities. Bigger changes in the project plan if needed should be made in initial phase as well because it would cost much more if made in later phases. For example, in TEMPUS JEP 12418 project it was planned to develop a one-year master curriculum. But after the project was started (15.12.1997) heavy discussion began in Europe about harmonization of European university system. In spring 1998 it became clear (although officially agreed by the ministers of education in 1999 in Bologna) that 1 1



Europe will choose 3+2-scheme for university education. The project plan was immediately revised and a two-year master curriculum developed. Day-to-day management requires from project managers somehow different competences than preparation of the project. For composing a project plan, analytical and conceptual thinking as well as writing skills are needed while during project execution managerial skills are necessary. This is why people responsible for composition of a project plan and for project management are in many cases different, especially for big projects. Change management is an issue importance of which has constantly been grown in last years. Over the course of almost any project, the scope of the project changes. This can be the result of new technologies, changes in legislation, shifts in user needs, impacts of third institutions etc. Because every change has certain implications and costs, introduction of changes should explicitly be regulated. Product acceptance and implementation measures the actual success of the project, not the formal acceptance of the final report. This may sound trivial but is very often neglected. There is a huge number of projects that were formally successful but that had almost no impact to the development of the subject area (even TEMPUS JEP 12 418 was not 100% successful). Project documentation serves the following two main purposes: • Making them use in preparing and running the project as well follow-up activities and new projects; • Formal reporting and control. Project life cycle may have different modifications. For example, EMT (Eesti Mobiiltelefon, Estonian mobile phone company) uses a three level decision making process model [H.Lehtsaar, Liigne bürokraatia piirab loovust. Äripäev, Juhtimine; oktoober 2003]: 1) the idea will be elaborated and initial project will be made; 2) middle level management decides whether it is worth to prepare a full project; 3) Starting bigger projects needs a final decision by the board of EMT. The project life cycles (stages and division of stages into activities) for different type of projects are relatively similar. However, the product’s development life cycle depends heavily on the topic/subject area. Moreover, for producing one and the same product different life cycle models can be used. For example, there are dozens of life-cycle models in development of computer software, among them waterfall model, incremental release model, RUP (Rational Unified Process) and XP (eXtreme Programming) to name few. Software process models we will discuss in more detailed way at the end of the course. Exercises 1. Bring an example of a project that has a different life cycle from this one described before. 2. Bring an example of a product development life cycle other than software development. 3. Describe the principles of project based learning? What activities can be identified (see, for example, http://hamlin.cc.boun.edu.tr/~inelmen/pbl99.doc).
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1.3. Definition of project management Projects are implemented through project management. Project management is defined as application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to activities of the project for achievement the project objectives/requirements. Project management should assure that the project outcome: • Will be reached at a time, • Will be reached with the resources of the project, • Will have a predefined quality level. Using for outcome and quality combined a generalized term scope we can build the Project Management Triangle Time



Cost



Scope Project Management Triangle visualizes the fact that time, cost and scope of a project are interdependent; changing one of them causes changes in other two. Project management can be considered as solving certain optimisation task: achieving in a certain time frame the best possible outcome with limited amount of resources. As a general project management methodology structural approach is most widely used. Structural approach means that project activities are not based on concrete instructions but on certain structures allowing finding optimal solutions that take into account individual characteristics and conditions of the project. There are four main sets of structures that are considered in relation to project management: • Project management knowledge areas, • Project management process groups, • Project management activities, • Project management artefacts. 1.3.1.



Project management knowledge areas



The basic document that defines knowledge areas and process groups is A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge ( [PMBOK Guide]). The guide became almost as a standard in project management and determines in a great extent the content of courses and certificates in project management. The guide defines and describes the following knowledge areas of project management: 1. Project integration management includes activities (called processes in the guide) that ensure co-ordination of various elements of the project. 2. Project scope management includes activities that ensure completing all tasks (and only these!) necessary for completing the project successfully. 3. Project time management includes activities that ensure timely completion of the project. 4. Project cost management includes activities that ensure completion of the project within the approved budget. 1 3



5. Project quality management includes activities that ensure satisfaction of the needs for which the project was undertaken. 6. Project human resource management includes activities that ensure the most effective usage of people involved with the project. 7. Project communications management includes activities that ensure timely generation and handling of adequate project information. 8. Project risk management includes activities that ensure adequate identification, analysis and response to project risks. 9. Project procurement management includes activities that ensure acquiring necessary goods and services from outside the performing organization. These knowledge areas are applicable to all stages of the project, in fact during the whole life cycle of the project. We will discuss knowledge areas in more detail later in this course. A systematic approach how to develop competences of project managers in the knowledge areas (as well as personal competences) is presented in Project Manager Competency Development Framework (PMCD Framework, see [PMCD]). 1.3.2. Project management process groups Project management is an integrative undertaking that deals with different type of activities. All activities have certain common features: they should be initiated, planned, executed, controlled and closed. These features are applicable for different levels starting from a single action up to the whole project. Initiating processes are processes that start the project, its each phase, activity or action. Even project closing needs to be initiated: the activities should be started for convincing that the outcome satisfies the needs of the customers, the necessary project documentation is present etc. Planning processes are processes that are necessary for performing executing processes. Planning processes include scope planning, activity definition and sequencing, schedule composition, resource planning, cost estimation, budgeting etc. Executing processes are processes that coordinate people and another resources to carry out the plan. Controlling processes are monitoring and measuring processes ensuring that project objectives are met and corrective actions are taken when necessary. Closing processes are processes that lead a project or its phase to an orderly end. The processes related to an undertaking can have in the time-scale smaller or bigger overlapping. In general initiating processes are performed before planning processes, planning processes before executing processes and executing processes before closing processes. Controlling processes usually cover the whole time-scale of the undertaking. 1.3.3. Project management activities Project management activities are activities that are in the responsibility of project manager and that usually are performed (if not delegated) by the project manager. There is no fixed list or taxonomy of project management activities. In the following we will list some of them: 1. Planning, organizing and coordinating the work of the project team. 2. Acquiring and allocation of human and other resources.
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3. Controlling project execution, tracking and reporting progress. 4. Solving problems/conflicts both inside the project team as well with other parties. 5. Assessing and controlling risk. 6. Informing the project team and other parties involved about the state of the art of the project, as well as about success and problems. 7. Create necessary work environment. 8. Encourage devotion, excitement and creativity inside the project team. Probably the most systematic approach to project management activities is presented in Project Management Maturity Model (PMMM). 1.3.4. Project management artefacts Project managers should additionally to managerial competences be able to use and develop a number of instruments and possess necessary techniques (including computing skills). Project management artefacts are documents that regulate the project execution. Depending on the project size and type, the list of necessary artefacts can vary, but most often the following artefacts are present: 1. Needs analysis and/or feasibility study. 2. Project charter. 3. Terms of reference/scope statement. 4. Work breakdown structure and/or project schedule. 5. Project management plan and/or responsibilities assignment document. 6. Communications plan. 7. Resource management plan. 8. Change control plan. 9. Risk management plan and/or table/database of risks. 10. Lessons learned document/database. Taking into account that project management covers a broad range of competences and activities the skills and knowledge necessary for project management are needed for everybody who should: • Perform a task during a certain period of time; • Deal with complex problems requiring solutions by activities that will run partly in parallel; • Accomplish the tasks with limited resources; • Co-operate in performing tasks with other people; • Take into account the changing needs of the customers etc. Exercises 1. What are the main differences between project management and general management? 2. What are the main differences between of the PMBOK Guide 1996 version from the previous version (http://egweb.mines.edu/eggn491/Information%20and%20Resources/pmbok.pdf)?
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3. Using web search engines and different keywords (for example project management careers, information technology project management etc), find at least five interesting web sites devoted to project management. 4. Using virtual bookstores (for example www.pmibookstore.org and/or www.amazon.com) and book descriptions find at least five interesting books of project management. 5. What are the most significant characteristics of an effective project managers? To what extent these can be acquired/learned? 6. What knowledge areas (according [PMBOK Guide]) require from project managers more knowledge of subject area the project is dealing with? 7. What kind of projects need more knowledge from the subject are and what kind of projects less?



1.4. Project managers competency development After Project Management Institute developed a systematic approach to determine project management knowledge areas (PMBOK Guide), the institute also developed a guidance for development project managers competencies – Project Manager Competency Development Framework (PMCD Framework). This is applicable to all project managers, regardless of the nature, type, size, or complexity of projects. PMCD Framework considers competences in three separate dimensions (denoted by K, P and B, correspondingly): 1) Project Management Knowledge (what a project manager brings to a project through his knowledge and understanding of project management); 2) Project Management Performance (what a project manager is able to demonstrate in his ability to successful manage a project); 3) Personal Competency (the core personality characteristics underlying a person’s capability to do a project, adopted from the Spencer Model). The competences in each direction are structured as follows: Units → clusters → elements → performance criteria → examples of assessment guidelines. The project management knowledge/performance competences provide a basis for guidance to develop the instruments required for development and assessing these competences. For the knowledge and performance dimensions, the units correspond to the knowledge areas of PMBOK Guide (numeric identifiers in brackets): integration management (1), scope management (2), time management (3), cost management (4), quality management (5), human resources management (6), communications management (7), risk management (8), procurement management (9); and the clusters correspond to the project management process groups: initiating (1), planning (2), executing (3), controlling (4), closing (5). Each item has an identifier of the form -.#, -.#.#, -.#.#.# or -.#.#.#.#, starting with dimension character and followed by one ore more numbers; for example, the identifier for knowledge (K) about executing (3) project human resources management (6) is K.6.3).
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For example, the elements of Initiating cluster of the Integration management unit are described by the following table: -.1 Unit of competence – Project Integration Management -.1.1 Competency cluster – Initiating Elements



Performance criteria



-.1.1.1 Identify and document project needs developing project related product or service descriptions



.1 Determine product/service characteristics using expert judgement as needed



-.1.1.2 Perform an initial project feasibility study and analysis



.1 Utilize project selection methods/decision models, including benefit measurement methods and constrained optimisation methods.



.2 Identify/document constraints and assumptions.



.2 Evaluate historical information for projects involving similar products and services. .3 Perform high-level assessment of the organizational resources for the project. .4 Perform high-level assessment of the technical and non-technical requirements of the project. Examples of assessment guidelines Knowledge competences: Demonstrate a knowledge and understanding of: • The inputs to project initiation. • The tools and techniques utilized for initiating and appraising projects • The outputs of project initiation. Performance competences: Demonstrate an ability to perform a: • Needs requirement, • Feasibility study/statement For the personal competency dimension, the units and clusters are the following (identifiers in brackets): Achievement and Action (B.1) • achievement orientation (B.1.1) • concern for order, quality and accuracy (B.1.2) • initiative (B.1.3) • information seeking (B.1.4) Helping and Human Service (B.2) 1 7
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customer service orientation (B.2.1) interpersonal understanding (B.2.2)



Impact and Influence (B.3) • impact and influence (B.3.1) • organizational awareness (B.3.2) • relationship building (B.3.3) Managerial (B.4) • teamwork and cooperation (B.4.1) • developing others (B.4.2) • team leadership (B.4.3) • directiveness: assertiveness and use of positional power (B.4.4) Cognitive (B.5) • analytical thinking (B.5.1) • conceptual thinking (B.5.2) Personal Effectiveness (B.6) • self-control (B.6.1) • self-confidence (B.6.2) • flexibility (B.6.3) • organizational commitment (B.6.4) For example, the elements of Achievement orientation cluster of the Achievement and Action unit are described by the following table: B.1 Unit of Competence – Achievement and Action B.1.1. Competency cluster – achievement orientation Achievement orientation is a concern for working well, or for competing against, a standard of excellence.



Element



Performance criteria



B.1.1.1 Operates with intensity to achieve project goals



.1 Focuses on task(s) and standards of excellence set by relevant project stakeholders. .2 Strives to do job well, reaching goals set by project stakeholders. .3 Controls project risk proactively. .4 Sets high performance standards for self-acting as a role model for team.



B.1.1.2 Motivates project stakeholders in a positive way



.1 Strives to ensure that expectations of all stakeholders are achieved. .2 Drives increased effectiveness of the project team and the way it does business.



B.1.1.3 Provides new solutions in planning and delivering projects



.1 Performs innovative actions to improve performance of the project team.
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.1 Adheres to all legal requirements.



B.1.1.4 Operates with individual integrity and personal professionalism



.2 Works within a recognized set of ethical standards. .3 Discloses to all stakeholders any possible conflict of interest. .4 Neither offers nor accepts inappropriate payments or any other items for personal gain. .5 Maintains and respects confidentiality of sensitive information.



Before applying the PMCD Framework, organizations and project managers should determine the overall relevance of the elements and performance criteria. Those elements from PMCD Framework that are not applicable to their situations can be left out of their assessment. The general methodology for achieving competences consists of five stages: 1) Determine applicable elements and performance criteria, 2) Determine desired levels of proficiency, 3) Assessment, 4) Addressing gaps in competence 5) Progression toward competence. It is suggested that assessment results of competences should be documented by a competency Summary scorecard and that determines for each cluster 1) areas with no gaps, 2) areas with marginal gaps and 3) areas with significant gaps.



1.5. Project management maturity model PMMM The International Institute for Learning (IIL, www.iil.com) has developed a model for assessing the quality level of project management of an institution, the Project Management Maturity Model (PMMM). The model determines what steps should be taken and in what order for achieving the next level of maturity. IIL has developed web based tools for assessing the project management maturity level of an institution. The model differs five levels of maturity: 1) Common language, 2) Common processes, 3) Singular methodology, 4) Benchmarking and 5) Continuous improvement. Each level has indicators (characteristics), main obstacles to reach the level and basic activities for reaching the next level. These levels are not strongly ordered (meaning that not all criteria of the lower level should be satisfied before reaching some criterion of next level). However, higher level can only be reached after lower level has been reached. In the following we will present a short description of each level. 1) Common language. The organisation recognises the importance of project management and need for common terminology and basic knowledge in project management. At the same time the project management is not practiced, the upper officers avoid changes in management and do not make any investments to introduce project management. The fact that the managers do not 1 9



understand the necessity to use project management is the main obstacle for reaching level 1. For reaching level 2, the following five activities are necessary (but not sufficient!): • Arrange initial training in project management; • Hire or educate a certified project manager; • Encourage colleagues to use project management terminology; • Accept and implement project management tools; • Develop understanding principles of project management (according PMBOK). Reaching level 1 can be measured by the level of understanding of principles of PMBOK (the test has 80 multiple-choice questions). 2) Common processes. Organisation understands the need for determination of common processes so that success of one project can be repeated in subsequent projects. The indicators of level 2 are: • The benefits of project management will be evident in the organization (costs decrease, shorter schedules, higher satisfaction of customers etc); • Project management is supported on all level of the organization; • Organization has completed a number successful projects that revealed the need in development of project management methods and regulations; • Organization understands importance of effective finances management; • Organization has competency requirements in project management. The main obstacle for reaching level 2 is the resistance to changes of workers (“Why to change, we have managed well until now?”), fear in subordination shifts, unwillingness to reveal problems and deficiencies. For reaching level 3, the following activities are necessary: • Develop organisational culture that would support the quality of project management; • Develop project management processes that would ensure achievement of desired outcome; • Implement education of workers in project management. Reaching level 2 can be measured by the implementation in organization of life-cycle phases of project management (embryonic, acceptance by the higher management, general acceptance, growth, maturity): 20 requirements should be measured in scale –3 … +3. 3) Singular methodology. Organization understands synergy that emerges through development of a singular project management methodology. The indicators of level 3 are: • The processes in organization are integrated; • Based on integrated processes, a singular project management methodology is developed; • Each management level understands its role in ensuring usage of singular methodology; • Project management relies primarily on organizational culture, not on administrative regulations; formal reporting is minimized; • The benefits of project management can be described both in quantitative and in qualitative terms; • A systematic continuing education that covers also behavioural competences is implemented. The main obstacle for reaching level 3 is belief in formal regulations (“it should not be done if it is not written”), heterogeneity of the institution and desire not to change patterns of actions. For reaching level 4, the following activities are necessary: • Further development of singular methodology so that it will be possible to decide about usefulness of processes; 2 0
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Implement organizational culture that supports informal (administratively not regulated) project management and multiple-boss reporting.



Reaching level 3 can be measured assessing to what extent the requirements for organizational culture are satisfied (a test with 42 questions). 4) Benchmarking. Based on the understanding that enhancing processes is necessary for competitiveness. For this purpose the project management practices will be compared and assessed with the world leaders in the field (for example, laureates of Malcolm Baldridge Award). The most important key factors should be determined; the methods used are surveys, questionnaires, participation on conferences etc. There is a set of principles that will be followed like: • Keeping legal correctness: • Keeping confidentiality, • Mutual sharing of information; • Not distributing information to third parties without written consent; • Avoid asking highly sensitive data. The indicators of level 4 are: • A project management bureau has been established; • Project management bureau is devoted to enhancing the project management processes; • Comparison will be made with wide range (different type) of institutions; • Both quantitative and qualitative indicators are compared. The main obstacle for reaching level 4 is reluctance to adapt the singular methodology of the institution according to the positive experience of other institutions. For reaching level 5, the following activities are necessary: • The principles for comparison should be developed (with whom and what to measure); • Develop a comparison methodology; • Form an organization that understands the benefits of comparison and applies it regularly. For determining level 4 there are 25 requirements that should be assessed in scale –3 … +3. 5) Continuous improvement. Organisation analyses information collected and applies it for improving the methodology. The indicators of level 5 are: • The institution composes a case study for every project, analyses mistakes/shortcomings and elaborates methods that prevent their repetition (“Lessons learned”); • Case analyses will be used in in-house seminars and courses; • A supervisory program in implemented for new and inexperienced project managers; • Institution applies strategic planning towards project management. For determining level 5 there are 16 requirements that should be assessed in scale –3 … +3. Exercises 1. Why is it necessary for project managers to know PMMM requirements? 2. How are the levels of project management maturity model developed by Micro-Frame Technologies, Inc. and Prject Manacement Technologies, Inc. called and defined? 3. What institutions an for what Malcolm Baldridge Award will be awarded? For what this was awarded to educational institutions (see http://www.quality.nist.gov/Contacts_Profiles.htm)?
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1.6. Organizational project management maturity model OPM3 International Institute for Learning announced in 2003 the introduction of OPM3 (Organizational Project Management Maturity Model, see www.pmi.org/info/PP_OPM3.asp, [OPM3, 2003]), a methodology for assessing maturity of an organization in programs and portfolio management. OPM3 aim is to support organizations in developing their project management practices. This document introduces the concept of organizational project management: this is based on the idea that there is a correlation between an organization’s capabilities in project management, program management, and portfolio management, and its effectiveness in implementing strategy. OPM3 is comprised of three general elements: 1) Knowledge, presenting the contents of the standard; 2) Assessment, providing a method for comparison with the standard; 3) Improvement, setting the stage for possible organizational changes. OPM3 is based on the PMBOK Guide, and incorporates six hundred best practices. For assessing the organizational project management maturity, key performance indicators are used. OPM3 has a peculiarity that improvement is measured by multidimensional data (project-program-portfolio, standardize-assessment-control-improve (SCMI), initiating-planning-executing-controllingconcluding (IPECC)). This makes it possible to implement the model for solving some single need/problem of an organization. As in the case of project management, OPM3 considers process groups for program management and portfolio management as well, and proposes corresponding process models. The main differences of program management from project management are 1) program management considers multi-project management and 2) program management considers also activities that take place after project completion (for example, marketing of further development of a product). OPM3 contains three directories: a. Best practices directory. Each best practice is described by: ID, name, brief description, indication how the best practice maps to the domains of organizational project management (project, program, portfolio) and to the four stages of process improvement (standardizemeasure-control-improve). Examples: Best Pract.



Title



Description



Establish Organizational Project Managem. Policies



The organization has policies describing the standardization, measurement, control, and continuous improvement of organizational project management processes.



P r o j e c t



ID



1000



1010



3520



Project InitiProject Initiation Process standards are ation Process established. Standardization Assess Confi-



Portfolio and program managers assess the 2 2



P r o g r a m



P o r t f o l



S t a n d a r



MC e o a n s t u r r o e l



I m p r o v e



+ + + + + + +



+



+ + + +



4030



5330



7010



dence in Plans



confidence in project plans.



Program Scope Definition Process Control



Program Scope Definition Process controls are established and executed to control the stability of the process



Make Decisions



The organization practices effective decisionmaking that enable it to decide how much project work it can undertake, the profit level required to return, and the timeframe in which returns are required.



+ +



The decision makers recognize Organizational Project Management Maturity (OPM3) as a part of organizational improvement and essential to the future of the enterprise.



+



Recognize Need For OPM3



+



+



+



b. Capabilities directory. For each capability, there is a list of the outcomes that should be confirmed to claim the existence of the capability. Example. Capability ID: 1410.040 Cap. Name: Determine Training Requirement PPP: project SMCI: standardize IPECC: Other Cap. description: The organization uses the skills database to determine training requirements Outcome ID: 1410.040.10 Name: Training Curriculum Metrics Name: Exists Outcome description: A list of resources competent in project management is available KPI (key performance indicator) Name: Relevant Training Curriculum Outcome ID: 1410.040.20 Name: Pool of Project Resources With Appropriate Skills Metrics Name: Exists Outcome description: Each project manager can search the pool for appropriate resources KPI: Current Resource Skills Inventory c. Improvement planning directory. Describes the capabilities necessary for implementation of best practices. Example: 1410 Manage The organization has the mechanisms, systems, and Project processes that provide projects with professional Resource project managers and competent, committed project Pool team members. Capability Name 1410.010 Know the Importance of Competent Resource Pool 1410.020 Identify Process Requirements for Resource Pool 5220.030 Implement Staff Acquisition Policies and Procedures 1410.030 Develop a Skills Database 1400.040 Review Human Resource Plan 3100.030 Staff Technical and Administrative Resources 5630.010 Assign Professional Project Managers 1410.040 Determine Training Requirements 1410.050 Match Project Resource Requirements 2 3
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Best Practice 1410 has 5 capabilities, 4 prerequisites and 11 outcomes. The application of OPM3 consists of cycles; each cycle contains five steps: 1. Prepare for Assessment: obtain basic understanding of OPM3, its components and operation. 2. Perform Assessment. This takes place in two phases: 1) a review of which Best Practices are and are not currently demonstrated by the organization; 2) determining the best practices that should be implemented. 3. Plan for improvement. 4. Implement improvement. 5. Repeat the process (taking another best practice – step 3 – or reassess where the organization currently is on the continuum of organizational project management maturity – step 2). OPM3 describes program and portfolio management process models. Each process model consists of: 1) a set of inputs; 2) tools and techniques that support the execution of the process; 3) controls (activities, policies and procedures that govern the execution of the process, so that the process operates in a consistent, predictable manner); 4) outputs. Next we bring a program scope process model as an example: 1. Inputs: • Program objective description • Strategic plan • Project mix • Program selection criteria • Historical information 2. Tools&Techniques: • Project selection methods • Scoring methods • Expert judgement 3. Controls: • Stakeholder acceptance • Customer review and sign-off • Management review 4. Outputs: • Program charter • Program manager identified/assigned • Constraints • Assumptions. Exercises 1. Explain the benefits of applying project portfolios to projects (see, for example, www.cio.com/archive/100101/math_content.html).
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2 Initiating a project A project should be initiated only if certain conditions are satisfied. First of all, the stakeholders should be convinced that the project will contribute to sustainability and competitiveness of institutions involved and that there is necessary commitment present.



2.1. Assumptions for project initiation Before initiating a project the following questions should be answered: • Are resources necessary for completing the project available (first of all human resources)? • Is the probability for getting finances big enough (that is, is the need for the project outcome widely enough recognised, are the external conditions favourable etc)? For example, the requirements for project applications to EU social fund were fixed after first submission deadline. As a result, all project applications from all universities were rejected! • Does the project contribute to achieving strategic goals of the institution, or will it exhaust the institution? For example, German universities and other institutions in Germany almost did not take part on TEMPUS projects. Project initiation is justified only after having satisfactory answers to all these and some other questions. We will discuss availability of resources separately in this chapter. Additionally there are some general suggestions: • Before initiating the first project, one should take part as a partner in a project managed by someone else; • Before initiating a big project, one should have managed small-scale projects; • Before initiating an international project, one should have participated in international projects. Existence of a good idea is the most important prerequisite for a project initiation. One should have a clear understanding what will be the main goal of the project and what problems will be solved by achieving this goal. The project should necessarily be innovative, methods or procedures will be applied or products developed that have not been performed or developed before. As general management and project management have certain similarities and therefore every who is looking for a manager’s career should start with management of projects.



2.2. Determination of the objective of a project Decision-makers who have authority to approve projects often do not have enough time to go deeply into details. Therefore the features that will be considered first – first of all the objective of the project and sometimes the name of the project as well – should be elaborated with double care. Otherwise "A lot of time can be wasted in producing a very good plan to achieve the wrong objective" [PRINCE2, p. 173]. Te main objective is important because the whole planning of project activities bases on project objectives. In this sence the planning can be considered as a backward process, from outcome/objectives to activities. Therefore, the better is understanding of the goals or problems to be
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solved the more efficient is the planning of the project. There is an analogy with the composition of a puzzle: knowing the picture would make the composition much easier. A number of factors should be taken into account when determining the objective, for example: 1. Market needs (for example, production of digital content). 2. Institutional needs (educational institution develops a new teaching tool for reducing teaching costs). 3. Customers needs (an ICT company offers to an airport to set up a WiFi network for in a waiting room). 4. Technological opportunities (producing videogames after introduction of high performance personal computers). 5. Social need (public Internet access points in remote areas). 6. Legislation (web based support system on handling property rights for content developers). A clear objective is necessary not only for decision-makers but for getting support by the project partners and for forming project team. For example, a master student proposed to develop an IT model for a small company. Discussing this with his supervisor it turned out that the student is the only person in a company with 60 employees who takes care of IT systems and offers support to colleagues. Finally it was decided to devote the master thesis to IT risk management in a small company. The formation of the objective needs time, dialogue and energy. Potential users of the project’s outcome should necessarily be involved into the project initiation process already from the very beginning; they are able to evaluate the outcome from a different perspective. The objective and its formulation should be understandable for customers and adequate, reflecting the most signifcant aspects. It is recommended to apply the SMART principle. According this, the objective and its formulation should be: • Simple. Everybody who has basic knowledge of the area should understand what exactly the project is aiming to complete. • Measurable. It should be possible to measure to what extent the project goal has been achieved. • Agreed. The outcome should meet the customers/end users needs, should solve some problems. Agreement bases on information exchange with the customers and as a side effect, increases devotion of the project team. • Realistic. The objective should correspond to the resources (incl knowledge) available. One should not plan outcomes or activities that require much more knowledge than the project team actually has; this can cause an unexpected need to perform additional research or education. When nevertheless some tasks that should be performed where there is a lack of competence, then it is recommended to consider the possibility to acquire necessary goods and services from outside the performing organization. • Timed. Is a planned duration sufficient for achieving the project goal? What possible compensation mechanisms are available, in case unexpected delays will occure? The SMART principles are applicable to the project’s activities as well. For example, a bank wanted to rise the number of customers and hired experts to figure out what are the most effective ways for increasing the image of the bank. The experts suggested to increase the customerfriendlynness. How 2 6



to measure this? It turned out that nonformal conversation (about weather, habits etc) with the customers was the best indicator. The whole personnel did pass a seminary where relevant examples, procedures etc were discussed. The number of customers started to rise very rapidly. Example 1.4. The aims of the CALIBRATE project (http://calibrate.eun.org): The key aim of the project is to support the collaborative use and exchange of learning resources in schools by allowing teachers to access resources in a federation of learning repositories supported by six Ministries of Education (Austria, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia). CALIBRATE is also strategically important as it will help provide the framework for a New European Learning Resource Exchange (LRE) that will be launched by the EUN in 2006. Teachers participating in the project will be able to search for learning resources in this network of linked repositories via. a CALIBRATE portal, the first operational version of which will be launched in September 2006. Also included in the portal will be a new ‘learning toolbox’ for teachers. This collaborative learning environment will allow teachers and pupils to develop community-driven learning content repositories and also to carry out collaborative learning activities using both content developed by the schools themselves and resources found using the CALIBRATE system. Information, support and advice will also be provided, culminating in the development of a manual for teachers that will include international examples of good practice on how schools taking part in the project have used the portal for collaborative learning (additional reading: www.euro-cscl.org/site/itcole, http://CELEBRATE.eun.org, http://www.eun.org/eun.org2/eun/en/Insight_Policy/content.cfm?ov=29519⟨=en, ). Sometimes it is important (or even required) to find an accronyme for the project. To find a meaningful and spectacular accronyme is a real challenge. ECOLE would be a good example (accronyme of a EU research project European Collaborative Learning Environment) as it corresponds to the project aim (in French). Exercises 1. The objectives of research projects were formulated as: 1.1.“Studying diffusion processes in multiple-component systems”, 1.2.“Development of an optimal methodology for medical treatment of cold”. What are the weaknesses in these formulations? 2. A master student wanted to develop a new algorithm for finding optimal pathways (moving from point A to point B) in cities and based on this to develop a computer program for Tallinn. What SMART principles are not satisfied and why? 3. Nice acronyms are sometimes artificial: not all aspects representing a character in the acronym are equally important and some aspect can missing (because there is no representing character left in the acronym). What additional (to SMART) aspects for forming project objectives can be considered? 4. Bring an example of a computer software you need but that is currently not available.



2.3. Determination of sources for financing As most of the financing institutions support certain (usually fixed) type of projects only the determination of the main objective of the project and sources of financing will be made in parallel, hand by hand. By the financing scheme the projects can be divided into the following three bigger groups: • in-house projects. Resources are given according the needs of the project and resources available; 2 7



• projects in the framework of bigger programmes. The projects are selected usually by open calls; the project that will be financed, usually will not get the amount of money that was applied for. The project plans are form-based and there is usually no direct contact between the applicant and the deciding body; • Projects that are supported by (usually privat) institutions according either on basis of individual negociations or written applications. The application procedures can be very different, from form based project plans up to just one page application. The projects in the latter group are usually less formalized and are based on sponsorship. Possibilities to find sponsors differ a lot from country to country: sponsoring is wide-spread in some countries and almost nonexistent in others: if it is almost a matter of honour for every company in USA, it is relatively difficult to find sponsors in Estonia. This is why relatively big part of projects in Estonia are financed by public sources. There are some common principles for looking for sponsorship. These principles have statistical character and therefore can be only partly applicable in every single case. 1. Present your application as an offer for investments, not as a charity. According John D. Rockefeller, Jr.: “Never think you need to apologize for asking someone to give to a worthy object, any more than as though you were giving him an opportunity to participate in a highgrade investment.” The applicant should look attractive for an investor. The people tend to invest into progressive/advanced, successful, enterprising. 2. Follow the wishes and suggestions of the potential donor. If the potentioal donor is interested in educational software it is not wise to convince him/her to support development of medical software. Abraham Lincoln: “When I’m getting ready to reason with a man, I spend one-third of my time thinking about myself and what I am going to say, and two-thirds thinking about him and what he is going to say”. The best way to get informed about the donors wishes is to ask: asking right people right questions can be decisive; people like if there opinion will be asked, people like to be respected. 3. Compare your institution in relation to the competitors. Attractive institutions are visible; they know how to present their competence. The key is to have convincing answers to the critical questions like: - What are your major competencies? - What are your major achievements? - How does it look if compared to this offered by other institutions? One should think on marketing, not on selling: if you offer something that is needed then selling will follow automatically (instead of “Buy this” you should explain that “having this you can do this and this”). 4. Make your case bigger than your institution. This means that you are not asking support to an institution to do something, but for a realization of a big idea. The aim is to achieve that people will consider the project as very important. A donor should feel that the project will make not only his/her life better but for children and grandchildren as well, that the whole nation/region will benefit. The best visions can be formulated with few sentences or with one memorable phrase. 5. Few will do the most. 10% will offer 90% of resources (NB! Not 20:80!) and therefore the main attention should be paid to the main donors. The best donors are those who already have supported you. The early donor sets the level of donation: if you already did get 10 000 from one
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donor you hardly can expect to get much more from the next (even if the next donor has much more resources available). 6. Inform about your plans without asking support. Create opportunities to discuss the activities and plans of your institution with the CEOs of local companies. Doing this you will understand the position of your intitution in their minds, you are able to adapt your plans to the priorities and wishes of potential donors. Direct – face-to-face – communication is utmost important, the letters will usually be thrown directly to the wastebox. 7. Patience will succeed. One should meet with a potential donor repeatedly; usually the donors need some “digesting” time. One should be very precise and concrete in presenting your offer, explain for what purpose the donation will be used, how much does the whole project cost and what is the role of this particular donor etc. Sentences like “Whatever you would give” are not convincing enough. 8. Relations with the donors should be kept after completion of the project as well. The donor should be thanked, invited to festive meetings, informed about new initiatives etc. A number of aspects should be agreed already at the beginning of the project, for example: • Will the sponsorship publicly announced, • Can the donor use the sponsorship in its PR-activities, • Does the sponsor accept other sponsors. All the principles listed above can be taken under one fundamental principle: looking for financing should base on interests of potential donors. Benjamin Franklin: “If you would persuade, you must appeal to interest, rather than the intellect”. The interests depend more on market conditions, less on public opinion. Successful institutions and projects with good market potential are preferred. Exercises 1. What of the abovementioned principles are in your opinion more important to follow what not so important? Bring examples of cases where these principles (or some of them) are followed and where not. 2.



What kind of projects would be interesting for institutions offering services to a wide group of persons (for example, banks and telephone companies) to sponsor?



3. Consider the following two general procedures: 1) First determine an objective for a project and then surch for financies and 2) First determine a donor and then the objective for a project. In what cases procedure 1 (procedure 2) will work better?



2.4. Sources of grant information Analyzing sources of grant information attention should first of all be paid to the following aspects: • priorities or actions that will be supported by this particular sponsor, • type of institutions eligible to apply, • formal requirements (submission deadlines, forms etc). Examples: 1) Estonia was elible to participate in EU 5th framework programme on equal bases of EU countries except e-learning subprogramme;
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2) DAAD (Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst – German Academic Exchange Service) offers long term research grants for young scientists of age up to 32 years. The formal requirements should be studied with care; even then misunderstandings can happen. For example, Humboldt-grants can apply researchers up to 40 years. It was not clear whether 40 year old researchers are elegible or not. Reply to a request from German embassy assured that researchers of fourty are eligible. The application was rejected because the applicant was already fourty years old. General suggestion: chances to be financed are bigger from new foundations or programs, before the information about these sources spreads. Therefore it is wise to be constantly informed about new financing opportunities. Although the main information about the grants can be found in the internet there still are some paper based information sources, for example Annual Register of Grant SupportTM. A directory of funding sources, R.R.Bowker, A Unit of Cahners Business Information, New Providence, New Jersey. From a huge number of sources, here are just few of them: www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/index.html?src=mr Department of Education, USA www.rescorp.org Research Corporation www.spencer.org The Spencer Foundation www.nsf.gov National Science Foundation (USA) www.efaw.org The Educational Foundation of America www.avh.de Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung http://ec.europa.eu/grants/index_en.htm Grants of the European Union www.daad.de DAAD www.volkswagen-stiftung.de Volkswagen Stiftung Estonian sources: Tiger Leap foundation Open Estonia Foundation EU Innovation Center



www.tiigrihype.ee www.oef.org.ee www.irc.ee



Important source of information for project managers are web pages devoted to the following topics: • courses in project management, • learning materials and other documents in project management, • data bases (for example, SPIN Europe – Sponsored Programs Information Network Europe – http://europe.infoed.org). For generating new ideas it is sometimes useful to analyse other projects. Although project plans are usually confidential (even of projects that are already running) the summaries and other documents of the projects are reflecting the main ideas. For example there is a database of EU supported research and development projects: www.cordis.lu; using key words “Information technology, multimedia, learning” the list of 187 projects (5.02.2007) was presented, among others “Virtual amusement park”,” Computer aided Multimedia courseware engineering (CAMCE)”, “Author support for Student Modelling in Multimedia Learning Process”, “European Collaborative Learning Environment (ECOLE)”, “Integrating Learning Design in Computers”, “Training and Learning Environment with Network Tutoring”, “Multimedia Platform for Use in Distance Learning”, “European multimedia educational software network (ERMES)”, “Open System for Collaborative Authoring and Reuse (OSCAR)” etc.
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Exercises 1. Choose an institution that finances projects and analyse statistical data of successful projects (distribution by subject areas, amount of support, duration etc).



2.5. Ressource analysis Even the most generous support does not guarantee success of the project: the objectives of the projects are achieved as a result of collective work of project members; success depends heavily from their qualification, devotion, work conditions etc. Therefore, before planning a project, a number of questions should be answered: 1. Are enough qualified people available? The problem is that as a project lasts a limited period of time, the project team is composed on temporary base. The following obstacles may arise: • a potential project member is fully occupied by other duties, • a potential project member already agreed to take part on other projects or activitoes. For example, for EU projects the selection process takes several months and only a small part of the projects get financies (in research and development framework programs about 20%), people usally agree to take part in a much bigger number of projects they actually are able to do. It is also important to take into account the administrative structure of the institution (functional, project based, matrix type). In a functional type institutions (for example, universities) people have permanent positions in structural units (department, division, section etc) and the project tasks are are additional to their everyday work. In a project based institution people are hired temporary for a project period only and they are fully engaged in project activities. In a matrix type institution people have permanent positions but are attached to one or more projects. It is also possible to have a mixed structure. 2. Is necessary infrastructure available? Availability of the following resources should be analysed: • work places, • equipment (incl ICT tools), • other necessary tools. Planning of resources is easier if the project will be performed by one institution. If not, a clear division of work and responsibilities between the institutions should be agreed. 3. Does the project initiation have necessary acceptance by: • the upper management of the institution, • potential participants, • upper management of partner institutions? The project idea can be very good, but if upper management already has some other plans or if the project does not fully comply to some political or strategical positions then the initiation of the project would be a quite risky undertaking. For example, development of Estonian Education Information System EHIS (www.ehis.ee) did last almost twice from this initially planned because it did not belong to the priorities of the chancellor responsible for EHIS; this gave a clear signal of non-priority to the lower level authorities as well. 3 1



On the other hand, if the project has a strong support by upper management, receiving additional resources can be expected in case the project should face difficulties. Informing the upper management reduces the risks that the project serves first of all the interests of the project team instead of the institution as a whole. One should also take into account that (especially in case of matrix type institutions) that resource is shared by a number of projects and distributing of a critical resource will usually be made by upper management. According an analysis of Standish Group (2001), success factors of IT-projects were the following (see http://www.softwaremag.com/archive/2001feb/CollaborativeMgt.html): 1) executive support, 2) user involvement, 3) experienced project manager, 4) clear business objectives, 5) minimized scope, 6) standard software infrastructure, 7) firm basic requirements, 8) formal methodology, 9) reliable estimates. The project’s objective should be accepted by the project team as well, because this determines in a great extent their later devotion. 4. In case the project will receive insufficient financing, are there necessary compensation opportunities? Relatively often the project will receive less finances than needed for achieving the goals. Then one or more of the following scenarios should be applied: • The scope of the project will be reduced either by abandoning some of the subgoals or by reducing the elaboration level (by reducing the functionality in case of software projects), • Some activities of the project will be merged with some other projects (and the costs shared by the projects), • The budget structure will be changed (missing will be covered from the budget of the institution, abandoning the profit and/or some of the developmental work, reducing the salaries, buying cheaper materials etc). For example the universities can cover some of the costs through master and PhD studies merging some activities with research of the students while writing theses. Excercises 1. How does personnell management depend on the organizational type of the institution (functional, project based, matrix type)? 2. Bring an example of a project that failed because of lack of support by upper management.



2.6. Project charter If a project will not be financed then the time used for preparation a project plan is wasted. But even if a project will be financed then usually the costs for preparation of the project should be covered by other sources. Therefore the initiation should be motivated for both the partners and for upper
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management. For describing the general idea of the project, a project charter will be composed. The project charter has usually 1-2 pages and its purpose is (see an example in Appendix 2): • Get from decision makers (for example, from upper management) approval for initiating or participating in the project; • Agree with the partners about the basic characteristics of the project (objective, need, duration, estimation of resources needed etc); • Propose basic activities of partners (tasks and work division) for preparation of project plan and/or for running the project. The text in project charter should not necessarily be perfectly elaborated. Most important is that it is clear and understandable. The project charter should contain the following information about the project: • Preliminary title • The objective • Explanation of the need and novelty • Basic strategy for achieving the project goals • Project team/partners (incl the contact data of the coordinator) and distribution of tasks • Resources need and estimations about their availability • Duration The project charter may include some other elements, like: • Identify constraints on time, money, quality and other resource use • Identify relevant customer or supplier standards or statements of best practices • Consider how the finished product can be brought into use • Identify the training needs for user pesonnel etc. Enough time should be devoted for composition of project charter and for developing the strategy to assure interest of partners and to avoid unnecessary/confusing questions/discussions. Without an adequate strategy both the planning and running of the project are not focused enough. Seneca: “When a man does not know what harbour he is making for, no wind is the right wind”. However, the project charter can be changed during the project initiation process; authentic involvement of partners into planning process creates feeling of ownership and devotion. Project charter is the basic document on base of which the team will be formed. Instead of project charter, there can be documents having different names and structure, or even more than one document. For example, PRINCE2 project management method is suggesting to have up to three documents: Project Mandate, Project Brief and Project Initiation Document. The Project Mandate would normally be provided by corporate or programme management and may contain the following: responsible authority, background, project objectives, scope, constraints, interfaces, customer’s quality expectations, outline business case, project tolerances, reference to any associated documents or products, an indication of who are to be the executive and project manager, the customer(s), user(s) and any other known interested parties etc. Project Brief is a more elaborated document and based on Project Mandate. Project Initiation Document contains additionally an initial project plan, initial risk log documenting the results of the risk analysis, project organisation structure, communication plan and project quality plan. Exercises 1. Describe the key characteristics of a freely chosen project plan (see, for example, http://www.pmi.org/info/PP_StndsNewProj.pdf). 2. Compose a project charter that has: 3 3



a. Measurable indicators for describing the project outcome; b. Convincing explanation of the need of the project?



2.7. Composition of project consortium/team Selection of project partners is almost as decisive for success as selection of a wife/husband. Indeed, planning and running a project is a collaborative undertaking where the result is determined by the quality and effectivity of every participant. For choosing partners the are some general principles that are reasonable to follow: 1. The partners should be motivated. Motivated partners are interested in achieving the project goals and their attitude to project activities is not formal. Motivated partners are supporting each other in solving problems. Attention should be paid to every sign of nonmotivation. For example, an institute was proposed to take part in a project consortium for applying a TEMPUS JEP; however, it was not possible during two months to find a suitable for this institute date to discuss the application. Instead, another institute was chosen as a partner. 2. Partners who already have experience in running similar projects, are preferred. Having partners who already have experiences will reduce the risks of emerging problems, first of all in running projects in the framework of (relatively regulated) programs. 3. Leading institutions (persons) are preferred as partners. Having leading institutions as partners: • New competencies can be aquired and the quality of the project’s outcome is expected to be higher; • There are good opportunities to be invited to participate in other projects and to build up cooperation with third parties; • It is easier to be accepted in the professional communities. One should also mention some possible threats. Leading institutions are running a huge number of projects in parallel and their contribution to the project can therefore be smaller as planned. To avoid this the tasks of each partner should be discussed and agreed in detail. For example, possible replacements should be discussed for each “risky” person. This is a real challenge to find a good balance betveen the principles 1 and 3 because very often the leading institutions are not very motivated to devote much time to one particular project (out of hundred of projects). On the other hand, small and relatively unknown institutions can be very motivated because these institutions should establish themselves in the professional community and consequently can not allow failures. The following principle is generally accepted: if there is a highly recognised person/institution but it does not harmonize with the project team, then it would be wise to abandon the partnership. 4. It is wise to prefer partners with whom there already have been good cooperation. The strenghs and weaknesses of such partners are known and this can be taken into account already in the planning phase of the project. With completely new partners there is always risks for you not to be understood, differently interpreted or simply not having necessary knowledge. For example, one of our partners did not come to an important meeting because of some domestic problems; the tickets went lost and there were huge troubles to sign off the costs. There also are partners who are not answering e-mails or not keeping deadlines. 3 4



5. It is important that the interests of a single partner would not dominate over the project’s objective. In many cases a partner tried to solve its intrinsic problems that did not belong to the scope of the project using the project’s resources. For example, a university proposed that the project should cover the study fee of some visiting students. 6. It is suggested that the partners would complement each other, would have different experience, competency and approach (academic, pragmatic, commertial etc). Diversity is a good precondition for emerging of a new quality. Therefore novice actors who are not bounded with traditional approaches can sometimes offer remarkable contribution to the project. On the other hand, this principle is a sourse of certain risks as well. For example, one task of one European project relayed in a great extent on one expert. After the expert moved to another institution the partner institution was not able to performe the task and this partner was replaced. 7. The partners should accept the conditions set by the donors. For example, one of the partners come to meetings always by plane, and in the business class while the financing regulations accepted economy class only. In another project, one partner submitted an invoice for transferring the intellectual property rights to the project consortium, although according the agreement signed by the partners, all the outcomes of the project were owned by the project consortium. After the partner failed it started to use double salary rates. Finally, the partner was replaced. To avoid this kind of cases happen, it is suggested – even required by most of European programs – that the partners will sign agreements on mutual responsibilities. The last example shows that this will not always prevent conflicts. Depending on the type of projects, additional principles will be applied. For example, for EU research and development projects, an Irish expert Sean McCarthy listed the following indicators of a good partner (see also www.hyperion.ie): • Are doing top level research only, • End users who have vision how the outcome of the project can be applied, • PhD students who’s doctoral theses are in a great extent based on the project, • Research administrators who have been proven as effective project managers. At the same time he characterised people who often creates problems and therefore should not be taken to the project teams: • Energetic project planners who are interested in getting the financing, not so much in running the project; • Partners that will not take the responsibility, • Dominating researchers that are pretending to be the only key person in the project; • Formalistic researchers that are first of all taking care of project documentation, not so much on the quality of the outcome; • Partners with “fuzzy” structure who always delegate to the meetings different people; • Uncorrect partners who do not hold agreements and are performing the tasks at their own discretion; • Partners who constantly need to remind the tasks and who leave the tasks to the last minute. Partly different aspects should be considered if you will be proposed to become a partner. For example, the following problems can arise: 3 5



1. Your work and competence will be exploited. This means that the amount of work expected from you and the amount of resources for that are not corresponding to each other. For example, a foreign university offered to perform about 25% of total work in a project with only 3% of the budget. It is also possible to benefit from a weak partner. For example, one university was not able to coordinate a joint project with five participating universities; the partners agreed to change the coordinating university and accordingly redesigned the budget. 2. Uncompetent co-ordination of the project can harm the image not only of the co-ordinating institution but the image of partners as well. The possible arguments and preferences of evaluating expetrts should be taken into account as well in choosing the partners. For example, according to Sean McCarthy, the composition of consortium caused rejection in about 75% of cases forEU 5th framework projects because the competence and experience in running similar projects were the most important aspects assessed. Another example was a project submitted to 6th FW program by six open universities for development of conceptual models for distance teaching. As most of distance teaching in Europe is performed by traditional universities, the project was not accepted Risks that are caused by the project team are considered as one of the most dangerous; the project manager should be able to replace the members of the project team they are not performing well enough, and able to estimate the costs occurred by replacements. General suggestions: 1. Not too many partners! The complexity of co-ordination depends exponentially on the number of partners. 2. Important are the people working in an institution, not institution as such. For example, a researcher applied for a long-term grant to stay in a German university. As there were many applicants to Germany (and only one grant available) and no applicant to Japan (Japan did also offer a long-term grant) the researcher was proposed to go to Japan. The researcher rejected this proposal because Japan did not belong to the leading countries in the area of research. Secondly, Göttingen university belonged to the leading universities in the world before the Wold War II; according to the commonly accepted ratings, today this university is not even among twenty best performing universities in Europe! Exercises 1. You should choose between the two partners; one is leading in the World but not very interested in the project, the second is almost unknown but very interested. In what circumstances would you prefer the first (correspondingly, the second) partner? What are the main risks in both cases and how would you deal with the risks? 2. What signs will indicate that a partner is not motivated enough? How unmotivation and uncompetence can be to differed?
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3 Planning a project Sometimes (in fact in most cases) the quality of project planning is even more important that the quality of project execution. In programs having very high competition this is obvious (projects that are not well enough planned will not be supported), but this is true for other projects as well. There are certain similarities with arbitrary exercises: finding a good solution algorithm is more difficult than (sometimes mechanical) execution of the algorithm. And even if the execution of the project fails usually no sactions follow.



3.1. Needs analysis The determination of needs was performed already during the initiating phase of the project; however, a detailed needs analysis will usually be made during the planning phase. In order to do this properly, the following preparatory work is needed: • the analysis of information about similar projects done by the partners and elsewere before; • SWOT-analysis, evaluation of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats in relation to the project. Needs analysis allows: • Justify the project to potential donors and decision makers; • To get a better understanding and overview of the domain and consequently simplify the composition of the project plan; • To increase devotion of project partners (general acceptance of significance of the topic!). For big projects the needs analysis can be performed as a separate project. For example, in pre-EU membership period of Estonia. Another example: creating a Curriculum Development Center (for general education) was made in two phases, during the first phase a public competition of projects for composing a development project was announced; the winner was given the opportunity to present a full project. The methods used for needs analysis can range from personal experience up to a complex metaanalysis. The following list serves as an example of possible methods: • Market research, • A public opinion poll, • Interviews with a limited group of relevant people (users, experts, donors etc). For reliability of results of market research and public opinion poll it is suggested to order them from experts or specialized institutions. As this can sometimes be an expesive undertaking, the costs and other conditions should be discussed and agreed. For example, a research project that was supported by Estonian Science Foundation planned for collecting empirical data to perform a public opinion poll. The price to perform this was so high that researcher had to abandon the poll and expected results of the research were partly not achieved. The needs analysis can be based on the personal experiences and creativity of the project team, especially in new emerging and quickly developing areas where the need is maybe not widely recognized yet. The analysis of similar projects done before can be divided into two major parts: 1) what has been done by other institutions and 2) what the project partners have been done. The information can mainly be obtained from the internet, and partly from scientific literature. 3 7



Although the majority of donors do not require performing a SWOT analysis or is satisfied with a partial analysis (for example, risk analysis) it is nevertheless useful to do this. This is useful first of all for the project team: analyzing its strengths and weaknesses it is easier to realise the potential of the team and avoid failure. SWOT analysis can sometimes lead to unexpected results. For example, the book [Goldratt 1999] describes a SWOT analysis of a steel factory that experienced long-term losses. It turned out that because the production has been measured by weight (tons) the factory was motivated to produce 1) big/heavy products only and 2) to produce each type of products for a possibly long period of time. As a result, 1) the storehouse was always almost full; 2) the average time for delivery of ordered products was very long and 3) there was a constant lack of raw materials because it was quickly “elaborated” into storehouse. The factory became profitable soon after the accounting system was changed! Exercises 1. Perform a SWOT analysis of the study group you are belonging to. 2. In what cases the importance of needs analysis is bigger and in what cases smaller?



3.2. Time-table for composition of a project plan For assuring the completion of the project plan on time, the whole process should be determined and agreed. For small and medium projects the following general scheme is followed: 1. After the basic features of the project are decided, one person is nominated to compose the first draft of the project, before a certain date T1. The draft should already have a possibly final structure and the places are marked that should be completed by the names of persons and keywords or short desriptions what should be added. 2. The first draft will be sent to the project team together with oblgation to return additions, comments and improvements until a certan date T2. 3. Based on feedback from project team, the nominated person updates the second draft before a date T3 to the project team for acceptance (and possibly for minor improvements). 4. To a date T4 received improvements will be implemented into master document after that it will be submitted. Depending on the project the procedure of the project plan can be more complicated. For example: • There can be two or more cycles similar to this described before (this happens when completely new ideas or suggestions emerge in the course of planning); • There is a need to call meetings to discuss some important aspects of the project ; • The upper management or a partner institution requires changes in the project plan. Based on extensive experience the following suggestions can be formulated: • Time-table for composing a project plan should have some spare time (the more partners the more spare time), • There are people who do not keep the agreed dates and will not contribute before agreed date, • The composition of the project plan should be a responsibility of one (or utmost two very closely working) person even for relatively big projects. A bigger number of responsible persons would cause co-ordination problems; 3 8
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Busy people are tending to perform the tasks on the last minute.



Example. The financing institutions usually require some self-financing (for example, almost all EU projects). After a project consortium prepared a project and presented it to the rectors of participating universities, one university decided to withdraw from the project because the lack of financies. The project plan was redesigned in some few hours and submitted.



3.3. Structure of a project plan In terms of structure the project plans can be divided into two big groups: 1. Having a given structure (majority of projects are belonging to this group); 2. Plans that do not have a predetermined structure or that should follow just very general guidelines. There are some sections that are present in almost all project plans: 1. Basic data of the project (The title, the objective, participating institutions/persons). 2. Background of the project (need, basic target groups, priority description, previous experience of the participants in the area). 3. Project description (work packages, key deliverables and activities). 4. Time-table of the project. 5. Administration of the project (description of partners, division of work, work arrangements, responsibility of partners, risk management, quality management etc). 6. Plans for dissemination and/or application of the outcomes. 7. Estimations of economic and social influence of the project’s outcomes. 8. Budget. 9. Summary of the project. The general development scheme of the project plan usually is the following: Outcome/Goal → Subgoals/Activities → Time-table → Budget. Additional sections in project plan are depending on the type of the project. These can be, for example, the following: • description of the previous co-operation between the partners (for example, important in EU projects), • co-operation with the industry or with other institutions that could benefit from the outcome of the project, • description of the methodology and tools used (in research projects), • compliance to the standards, • perspectives for further development of the project outcome, • international co-operation (EU framework programs), • glossary/definition of terms used in the text. The formal requirements should be satisfyied not only formally but in reality. For example, institutions from more than one country should take part in every project of EU framework program. A project that had six partners from one country and one partner with marginal tasks from another country was rejected. It is very useful: • to take part on evaluation of the project plans (the proposals to become a member of evaluation committees should be accepted), 3 9
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to study project plans composed by others (unfortunately these are usually confidential and availability depend on personal agreements of the authors), to study requirements and evaluation criteria set up for evaluators. The evaluators should ba capable to assess whether or to what extend the evaluation criteria are satisfied; therefore it is sometimes wise to use formulations that can be used by evatuators in composing the report.



All these activities help to understand what aspects are important in evaluation of project plans. For example, in evaluation of EU 6th framework projects the novelty was considered much more important than social impact (these criteria had weights 4 and 1, respectively). Exercises 1. Choose an institution that finances projects (for example, the Tiger Leap Foundation) and try to find out a) the indicators that are used for assessing the quality of the project plans and b) the assessment criteria.



3.4. Determination of milestones and activities Project planning means determination of activities for achieving the project objective; in other words, to find out a possibly good algorithm for solving tasks set by the project. As usual in solving excercises, the objective can be achieved in different ways/algorithms. The way towards the objective can be described by milestones and activities leading to those milestones. The system of milestones and activities presents the life-cycle of the project in a more structured way and simplifies resource (including human resource) planning and advancement during execution of the project. Determination the structure of milestones and activites is also necessary for assigning roles and responsibilities to working groups and the members of the working groups. This motivates the project members as a certain ownership of subtasks/subgoals will be established. Important is that the project team members are involved in determination of the milestones and activities. A general principle is that the milestones/subgoals should be measurable, exactly as the objective of the whole project should be. For example, for development of a new study program, the following general activities (top level structure) can be formulated: 1) study of similar curricula in other universities and experience obtained, 2) continuing education of teachers, 3) development of the curriculum, 4) development of course materials for the program, 5) development of necessary environment (equipment, textbooks etc). For determination of the structure of milestones and activities, the following strategies are mainly used: • top-down method (planning is made by different levels: the most general goals/activities are determined first, then more concrete subgoals/subactivities for achieving each goal or performing each activity etc), • application of analogy (the experience from previous projects will be used), • using guidelines (using given forms), • bottom-up method. These strategies are not exclusive, parallel or combined application of two or more strategies is possible.
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Similar activities can be grouped into work packages. The system of activities together with their interrelation is called the work breakdown structure (WBS) of the project. WBS can be represented by a graph where activities are represented by vertices and subactivities are marked by edges (leading from activity to its subactivities). The granularity of the structure of activities depend of the project; an average duration of subactivities in software projects can, for example, be about two weeks. The first general activity in the previous example (study of similar curricula in other universities and experience obtained) can contain the following subactivities: 1) study of information material of foreign universities, 2) study vist to a couple of patner universities in Finnland, 3) teleconferences with colleagues in some other partner universities, 4) organization of an international workshop devoted to curriculum development etc. Milestones give an opportunity to get feedback during project execution. Because of its importance feedback is also called “the breakfast of the champions”. Milestones give also opportunity to ask from the workung groups or individual project team members intermediate reports, this in turn gives opportunity to stimulate their work. In setting milestones and assigning responsibilities the following problems can occur: 1. The tasks/activities are too small. The main attention will be devoted to the details, not so much to the general objective of the project. 2. There are too many milestones. It is hard to focus and the project management will be very complicated and expensive, especially if new milestones will be set during the project execution . (for that the term scope creep is used). 3. High responsibility, but not enough rights. This can happen first of all in institutions with the matrix structure where there is a double subordination. One possibility for avoiding this kind of problems is to assign a co-responsibility to a head of department as it is the case in EU projects (Supervisory Board). 4. Stimulation of team members is not adequate. For example, if there is a competition between the working groups then the priority can be “to be better than others”, not so much achievement of the objective of the project. It bonus will be given for some tasks and not for others, then execution of some tasks can suffer. An example of four air squadrons can be found in the literature that had a task to rise the readiness from 85% to 95%; monthly bonuses were established for the best squadron. The squadrons stopped co-operate and started to steal spare parts from each other. To avoid this the squadrons also started 24h surveillance. Consequently the readiness dropped dramatically. The readiness improved if the bonus system was changed: to each squadron with 95% readiness. Exercises 1. When usage of the bottom-up strategy of project planning is justified. 2. What aspects should be taken into account in determination of milestones/subgoals and activities? 3. Name aspects when it is reasonable to base project planning on milestones, when to activities. 4. List principles of composition of work breakdown structure (see, for example, www.pmi.org/info/PP_ArticlesWBS.pdf).
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3.5. Time-table of a project The time-table of the project is suggested to present in a graphical form (“A picture is worth a thousand words”) because it: • gives a good overview about the progress, • describes what activities and in what order should be started, • helps to concentrate attention to critical tasks, • allows to feel bottle-necks and correct activities before the problems are escalating, • is a tool for enhancing co-ordination between the partners, • increases devotion and the feeling of dependence from each other • most importantly, is a tool for completing the project on time. For avoiding time overrunning, the following principles should be taken into account: • people are intending to complete the tasks by the time fixed even if it could be completed sooner. When too much time is planned for a task, then some time will be wasted or, vice versa, the task will be completed but not handed over before the deadline. Sometimes it is not possible to start subsequent activities before the planned date because necessary conditions are not fulfilled (for example, if contracts with third parties are made for a later – fixed – date), • the activities should be concentrated: performing several tasks at the same time means that a lot of time is needed for completing each task and therefore it is not possible to start subsequend – depending – tasks; it is also suggested that the tasks should not be divided into several subtasks so that these subtasks are not performed on linear order: for example, the scheme AAABBBCCC should be used instead of scheme ABCABCABC, • the time overrun will cumulate, spared time in performing one stage or activity do not shorten time for the whole project. This is why it is necessary to plan some additional time at the end of the project. One possible algoritm for determining the duration of the project is the following: 1) find period of time that is sufficient for completing the project; 2) plan for project activities 50% of the time found; 3) add 25% of time initially found to the end of the project (project buffer). Double attention should be paid to the activities that form critical chain (or critical path), these are activities that depend from each other and determine the end date of the project. The dependencies in are of two types: 1) a subsequent activity cannot be started before a preceding activity is not completed because it uses the result of a preceding activity; 2) a subsequent activity uses the same resources as preceding activity. For assuring timely start of activities in the critical chain, it is suggested to plan incoming buffers for eliminating possible delays. If in the course of the project the delay is bigger than it proportionally from the time reserved for project buffer should be then some extra measures should be developed and applied. Time-tables are usually presented by Gantt charts. A Gantt chart (or a bar chart, first used in 1917 by Henry Gantt) is a two-dimensional table where horizontal axis represents time flow and vertical axis (the rows) represent activities. The duration of each activity is represented by a horizontal bar. Bar charts can also be used for progress assessment during running the project (painting the bars that correspond to the finished tasks with a different color). Bar charts can be used for planning other resources as well (people, infrastructure, money etc). Example 3.1. A bar chart for development andpiloting a new university course (unit of measuring – one week): 1
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6. Creation of technical infrastructure 7. Testing of a module 8. Composition of a questionnaire 9. Feedback analysis
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10. Modification of the course 11. Marketing the course
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12. Development of a support system for the curse 13. Piloting the course
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14. Assessment of the course
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For visualizing dependencies between the activities arrows from the preceding activity to subsequent activity are used. Milestones can be represented by activities with no duration (that is, a dot or bold line in corresponding cell). Other possibilities to present the schedule are Critical path method (CPM) and Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) that were developed in 1950-ies, or their modifications. The structure of the project can be represented by a graph where vertices represent the milestones/subgoals and edges represent activities leading to these milestones/subgoals. Each vertex is represented by a circle; inside a circle there is written: 1) the milestone/subgoal or its number and 2) the earliest and latest possible date of achieving the milestone/subgoal. Each arrow is marked by the name/number of the activity and the expected duration of the activity. Arrow diagrams can not contain loops. Example 3.2. General description of building a computer lab (unit of measuring – one day). 2
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Activities: 1- building a LAN; 2 – furnishing the lab; 3 – buying hard- and software; 4 – installation of software. Gantt chart method as well other methods allow to perform an analysis of “What happens if” (causeand-effect) type of problems.
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If a big project can be divided into relatively independent subprojects then it is suggested to compose separate bar charts or arrow diagrams for each subproject separately. For composing the time-table and for planning resources there is a vast list of project management software available. In choosing the software the needs of the project should be taken into account: what kind of reports are needed, does it allow “What happens if” analysis, warns about the logical contradictions etc. However, small projects can usually perfectly be managed by standard office software as well (text processing, spreadsheets, calendar etc). NB! In planning and executing projects, the attention should be concentrated on avoiding time overspending (not so much on time sparing). Exercises 1. In what cases it is better to use bar charts, in what critical path method? 2. In composing the time-table there are the following two general methodologies: 1) the time-table should consist the deadlines of outcomes only and no activities (example 3.2); 2) the time-table can consist activities as well (example 3.1). Arguments for the case 1): a) concrete methodologies, procedures etc are assumed in determining activities; this suppresses creativity and innovation; b) Composition of time-table and determination of dependencies are different processes and therefore these processes should not be mixed up. Arguments for the case 2): a) Relations between activities and dependencies describe the fact that the outcome of the predecessing activity is needed for the subsequent activity; b) The outcomes of activities can be arranged according the hierarchy of activities. It is generally accepted that the project manager has to decide about the content and type of the time-table. Although PMBOK Guide defines timetable as “deliverables-oriented hierarchy”, the this should not be interpreted as “hierarchy of deliverables”; often lower-level elements are described by activities and identified by a concrete person/group, upper level elements by outcomes. What is your position in this? 3. What are the main reasons of time overrun in your projects?



3.6. Description of project management Project plan should describe: • how the project team is structured; • what are the tasks of structure units; • how the work (including the work with the project management artefacts) and reporting is organised, • the quality assurance system. The structure of the project team depends on the number of people and institutions taking part in the project. If there are participants from different institutions then it is suggested to form a project board or council that consists of people from upper management of the institutions. The board should assure that: • the project will serve the interests of all participating institutions; • the project outcome has a necessary quality; • support is provided to project manager in solving possible problems. The structure of middle size or big projects could be the following: 4 4
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Project board, Project manager (project co-ordinator), Secretary, Work groups.



If there are several institutions taking part on the project, then a local coordinator should be nominated for each institution. It is suggested that: • The structure of the project team is presented by a graph (edges representing subordination between the structure units), • Project team is explicitly determined, • The tasks of structure units are adequately and in necessary detail described (mainly topdown method is used), • Availability of infrastructure necessary for successful execution of the project is shown. Sometimes it is purposeful to form an advisory board consisting of people representing different interest groups. Example 3.3. The tasks of some units in TEMPUS JEP 12418 project. For the coordinating institution (Tallinn Pedagogical University): • Administration and overall project management, including day to day administration; organisation of Steering Group and Project Team meetings; acting as a secretariat; purchase of equipment; liaison with TEMPUS office in Tallinn and in Torino, the contractor and provision of office facilities and administrative back-up. • To collaborate with colleagues from the participating universities in all the activities. In addition to take responsibility for adaptation of the materials where necessary into Estonian, provision and selection of staff from TPU to be trained. • Co-ordination with the Contractor, provision of suitable accommodation, welfare and hospitality to visiting colleagues; provision of translation facility. • Introducing multimedia programming, distance learning and computer usage psychology courses. For the coordinator (project manager): 1. Prepare the project team (PT) general meetings.: • Call the PT general meetings, compose initial agenda and mail it to TP members at least three weeks in advance, • Compose/compile and sent to the PT members the documents discussed on general meeting at least one week in advance. 2. Prepare yearly reports (YR), the work plan (WP) and budget (YB) for the next year. • First drafts should be sent to PT members before 10.December, • The draft the final versions should be sent to PT members before 15.January, • The draft of the final versions should be discussed on a general meeting before 1.February, • The final versions should be completed before 10.February. 3. Coordinate the execution of the project: • coordinate the visits, collect and analyse the reports, • cooperate with the contractor, local coordinators and heads of the work groups in the planning and execution of their work, • organise the work of the secretary. For the secretary: 4 5



• • • • •



manage the PT documentation (both in electronic and paper-based form), manage the project web site, prepare general meetings that take place in Tallinn (technical part only: logging of foreign guests, composition of minutes etc), help the coordinator and by local coordinators in solving the tax problems, support the coordinator in managing the project.



For local coordinators: • nominate the members to work groups and visiting persons from the home university, • prepare the general meetigs that take place in the home university, • cooperate with the coordinator and contractor in planning and executing activities performed by home university, • determine and and perform purchases that are forseen by project plan to the home university, • prepare materials for YR, WP and YR concerning the home university. For heads of work groups: • plan the activities of the work group and their smooth execution, • apply from different foundations and other sources additional resources necessary for successful work of the work group, • make recommendations to the local coordinators for purhasing hard- and software and literature, • inform the coordinator regularly about the work group activities and results for updating the project’s web site, • prepare necessary materials for AR. The TEMPUS JEP 12418 was planned and started so well that the audit performed after the first year did not find a single deficiency (for example, it was indicated that the first annual repot gave one week as a duration of a visit that actually did last six days). The organization of work and reporting is often sufficient to describe in relatively general terms. For example about reporting the following aspects should be covered: • who will report and what will be reported, • how the reporting will be managed (incl. frequency and type of reporting). It is usually not necessary to devote too much space in the project plan for description to organization of the work because: • it does not belong to the main interests of the sponsors (description of the project outcome and quality assurance are more important), • usually the project plans will not be fully realized and therefore the very exactly described organization of work would not be completely adequate anyway. The organization of work should be agreed in more detail after the project is launched when the amount of resources is known. Excercises 1. Suppose several institutions are taking part on the project. What are the advantages and disantvateges if the work groups are composed by the participating institutions (participants from one institution form a work group).
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3.7. Risk management Risk can be defined as a feature of an outcome; risk describes the level of uncertainty for obtaining a predefined outcome. Risk management aims to exposure the risks and keep the exposure to an acceptable level in a cost-effective way. It is evident that availability of relevant information and communication between the partners are the key factors for reducing uncertainty. Although the risks are constantly changing during the execution of the project, a general pattern of dealing with risks remains the same: Risk identification → Risk analysis → Identification and execution of responses. Project plan should identify the major possible risks, describe how these risks will be managed and who are the “owners” of the risks (the “owner” should monitor the risk and propose actions if necessary). In many cases risk management is considered as a component of quality management. For example, the quality management plan can consider actions that will be undertaken if the following risks will become true: • Some resources planned for project needs will not be available, • Some key persons leave the project, • The assumptions and solutions planned will not be adequate and effective enough, • Problems caused by external institutions emerge (for example, in procurement delays or force majore). For each risk, one should try to estimate the harm that can occure and propose possible solutions. One possible sources of risks are the cheapest solutions, for example in subcontracting: a 5% cheaper service from an unreliable institution can end up with a solution of non-acceptable quality, time overrun or fraud. The techniques for determination of risks can be: • analysis of documents (incl web based), • brainstorming, • Delphi-technic (the answers to questions dealing with risks will be given to experts who determine the possible risks), • interviewing experts, • SWOT-analysis, • diagrammatic analysis (analysis of cause-and-effect diagrams). We describe planning of risk management by the following example (that has been accepted by EU 6th Framework iCamp project). Example 3.4. Risks and contingency plan This project addresses innovative pedagogical and technological concepts and involves trial collaborative activities of a large number of students from several universities. It is therefore necessary that during the whole duration of the project, risks are constantly assessed and evaluated, and that the project prepares for cover-up actions if required. The project management and assessment approaches proposed for iCamp provide mechanisms to identify and resolve potential risks. The methodology to be followed for risk management consists of four steps: • Risk identification - areas of potential risk are identified and classified. • Risk quantification - the probability of events is determined and the consequences associated with their occurrence are examined. 4 7



Risk response - methods are produced to reduce or control the risk, e.g. switch to alternative technologies. • Risk control and report - lessons learnt are documented. Risks with medium or high probability and severe impact will be handled with particular caution during the project. At this point, it is foreseen that the project will safely realise its expected results. This is also supported by the preliminary risk analysis. Normal project risks will be managed via “good-practice” project management. Detailed project plan with its milestones and critical paths will be continuously monitored. The close supervision and tight control both at workpackage (WP) level and project level shall ensure that results are available in time and with adequate quality. No special problems are therefore expected with regard to the following risks: • Partner problems (e.g. a partner is under-performing) or expertise risks (e.g. a key person with a specific expertise is leaving the project) - in case critical competencies are lost or not available, it is assumed that the project and WP management processes will identify the problem at an early stage. As a first measure, the project manager will seek comparable competencies amongst the project partners. If necessary, budgets will be shifted from the “defaulting” partner to the partner that has the competencies. • Project execution risks (e.g. key milestones or critical deliverables are delayed) – project execution will be closely monitored both at the WP and project level. Internal and external peer review procedure will assure that deliverables are produced in time and with adequate quality. • Technological risks (e.g. key technologies or components are not available for integration at the expected time) – creation of a learning environment will be based on existing open source technologies. It is extremely important that these technologies are integrated in time for the execution of the planned trials. By the management processes, e.g. reporting and peer reviews, it is very unlikely that unavailability of key components will come as a surprise. The project manager is responsible for analysing the problem finding and enforcing a solution, all of these in consultation with the work package leader and the task leader. If the issues cannot be resolved by general management measures, possible actions are: putting the right people in place or adding resources for critical tasks by shifting from less critical tasks. Reducing the effort and outcome of non-critical tasks is only the last resort, and it is not expected to be the case in reality, but rather an exception that we do not expect. • Trials (e.g. student groups are not available at the requested time) – several universities with a large number of students will collaborate in the project trials. In order to avoid the risk that student groups and mentors from different countries are not available at the same time, that numbers of students are not as high as initially planned, or that the trials are not integrated in regular studies at the universities, a detailed plan has been prepared together with involved institutions long in advance before the trials will take place. • Loss of focus on vision or communication problems – project will keep focus on innovative ideas, both technological and pedagogical. Common project workspace, internal e-mailing list, regular audio and video conferences, as well as physical meetings shall ensure good communication within the project. •



3.8. Quality planning Exercise: what is quality? Quality management is a process of ensuring that the outcome of the project satisfies certain requirements. These requirements are determined by the objective of the project, by the needs and 4 8



expectations of parties concerned. The needs and expectations should be determined already during the initial analysis; it is important that the customers needs and quality expectations are understood and documented. However, the needs and expectations are most often changing during the project especially if the objective is formulated in very general terms (for example "modernization of teacher training"). Moreover, different actors can have different needs and expectations. Therefore, we have that The quality is a relative, not an absolute category. Quality management relies heavily on the following features: • Cooperation with the customers (including pilot trials). For example, feedback from students in developing a new university course or feedback from companies in developing a curriculum. • Competences (including qualification of project team members and external experts). For example, competences of a university teacher in running a course. • Cooperation inside the project team (including assigning feasible tasks and organization of reporting). For example, cooperation between the university teachers for assuring that there are no significant gaps and repetitions in a curriculum. PMBOK Guide considers the following three major project quality management processes: quality planning, quality assurance and quality control. As the competence is an important component of the quality system, the project plan (or a separate Project Quality Plan) should explain the principles how the project team was selected and how the cases will be handled if there should emerge a lack of competence. For an effective quality management the following requirements should be satisfied: • The activities are adequately documented, • The documents (those in preparation as well) are available to the project team. For assuring the quality of a project plan there is developed a number of tests (see, for example, Appendix 3, a test in case of software projects). In the following there are some examples that stress the role of competency in quality assurance: 1) Internet was used for elections in 1999 to Estonian Parliament. As the technical infrastructure was not able to process the massive flow of data the whole system was very slow and the final results vere considerable delayed. 2) A similar to case 1) happened if a TV show chose randomly mobile phone numbers and the first phoned from a selected number would win a car. The following happened: as soon a number was drawn people started to phone him/her to announce the possibility to win and blocked the phone to call out; moreover, a number of people started to phone to the TV show and blocked incoming calles from winners. 3) Automobile company Opel had a strategy in 1990-ies to produce possibly all components itself. Consequently the quality dropped considerably. Exercises 1. Describe a high quality web based course from the point of view of a learner, tutor, course developer and school administration? 2. Describe possible risks if the cooperation with customers is not sufficient? Bring an example, 4 9



Test Comment [1]: Õppija - soovib, et e-kursus sisaldaks talle vajalikku ja huvipakkuvat teavet ning kursuse läbiviimine oleks kooskõlas tema õpistiiliga; Õpetaja, koolitaja - soovib, et ekursus oleks kergesti kohandatav; Arendaja soovib, et e-kursused oleksid kergesti laiendatavad; Administratsioon - soovib, et ekursus oleks seotud asutuse infosüsteemiga



3. The International Organization for Standardization defines quality as “the totality of characteristics of any entity that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or imolied needs”. Bring some examples of quality in terms of this definition. 4. What aspects should be discussed in Quality Assurance Plan (see, for example, http://cio.doe.gov/ITReform/aqse/template.htm)?



3.9. Implementation the results of a project and assessment of their impact Most of the donors are interested that their investments into projects are successful, that the impact of the projects are significant and that the outcome will be widely applicable. Applicability can be very wide and have many layers. For example: • research result can be applied in some other research, or in writing a research paper/monograph/textbook, in development of a methodology etc; • new methodologies can be applied in development a curriculum or a course; • a curriculum or course can be applied in executing the curriculum/course. Dissemination and exploitation of project results is considered as one of the main success indicators of projects, especially if the projects are financed by public institutions. Dissemination of project’s results can be defined as a planned process of providing information on the quality, relevance and effectiveness of the results of a project to other interested institutions/persons. It occurs as and when the results of a project become available. Exploitation of project’s results can be defined as a planned process of transferring the successful results of a project to appropriate decision-makers as well as a planned process of convincing individual end-users to adopt and/or apply the results of the project. Example 3.5 (Description of dissemination activities of a project that aimed to develop a joint indistrial PhD program in informatics): • The Dissemination Plan will be reviewed in months 3 and 12 taking into account national and international activities related to joint curricula and university-industry co-operation; • Preparation of presentations and information materials for using by project partners at relevant trade fairs, conferences etc, as well as for distributing among their partners in other projects; • Identifying broader target groups with a potential interest in the results, for targeted information delivery; • Information on the project, including public deliverables, reports and technical white papers will be made available via the JIP-I project website and via the websites of the project partners; • Publishing articles on project’s results; • Creating a public repository of best practice cases. Dissemination of knowledge/experience obtained during the project (for example, on conferences/workshops or in publications) can be considered as implementation of the results as well. The impact of projects can be divided: • by duration: short term or long term, • by the coverage: local (affecting the participating institutions only), regional, national or global (applicable in many countries), 5 0



•



by the strength: direct or indirect.



Therefore, the feature in relation to what the impact will be measured, should be determined. For example, direct impact of continouing education of university teachers is local (affects one university only), but indirectly national as university teachers are educating qualified specialists that will work everywhere in the country. The impact of university teachers in teacher training institutions is in relation to schoolchildren even more indirect but bigger in the total impact: better university teachers prepare better teachers and the better teachers in turn prepare better school graduates. Education of software specialists has in relation of basic skills a long term impact, but in relation of a certain programming language much shorter as the life cycle of a single programming language can be relatively short. The impact is often bigger than it appears to be in the first glance; there are aspects that are present in almost all projects, for example: • increasing an international dimension and experience and therefore international competitiveness; • deepening cooperation inside the home country, forming a common policy and standards, better integration into country-wide institutions etc. • increasing the resources, first of all the quality of human resources (both the project team as the users of the project outcome). Increased ability to prepare and run projects can be considered as an impact of the project as well. In some cases where the objective of the project was formally not reached, the impact of the project was nevertheless remarkable. For example, the objective of TEMPUS JEP 11202 was to develop a master’s program in applications of mathematics. Although the master’s program was developed in 1999, it is still (2007) not implemented. However, the courses developed during preparation of the program were included into already existing curricula. Exercises 1. Considering composition of your master thesis as a project, describe its possible applications and impact.



3.10.



Budget of a project



The budget of te project will be composed in final stage of composition of project plan. The budget should reflect all costs, including indirect costs and costs that will be covered by other sources. The general structure of the budget is relatively standardized and contains the following categories: 1. Staff costs (salaries and all taxes). 2. Travel and subsistence. 3. Equipment and materials (incl. software and licences). 4. External services (incl subcontracting and consultancy). 5. Other direct costs (incl bank charges, hiring training premises, translation/publishing). 6. General costs (incl infrastructure, communication, photocopies). Each category can be divided into subcategories: staff costs for example according to the International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO) or by the staff categories (manager, researcher/teacher, technical, administrative), travel and subsistence costs by purpose of journey (organizational, training, practical placement), equipment and material costs can have a separate subsection for calculating depreciation costs etc.
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The financing institution can prescribe more detailed structure of the budget. For example, infrastructure costs can contain costs for cleaning, surveillance, electricity, heating etc. Calculation of infrastructure costs is sometimes problematic because: • given infrastructure will be simultaneously used for other projects and activities as well; • infrastructure costs are covered by central administration and are depending on third institutions (offering services). This is why infrastructure costs covered by a single project will not be calculated; instead, a certain percentage (usually 10-30%) of total project costs are reserved for this purpose. In case the project serves mainly the interests of performing institution, the infrastructure costs is often assumed to be covered by themselves (for example, this was the case of TEMPUS Joint European Projects). Sometimes there are fixed some additional requirements for financing, for example obligation for self financing up to a certain level (usually 25-50% of the total costs of the project). For example, projects financed by EU programs cover the costs of European partners only. A research project needed a partner from US; this company was involved by subcontracting (for subcontracting there were no restrictions). The budget should be composed according to the activities and stages (or by years for long-term projects) because this: • decreases probability that some direct or indirect costs are not taken into account; • gives a better overview of distribution of resources over the project life cycle, and for redistribution, if necessary; • helps planning resource acquiring from other sources . In planning the budget, the possible risks should be taken into account as well: most probably not everything will run as planned and some work should be redone. On the other hand, the risks can have a positive effect as well. For example, a project planned to buy some teleconferencing equipment; in fact the actual costs were about 50% of those initially planned because meanwhile the prices dropped dramatically. In composing the budget the following aspects are important: • The formal requirements set by the finacing institution should be strongly followed (the structure of the budget, the proportion between the budget categories, rates for calculating expences etc). For example, the organisational costs of TEMPUS JEP-s could not exceed 10% of the cost of the project. The formal requirements can determine the status and role of participating institutions. For example, in projects financed by EU structural funds, the selffinancing rate is 25%. Therefore the universities are interested to apply for those projects only that are targeted to development of the universities; • The budget should be realistic and contain only the costs appropriate for achieving the concrete objectives of the project; • It is useful to study the projects financed previously by potential investors. For example, Open Estonia Foundation financed a project of building local area networks in student hostels; another university applied for a simlar project and was successful. • The calculations should be correct and based on legal regulations. • The rules of good practice should be followed. For example, the salary rates inside one country should be the same for partners who have exactly the same qualification and tasks. Concerning subcontracting and procurement of services the following general suggestion proved to be useful:
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For solving a unique task that requires specific knowledge or specific equipment, it is purposeful to buy the solution from a specialized institution.



In case when there is a probability that the project will not be fully financed, the activities that will be omitted can be indicated (in priority order, together with the costs): 1. Omitting profitability analysis (5 000 EUR). 2. Decreasing infrastructure costs (up to 3 000 EUR). 3. Reduction the configuration of equipment (up to 20 000 EUR). 4. Decreasing the volume of patent research (up to 3 000 EUR). 5. Omitting the dissemination conference (3 500 krooni). A leading institution in cost calculating and management is probably the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering through Cost Management (AACE). AACE also has a corresponding certification program (vt. www.aacei.org/certification/welcome.shtml). Exersices 1. What kind of support offers AACE in budget planning? 2. In the first call for projects of measure 1.1 to EU structural funds (2004-2006) in Estonia no project submitted by the universities was supported. The main reason for rejection was that the budget did not correspond to the requirements. What consequences can be made from this? 3. Based on the data of Outsourcing Institute find out the major problems that occure by outsourcing IT services: http://www.outsourcing.com/content.asp?page=01v/articles/itoutsourcing/index.html.



3.11.



Composition of a project plan



Project plan should form by a reader a clear opinion that: 1. The applicant is the best for a given work. 2. Solution proposed in the project plan is the best from all possible solutions. 3. The resources are planned to use in an optimal way. Success of a project application depends also from a number of formal indicators, as, for example, is the visual design (the outlook) of the project plan. Project plan should contain enough information for adequate evaluation of the project plan. Therefore it is highly recommended to read the project plan through after the project plan is completed, thinking himself/herself into the role of assessor. The language should be understandable enough to allow easy reading by people who are maybe not aware of all details of the area and background information. For example, a training project targeted to in-service teachers and submitted to Estonian Tiger Leap Foundation, was composed very professionally. The objective was to develop skills of ICT usage in a classroom. The project application was not supported because: 1) the assumed prior knowledge and skills of the target group were not described; 2) the goals of training were described in detail, but the curriculum was presented in a very general form. As the course materials were not attached, the experts were not able to evaluate the application adequately (for teachers without necessary prior knowledge it would be too difficult; for ICT teachers too easy). In composition of a project plan, the following principles should be followed: 5 3
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The formal requirements for composition should be kept if there are any, The project plan should be structured in an optimal way, The text should be correct (no misspellings!); incorrect text is an indicator of invćorrectness, and this increases certainly the risks of the project, The parts of the text should be coherent and with no contradictions. Mistakes and contradictions can emerge easily if the project plan will be composed by more than one person or the activities and/or budget will be changed and not all parts accordingly changed.



For example, a project manager was hired for preparation and executing a project. As this person was not competent enough in the subject area, he compiled the text from texts submitted by other project team members. Although on the substance the whole text was correct, it was not holistic and was not understandable enough; the project was rejected. Sometimes it is purposeful to use sentences, descriptions and citation that can be used by reviewers in composing reviews, particularly if there is a possibility that the reviewers are not experts in the field and there is a possibility for a not quite adequate reviews. At the same time the text should not harm the colleagues. For example, a researcher showed evaluators during a research evaluation a review from a previous evaluation where he had very high marks; in the same review, his colleagues were rated inadequately low. The evaluators were influenced by the previous review and gave repeatedly inadequately low marks to the colleagues. As a rule, a project plan is submitted in pdf-format, not depending in what format it was processed. It is suggested to use numeric data, tables and figures in justifying the project and describing the results of the project. It the project plan is form based then possibly all fields/cells should be filled in (“0”, “not relevant” or just “-“ is better than leaving the cell empty). The forms should by no means changed; if experts evaluating the project plans are not finding answers where these are expected to be then this can result in rejection of the project. Experienced project managers organize the project documents in catalogues and e-portfolios; this allows: • To have a good overview what was planned and what is achieved, • To automaze the composition of new project plans. How difficult it sometimes is for unexperienced teams to succeed in the “project market” can be understood from the fact that none of the nineteen Estonian institutions who participated in the first call of the EU 5th framework programm for ICT projects, did succeed. Later, during the 6th FW programm, success rate was already about 20%. Exercises 1. What are the main differences between a project plan and a strategy/strategic plan?



3.12.



Summary of a project



Introduction and project summary should be composed with double care as the evaluators usually reed these parts of the text first and therefore form in a great extent the general impression about the project. The introduction should convincingly justify the need of the project, and the summary describe the expected outcome and how the outcome will be reached. For example, if the software developed will do the job in ten minutes instead of two hours that was needed previously, then the experts tend to support the project even without going deeply into the project plan. Introduction should describe shortly the contribution of other colleagues in development of the field. A researcher 5 4



submitted an manuscript to a prominent international journal and did get an extremely positive review. It turned out that the reviewer has been cited in introduction of the article as the leading researcher in the World in this particular field. The summary should give an adequate descripion of the main characteristics of the project and should normally not be longer than one page. It includes: • The name of the project, • The name of coordinating institution, • The objective of the project, • The list of main goals (in measurable terms!) and the strategy for achieving the goals, • Short description of basic concepts and methodologies used in project execution. The summary should not contain a list of activities only; it should consider the project in a wider context, including relevance to the relevant priorities and programmes, assessment of expected impact of the project etc. Important is that the summary is understandable to a wide group of people and contains some significant/acute keywords. Exercises 1. What are the most significant keywords in the following fragment of the summary of the TEMPUS JEP 12418 project (submitted in January 1997): The courses will involve distance learning, group work, project work and learning with the use of Internet: the majority of course materials developed is intended to be made freely available in Internet. There will be held a number (at least eight) of seminars in Estonia where all aspects of new courses (the course structure and content; course management and organisation; assessment techniques, instruments and standards; teaching methodologies; academic standards and quality control mechanisms and teaching materials) as well as EU regulations and experience will be discussed. Part of the courses will involve an industrial and research institute placements so it is essential that an interface with local industry and research institutes in Estonia will be established. The contacts with industry, business and research institutes will enable to base the project work on real problems and integrate the higher education, research and world of work. As the Master Programme will be developed and run jointly by four Estonian universities this will be towards the creation of unified “university space” in Estonia where students can take courses at different universities. The project will also promote the national Tiger Leap Programme (computerisation of Estonian schools) according to which there should be worked out a huge amount of multimedia based course materials by preparing qualified specialists for it..



3.13. The logframe matrix of a project The logframe matrix of the project is a two-dimensional table that contains the goals and other features, indicators that measure achievement of the goals, means of verification, assumptions and risks. Although the logframe matrix can vary to a certain extent, most often it has the following form: Description



Indicators of achievement1



Means of verification2



Assumptions and risks3



Wider objective



Indicators of achievement



Means of verification of the



Assumptions and risks for
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of the project



of the wider objective



wider objective



achieving the wider objective



Direct objectives of the project



Indicators of achievement of direct objectives



Means of verification of direct objectives



Assumptions and risks for achieving the direct objective



Outputs of the project



Description of outputs4



The means for evaluation and description of the outputs vahendid



Assumptions and risks for achieving the outputs



Activities



The list of outcomes of activities and tools necessary for achieving5



Documents about performing and quality of activities



Assumptions and risks for performing the activities



Inputs6



Requirements to inputs



1



Indicators in the logframe matrix can be measured both by quantitative (expressed by numerical data) and by qualitative (expressed by properties) data.



2



Means of verification include quality assurance instruments as well (intrinsic and external), incl list of sources that contain information about achievement of project objectives (reports of the project, feedback information, report of the auditing institution etc).



3



Assumptions and risks cover also aspects that do not depent on the organisation (existence of lecal regulations, environmental conditions, support by interest groups etc).



4



The outputs are formulated in general terms (for example Educational technologists are educated for schools), description of outputs is described in a more detailed way (for example 100 educational technologists are educated, at least 4 for each county).



5



Tools necessary for achieving the outcomes are described here if they should be indicated for each activity separately (in this case the last row – Inputs – can be omitted).



6



Inputs describe resources that support the project and that already are available (in this case other cells of the line remain empty) or will be obtained.



The content in logframe matrix should correspond to the remaining project documentation.



3.14.



Composition of recommendations for projects



Some financing institutions accept or even require adding recommendation(s) to the project plan. In some cases the recommendations should be sent directly to financing institution without revealing the content to the applicant. The aim of recommendations is to get an opinion about necessity and usefulness of the project outcome from a competent person representing the target group of the project. In choosing persons for writing recommendations the following aspects is suggested to follow: • the person should be an expert in the field; • the person should not have a conflict of interests (for example, should not benefit from the exacution of the project); however, senior managers of performing institutions are accepted; • the person should be accepted by the financing institution.
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Recommending a project, the person puts his/her prestige on the stake; therefore one should choose persons whose prestige is widely recognized. Some busy and eminent people ask for an initial version of a recommendation to be prepared for them by the applicant. The recommendations usually are not form based and there are no guidelines for composing them. However, there are some general suggestions that are followed in practice: • The text of the recommendation should be concrete and objective, contain relevant facts; • The recommendation should contain information about the aspects that are important for the financing institution (sometimes the list of these aspects is given); • Recommendations usually do not make suggestions to the content of the project; instead, the possible benefit occurred from the outcome of the project will be described. Exercises 1. The following persons were considered for recommending a project that planned to develop learning software in geography: school principal, head of a department in a county government, head of a department of the Ministry of Education, a teacher of geography, the president of Estonian Geographical Society. Present your arguments of their suitability/unsuitability.



3.15.



Reviewing the projects



The reviews are evaluating suitability of the project. The reviewers will be selected by the financing institution and they will not be known to the applicant. The reviews are usually either form based or should analyse a certain (sometimes predetermined) set of aspects including the following: 1. To what extent the project corresponds to the priorities and aims of the financing institution. 2. Are there enough resources for executing the project (first of all, the human resources: are the people competent enough). 3. How realistic is the time-table. 4. How adequate is the budget; how effectively the resources will be used. For example, an institution applied for a project that planned to organise a three day discussion in Pärnu for 120 school children from all over Estonia, in three parallel groups of 40 each. Instead, a reviewer proposed to organise discussions in three biggest towns of Estonia (Tallinn, Tartu, Narva); this would make the budget of the project about three times smaller (huge savings in transportation and lodging costs). 5. The value added in relation to already existing solutions. 6. What threats and negative consequences may the project have. For example, reviewers of training projects that are submitted to the Tiger Leap Foundation should answer the following questions : • Whether and how is the project related to school curriculum? • Does the project contribute to the development of education in Estonia and when the results can be expected? • Are the outcomes of the project applicable in majority of Estonian schools (that is, is necessary technical and human resource available)? The usual lengths of reviews is 1-3 pages, but can also be much bigger. Review should not be formal as it is often the case by recommendations (“I approve and recomment to support the project”). As 5 7



the main purpose of reviews is to support the financing institution to decide about the project plans, the reviewer should: • Check the validity of arguments presented in the project plan as well as the correctness of calculations, • Analyze suitability of the proposed solutions and give recommendations for modifications if needed, • Take into account the positions of recommendations (or oppose) if needed. In choosing reviewers, similar aspects are followed as in the case of recommendations (see previous section). For example, a university submitted a project application for developing a distance teaching course. Although the two reviewers were from another institution, the reviews were not considered as both of the reviewers were planned to be involved in running the course. The main part of reviews (without no hint to the reviewer) will usually forwarded to the applicant. However, the reviewer should consider the possibility that his/her name will be known to the applicant (this happens often in small communities). This is why suggestions and opinions presented in reviews should base on facts, be correctly justified, and free of emotions. The reviews should be benevolent, but objective and honest; by no means should it be malevolent, suspicious or conceal important circumstances. Perfect reviews are creatig a professional image of a reviewer and will increase his/her competiveness should he/she sometimes submit himself/herself a project application. Exercises 1. Explain what are the main differences between the persons and procedures related to composition of recommendatios and reviews. 2. Describe an evaluation scheme of projects in some program (see, for example, "Manual of Proposal Evaluation procedures": http://cordis.europa.eu/fp5/management/eval/r-em-01.htm or “Guidelines on Proposal Evaluation and Selection Procedures”: ”: www.rect.muni.cz/veda/6RP/ges_200301_en.doc).



3.16. PR-activities Decisions on project applications are determined/affected by various elements; these include: • Personal knowledge, preferences and opinions of decision makers; • "public opinion" (in the following without quotation marks) about the priority of the area and about the competence of the applicants. The instruments for influencing these elements are partly different: personal communication is more effective in the first case, mass communication in the second case. Essencial is that the need is communicated convincingly, in a problem based or intriguing manner, and that the problems are widely discussed. For example, a scientist initiated a comprehensive research program for composing a handbook of history of the country. Because humanities did not belong to the priorities of science in the country, the undertaking seemed to be quite unrealistic. A public discussion was started where mainly two options were considered: 1) to start the composition of the handbook from scratch or 2) base on 5 8



existing history books, revise them and add necessary appendixes. High positioned politicians were involved in discussions (including the president of the country). A favourable background was created just in few months, the program was accepted and financed. The public opinion is often not been assessed/measured adequately, if at all; often it bases on emotions and political arguments. Personal attitude of decision makers is influenced by personal competences of the applicants as well. The Project Manager Competency Development Framework presents a systematic treatment of the personal competences; the following additional characteristics are important in performing PR activities: • Positivity. People like to communicate with optimistic and nonembittered persons. Positivity is also an indicator of the fact that the person enjoys his/her profession. This in turn is an important success factor, indicating that the person has not reached the level of uncompetency. On the other hand, unsatisfaction and embitterness indicate that the person is not able to manage things approapriately. Therefore, positivity is an indicator of professionalism. • Conviction. This shows that the problem is thoroughly thought over. This in turn is necessary for having good solutions. PR-activities are important not only for assuring positive decisions in relation to the applied projects, but also for becoming a partner in projects initiated by other institutions: partnership is proposed to institutions whose activities and achievements are well known. For example, there was a professor who did not have published a single article in first class international scientific journals and his publications were not cited by other researchers (that is, he was not known to international community of scientists). On the other hand, he took care of his public image: he published articles in public press, organized conferences etc. The general public knew him as a leading expert in the area, his opinion was asked to different problems, he was proposed to take part on projects etc. At the same time, there was a professor who was highly respected in the international community of researchers but who as a person was extremely modest. He was completely unknown by general public. He lives from his basic salary only while the total income of the first mentioned professor was up to four times higher! Some PR-activities may be needed before submitting revised project plans that were initially not accepted. In this case one should clearly state what were the reasons for rejection and how these problems are dealt in the revised version. NB! The role of public opinion can be summarized by the following sentence "Important is not how good you really are, but how good you will be perceived". This is why PR activities should be performed not only in an application phase of a project, but also in promoting its outcomes.



4 Running a project
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4.1. Starting a project Acceptance of a project causes positive emotions of project team, it is wise to convert this emotional power to project activities. This is like swarming of bees; the bees are extremely productive during few weeks after swarming. For project manager it means that the project team should immediately be called together to agree the basic procedures and start the activities. Big and complex projects can cause a feeling of powerlessness. The best recipe in this case is: take your time! Deep engagement and planning are good instruments for putting you on the track. Details how the work is organized certainly depend on a number of aspects, including the personal characteristics of project team members like ability to enjoy the work, social competences etc. Running a project (that is, implementation of a project plan) starts with setting up a methodological framework that will be applied. Even if the project team finds it unnecessary to fix the methodology formally, at least the project manager should have a clear understanding what are the basic principles s/he is going to apply. There is developed some general-purpose project management methods/methodologies as well as methods/methodologies that are to be applied in some specific area (for example, in software development). In some countries one particular methodology has informally obtained a status of a standard (for example, PRINCE2 in Great Britain or V-Modell in Germany). There are some principles that is suggested to apply: • The methodologies base sometimes on quite different principles. For example, PRINCE2 (PRojects IN Controlled Environments) is build up on the phases of a project’s life cycle; the phases are based on development cycles of a product. • Existing methodologies are to a certain extent flexible and allow taking into account specific conditions and circumstances of single projects; this is why a project manager should actually develop his/her own personal methodology that is adapted to the context of a project. • Knowing different project management methodologies support project managers in development of a methodology that suits in a best possible way in local environment; another important source of information are the case studies, that is, learning from the experience of others. A number of educators stress the importance to develop by project managers not so much the ability to apply existing methodologies and common/standardized procedures, but first of all creativity as well as the ability of critical and innovative thinking. These abilities allow the project managers contributing to the best practices. The aim in educating project managers is to reach the highest possible level of learners according to the Bloom’s taxonomy (knowing, understanding, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, evaluation). Exercises 1. What are the personal competences that are needed for project managers and that are not so much needed for those coordinating the composition of a project plan? What about the opposite? 2. Formulate the basic principles of V-Modell XT methodology. 3. Formulate the basic principles of Extreme Project Management (Radical Project Management) (see, for example, www.cutter.com).
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4.2. The PRINCE2 method PRINCE2 is a project management method that focuses on delivering specified products to meet a specified business case. However, PRINCE2 does not cover special techniques for creation a product. The business case is repeatedly reviewed and progress is measured; opportunities for discovering new benefits, which may enhance the project’s product, will be looked for. The customers are always involved in the creation and verification of products. PRINCE2 has a process-based approach; there are eight management processes. Additionally, there are eight components that are applied within the activities. The processes are the following: 1. Starting up a project (denoted by SU, the only pre-project process). 2. Directing a project (DP, runs from SU until the projects closure). 3. Initiating a project (IP, the main product of this process is the Project Initiation Document defining what, why, who, when and how will be done). 4. Managing stage boundaries (SB, includes a revision of the project plan after each stage). 5. Controlling a stage (CS, handles day-to-day management of the project). 6. Managing product delivery (MP). 7. Closing a project (CP). 8. Planning (PL). One of the basic principles of PRINCE2 is that the process models are tailored to the needs of the individual project. Applying a process model, the project manager should always ask “How extensively should this process be applied to this project?”. The components are the following (the processes where the components are used): 1. Business case (SU, IP, CS, SB, CP) 2. Organisation (SU, SB) 3. Plans (IP, MP) 4. Controls (DP, IP, CS, MP, SB, CP) 5. Management of risk (SU, IP, CS, MP, SB, CP) 6. Quality in a project environment (SU, IP, CS, MP, SB) 7. Configuration management (IP, CS, CP) 8. Change control (IP, CS, MP, CP) Foe each process, the sub processes is defined. For example, starting up a project has the following sub processes: • Appointing an executive and a project manager, • Designing a project management team, • Appointing a project management team, • Preparing a project brief, • Defining project approach, • Planning an initiation stage, The following features describe the processes and its sub-processes: 1. Fundamental principles (why to have this process, what is it aiming to achieve, why is this process fundamental). 2. Context (puts the process in context with the other processes). 3. Process description. 4. Scalability (for processes only, describes the factors to consider when tailoring the process to fit the needs of the project). 6 1



5. Responsibilities (for sub-processes only). 6. Information needs (for sub-processes only). 7. Key criteria (for sub-processes only). 8. Hints and tips. PRINCE2 differentiates four management levels (responsible bodies in brackets): corporate/programme management (corporate board/programme board), directing a project (project board), controlling a stage (project manager), managing product delivery (team leader).



Exercises 1. Determine the basic differences between PRINCE2 method and principles described in PMBOK Guide.



4.3. Management of the project While the basic structures and principles of project management are exposed in project plan, the detailed management plan is usually developed in the starting phase of the project where the procedures and related problems will be discussed and agreed. This is ultimately necessary if there are people in the project team who did not participate in composition of the project plan. The main components of the management plan are: • determination of responsibilities and rights of project team members, • the project’s information system, • everyday work procedures. Determination of responsibilities and rights of project team members is particularly important in projects with many participating institutions. Important is that the number of subordination levels is optimised (there is a tendency to have too many levels). Institutional subordination (where heads of work groups are from one institution and work group members from other institution) should be avoided in projects where different institutions are participating. Although the project manager has the responsibility in successful running of the whole project, each partner should feel to have responsibility about his/her scope of work. Certain adequate amount of freedom in decision-making is a necessary precondition for that. Therefore, the basic principles in assigning tasks are the following: 1. The tasks should be coherent/correspond to capabilities (“there is nothing more unequal than assigning equal tasks to the people with unequal capabilities”). 2. Not to change the subordination of project team members. 3. To be fair (the contribution of the project team members is adequately compensated). 4. Clearly state responsibilities. A number of codes of conduct have been created. For example, a team member of a software project has right: 1. To know the objectives and priorities of the project, 2. To know what is expected from him and get explanations if needed, 3. To have access to the customers, project manager and other persons that decide about the functionality of software that will be developed, 4. To work in a technically purposeful way in each phase of the project, is not forced to develop code in a too early phase of the project, 6 2



5. to offer deadlines and methods to be used for tasks in his responsibility including getting time for calculating necessary estimations, 6. to inform customers and upper managers about the state of art and advancement of the project, 7. to work in a productive environment, without unnecessary disturbing and interruption (especially in critical phases of a project). In assigning tasks and setting up reporting procedures the personal competences of project team members should be taken into account. For example, there are people that agree to take whatever tasks but are actually very ineffective to perform them and, vice versa, who always argument against the tasks but nevertheless are executing the assigned tasks correctly. In planning the tasks and reporting an old Chinese saying should be taken into account “People are not performing the tasks a chief wishes but tasks that will be awarded". A good project manager addresses always the problems how the subgoals and activities are serving the main goal of the project and awards the results accordingly. The project’s information system is one of the quality instruments and should therefore be implemented in an initial phase of the project. The keywords in establishing an information system are: sufficiency, adequacy and availability. Usually the information system has both public and closed area and contains: • web based repositories of documents (project plan, minutes of meetings, information materials etc); • hyperlinks to other sources; • mailing lists, discussion groups, contact information (e-mail and skype addresses, telephone numbers, …) etc. Everyday work procedures should ensure that the project team would work efficiently (as a team). These procedures cover meeting and their preparation. The latter is a problem in almost all projects; although the general principles for organising meetings are simple it is more difficult to keep them: • meetings should serve a purpose; for example, to decide whether there is a real need to call a meeting one can calculate the costs of the meeting (work hours of the participants, travelling costs etc) and compare it to the expected outcome; • the dates for meetings should be agreed on time especially if there are partners from different countries (sometimes up to six months before the meeting); • a meeting should be properly prepared, the agenda and documents that will be discussed made available to the participants in advance. It is also suggested to formulate the problems and possible solutions so that the participants will have think about them and work out their recommendations; sometimes it is reasonable to discuss the most controversial problems in a smaller group where main views are represented; • the proposals that are not supported by everybody should be voted and the minutes of the meetings should be composed and made available to the participants already before official acceptance. For example, the upper management of an institution presented to the council a proposal to increase the amount of money will be allocated to the central needs. The departments did not accept this because the proposal was not formulated as a decision and was not voted by the council the council meeting. To follow the advancement of a project status review meetings are organised; the purpose of these meetings is to inform mutually about timetable and other problems and to plan additional activities if necessary. 6 3



For discussing complex problems a series of 2-3 meetings can be arranged: 1. first meeting discusses and agrees the basic principles, 2. second meeting discusses the regulations that are imposed by the basic principles, 3. third meeting discusses and agrees the regulating acts. Meetings are not effective for development of documents. This is why the documents prepared for meetings should be elaborated deeply enough: some bigger preparatory work of one or two persons saves considerable amount of time of a number of persons. However, a meeting can authorize a person or a small group of persons to implement agreed clauses into documents afterwards. For meetings a principle of involvement applies: the more colleagues are involved in preparation of a meeting the more effective the meeting is. Poblems where consensus is apparent can be voted electronically, without calling a meeting. NB! Meetings can reveal dark side of democracy as well where a competent proposal will not be accepted because of manipulation of facts and evidences or because of demagogic sayings. This is why the arguments should be convincing and backed up with necessary examples. Everyday work also depends on mutual agreements. For example, some people like working in late hours and are ineffective in the morning. Important is that individual regulations will not perceived as advantages but as a reasonable solution that will serve the common interests where timely achievement of the project’s objective is the ultimate goal. The quality of project outcome depends on the quality of everyday work, this in turn depends on the usage of different tools including ICT tools. NB! All decisions and agreements should be made in written form. This has the following reasons: a) assurance that the parties understood what they agreed on; b) possibility to inform other people concerned about the decisions/agreements; c) cite the relevant documents if needed. Exercises 1. What are the basic threats and opportunities related to the project team members that are product/outcome oriented, activities oriented or communication oriented? 2. A person from one department coordinated the activities of a work package in a project. Head of the department acted as an expert in this project; his task was to advise in development of a conceptual framework. A software developer was hired in the department to perform necessary programming for the work package. Head of department started to assign tasks to the software developer that sometimes contradicted the tasks assigned by the co-ordinator. Tensions emerged between the head of department and the co-ordinator causing significant delays in the project. The coordinator left the project and moved to another department. How would you as the project manager solve this conflict? 3. Based on the source http://projectmagazine.com/team-building/ formulate the problems that can arise in managing virtual project teams. 4. What would be the main differences in assigning tasks and reporting procedures in case of people having the following personal characteristics: 1) agrees to take whatever tasks but actually does not perform them properly or performs them partly; 2) always argues against the tasks but nevertheless is executing the assigned tasks correctly.
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4.4. Scope management Scope management should ensure that the project team performs all the processes (and only these!) that are necessary for achievement the project’s objectives. Scope management determines the processes that should be performed and that should not. The project manager should constantly ask himself whether an activity or requirement is necessarily needed. Therefore, the scope management begins already with the determination of the project’s objective. Scope management contains also change management if the need to change initially planned/executed activities should emerge. It is clear that scope management can cause the need to change the activities, the timetable, the budget and other attributes of a project. Scope management concerns both with the project scope as well as with the scope of a product. Project’s scope management procedures are relatively independent from the type of a project, the product’s scope management depends on the area. It is clear that both these lines of activities should be performed in an integrated manner. The project scope advancement is measured by comparing against the project plan; the product scope advancement by comparing against the requirements to the product. Next we consider change management more closely; scope management in software projects will be considered in section 6. Implementation of changes consists of three phases: 1) Analysis of reasons why changes are necessary; 2) Determination of changes (incl. determination of costs caused by implementation of changes); 3) Implementation of changes. The need for changes can be caused for example by the following reasons a) mistakes or miscalculations made in determination of the product scope in a planning phase of the project; b) mistakes or miscalculations made in determination of the project scope in a planning phase of the project; 3) changes in external conditions (for example, a better technology is available). Implementation of changes affects the budget and work breakdown structure. This is why the procedures should be very exactly regulated: who, how and whom can submit proposals for changes, who and how the changes should be accepted, the procedures how the project plan will be changed etc.



4.5. Information management The main purpose of information management is to assure existence/creation of important information and its effective handling, first of all making it available to the users of this information. There are a number of requirements for information; namely, information should be: • identifiable (files have suitable names and possibly other metadata), • well structured, enable effectively localize its items, • adequate and relevant (appropriate and without superfluous information), • in agreed and accessible format. Sometimes it is reasonable to agree on additional conditions, for example, on a system of filenames, the maximum length of files, the structure of file system etc. Information management deals with verbal information as well. Although verbal information will usually not be documented it plays an important role in development of a team spirit and of a common vision. Verbal communication has a number functions and purposes: 6 5
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Understanding the priorities and views of the people, what words, phrases and attitudes are significant for them. A project manager should perceive emerging of new solutions, generate new ideas from opinions and discussions, and start their implementation. On the other hand, if a project manager will get support to some “crazy” idea then the people should be prepared for this. For example, somebody who has very high reputation can present the idea, or the idea will be presented (packaged) in an exciting manner. Feedback to assure that people understand the message and its significance. People perceive the world differently and one and the same message can have for different people different meanings. Assurance that people are necessarily informed. Some people are relatively lazy to follow official (written) project information; some even do not answer personal e-mails. Verbal communication lets the project manager know whether people have read important information.



Informing the project team strengthens the team spirit and trust against the project manager while not informing the project team and acting in a secret manner may ruin the whole project. For example, a transportation company received a multi million project. In order to avoid leaking confidential information to the competitors, the tasks of project team members were strictly determined; moreover, passing project information to unauthorized team members was prohibited. As a result, some people left the company and founded a new company. Communication and composition of the project documentation can take considerable amount of project manager’s time (especially in complex projects). Relatively ineffective and time consuming is receiving of verbal information; the tests have shown that in average only 25% of verbal information will really be received. In order to increase this percentage, there are a number of suggestions: 1. Be prepared to listening. The messages should continuously be scanned to detect important bits of information. Good project managers are in the initial phase of discussions very often mainly listening and processing the received information, and will come up with good ideas and proposals at the later stage of discussions. 2. Do not talk too much (“No good idea will come through the open mouth!”). Talking can detect how ideas are accepted by others, listening can receive and understand the ideas of others. 3. Listen with comprehension. Concentrate on the content of a message, put you in the position of a speaker if needed. 4. Do not interrupt a speaker. Ask questions for assuring that you received messages adequately. 5. To avoid possible misunderstanding, try to figure out what additional information can be behind of spoken message. For example, a ministry wanted to get rid of a public library. The chancellor of the ministry asked a university under what conditions the university would take the library over. The university interpreted this as an offer. Later it turned out that the same question was posed to two other universities as well. 6. Follow the way a message was spoken: feelings, body language, timing etc. 7. Be patient. Give enough time to present the ideas. 8. Give feedback how did you understand the message and what you are going to do with this knowledge. A good tool for assuring adequacy of received information is the “repeat”-rule where a listener will repeat the message. If the partner is not quite satisfied, he can specify the message until it will be adequately received. Sometimes a speaker may assume that the listener is aware of some additional/background information that in reality may not be the case. Exercises 6 6



1. What are the main functions of speaking and listening? 2. A research revealed (see www.emeraldinsight.com/1366-5626.htm) that communication is one of the most critical competences of project management. For what kind of projects is it particularly significant?



4.6. Reporting and quality control The aim of reporting and control is to assure the advancement of project’s execution according the plan and within the legal framework. The reporting can be external (initiated by the sponsor or by the customer) and internal. Additionally immediate control/auditing can be performed. The latter can be topical where activities and results are compared against the project plan, and financial where the purposefulness of financial spending will be checked. Some sponsors require that the whole project documentation should be kept for a certain period of time so that it will be possible to perform audits after project end as well (for example, the financial documents of EU projects should usually be kept 5-7 years after the project end). The project manager is responsible for external reporting; as usually reports are composed by a copy and paste method from information received from a number of people, the project manager should harmonise the whole text (the ability to create texts can be amazingly different!). For effective composition of adequate reports the reporting and quality control should be properly managed. Usually it is hierarchical: a project team member reports to the head of a work group, the head of a work group to the project manager, the project manager to the board or steering group of the project. Depending on the type of a project, the products/outcomes of the project can replace the formal reporting (for example, for software projects). Should in the course of the project’s execution arise a need for significant changes then it should be documented and before implementation agreed with the sponsors/customers. If the proposed changes are justified then the decision makers usually accept them (the sponsors are interested in success of the project as well!). As smaller or bigger changes in a project plan are usually inevitable, change management system should be planned already in a preparation phase of a project. Reporting should be honest; even if unauthorized activities can be hidden so that sponsors will not notice it, the colleagues will certainly notice. And even if the colleagues should support the project manager, this is a sign that he is not trustful. This can cause problems in initiating new projects (“Now he is not honest in relation to others, later he can not be honest to me”). For example, a temptation to “optimise” the costs may come if there arises a possibility to merge some activities with other projects (that is, some costs will be covered twice). For example, a professor received a grant from Science Foundation to take part on a conference. It turned out later that the Academy of Sciences of the country where conference took place agreed to cover all local costs of the professor. Moreover, the organising committee of the conference offered covering of all costs of this professor as well. As a result the professor: a) rejected the offer of the organising committee; b) accepted the offer the Academy of Sciences and 3) applied for Science Foundation a permission to spend the money for other purposes. A summary: the project execution should be transparent and documented. Exercises 1. How the reporting and stages/sub goals should be related to each other? 6 7



2. What is the basic idea of Total Quality Management (TQM)? 3. What are the basic requirements to the quality of data (see, for example www.gartner.com > data quality)?



4.7. Resource management For completing tasks certain resources are needed, tasks with more resources allocated will have a higher probability to be completed timely than tasks with relatively smaller resources. Distribution/assigning of resources between the work groups or individual team members or more generally, managing resources, is one of the main tasks of a project manager. There are some general principles concerning resource management: • balanced and purposeful; resources should cover the needs possibly at the same extent, so that all activities have more or less the same conditions. If there is a fear that resources will not be used effectively enough, continuing education courses or hiring additional experts is maybe needed. For example, Estonian Science Competence Council follows the principle “The higher the competence the more support for research”. The competence is measured mainly by the number of so-called ISI publications that is not quite relevant for Estonian-centred research. The scientific competence is mainly created during the soviet era, according the priorities of Soviet Union. This is why most of the research money is spent for researching the “problems of the world” and local problems remain unsolved. •



adequate; rewarding should correspond to the results. Sometimes it is very difficult to ensure adequacy because: 1) Action- and conversation-oriented people who are not so effective in project work are often more demanding that output-oriented people (“why do I earn less, I am working all the time!?”), 2) Some people are always unsatisfied with the salary while other people never argue. The project manager should be fair in deciding about rewarding and should not be too much influenced from the first group of people. For example, a manager got an impression that the cleaning costs are too high in one of the three buildings (meaning that there are too many cleaners). An analysis revealed that, on the contrary, there are too few cleaners in another building (two instead of three). An additional cleaner was hired.



•



collegial. The principles of resource distribution should be discussed and agreed by the project team. Before bringing to a general discussion it is always wise to discuss the principles with one or two senior team members. Everything should be well founded!



In spending finances some (legal) “optimisation” procedures are often used. For example, instead of paying premium for outstanding results, higher daily subsistence or better hotel during a visit can be paid (no taxes!); a mobile phone costs or additional payment for usage of personal car can compensate a lower salary. Those who manage resources should also avoid the conflict of interests. This was not a problem in Estonia some years ago, but harmonisation of Estonian legislation with the European inevitably forces project managers to follow European practices. Exercises 1. What does the conflict of interests mean? Bring examples of conflict of interests. 2. Whether to allocate more resources to more efficient work groups but that are maybe not so important for the project or more to the less efficient work groups that do not bring results but are more important for the project? 6 8



3. You are the project manager of a big project. One partner that carried the main workload presented to a mid-term report a much bigger budget than was agreed in the project’s initial budget. What will you do if a) the role of the partner ended in the project; b) the role of the partner is not ended? 4. A person in your project applies for a bigger salary. What will you do?



4.8. Professional development of project team The strategy for professional development of people depends on the type of institution. A project type institution usually does not bother about the professional development of project team members other than maybe permanently employed project managers. Projects that have tight budget often spare the training costs. This may cause no significant harm to a particular project, but it can cause serious problems in long run because: • every project should benefit to the development of the whole institution, should be an investment to the future. To be competitive in a life-long learning society, the latest knowledge and experience is needed; • training is a part of professional development. A person who perceives that the institution invests into his training is more loyal and devoted. High professional qualification does not guarantee success of a project: changes in legislation, property rights or not knowing clauses in different regulations can sometimes cause severe consequences. For example, purchasing equipment by EU funds was sale tax-free. However a special permission was necessary. An institution submitted an application directly to the tax inspector who promised to register it officially what he actually did not. Moreover, he did not process the application. When the institution turned to the tax office for explanations, the tax office demanded to pay the sale tax because the institution did not have a needed permission! By another example of a EU project, two institutions taking part on a joint project bought ICTequipment. The costs were less than 10 000 euros but more than 10 000 euros if taken together (EU regulations require public tender for purchases that cost more than 10 000 euros). A later audit asked for other offerings. For reducing this kind of cases, different services and cases studies repositories are created. For example, an information service for protection of intellectual property rights in EU projects is created (www.cordis.lu/ipr-helpdesk/home.html), regular courses and seminars are organised. Experiences in applications of ICT tools in education in different EU countries can be found at www.htk.tlu.ee/IKT; some cases of ICT related projects are at www.course.com/mis/schwalbe.



4.9. Using power in project management “Power” means here “being capable”, and can be divided into personal power/capabilities (belong to the personal competences) and positional power/capabilities (that is given by the position). It can be further divided into the following two and three subtypes, respectively: • power by example: the capability to make people voluntarily to follow you, • power of an expert: the capability to make right decisions, • legitimate power: capability to force subordinates to execute the orders, 6 9
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supportive power: the capability to provide resources, restrictive power: ability to take resources away, ability to punish.



The first two types – personal power – are instruments for increasing prestige/authority of a person. Studies have shown that the more personal power and the less positional power people perceive to be used by the manager the higher is their devotion to the project, the higher work efficiency and the more open they are in vertical communication. Too much positional power may lead to the situation where communication between the manager and subordinates will not be sufficiently adequate: the problems will not be discussed openly; the views and possible reactions of the managers are taken into account, and consequently some important aspects could not be dealt with. There are different possibilities for making use of personal and positional power: 1. Applying power by example depends on personal behavior. For example, if quality is the most important problem of the project, then discussion of quality problems should have priority on meetings. 2. Applying power of an expert means that a) the colleagues are aware of your achievements and b) you are belonging to different expert bodies (reviewing/auditing/accreditation/evaluation teams, councils, steering groups etc). It is also important to be informed about the latest achievements in the area, about the development trends and to contribute to the development. 3. Legitimate power will be used in giving orders. This should be done in a way that makes subordination pleasant to the people, or at least people should be helped to accept the orders. For example: a) Presenting an order as a request (“Would you please …”), b) Explaining the purpose/idea of the order, c) Citing to official regulations/document/contracts if needed etc. 4. Usage of supportive power depends very often from the quality of work of subordinates, or on the level how the orders will be executed. Extensive use of supportive power may cause a situation where people are obedient but not very much devoted; the tasks/activities that are not visible may be performed formally, if at all. There are aspects where usage of supportive power can never be too high, for example, support in professional development of colleagues. 5. Usage of restrictive power should be avoided if possible, especially punishment. This is accepted only if significant harm has been caused (theft, sabotage, purposeful violation of security regulations etc). To diminish the need for punishment, preventive actions are used: • Inform subordinates about the regulations and possible sanctions if regulations are violated; • Be resolute in assuring the discipline; • Warn and talk before punishment; • Be peaceful and avoid hostility. Instead of punishment, it is suggested to make clear the reasons why the conflict situation emerged and redistribute the tasks if necessary. For example, an engineer did overrun all deadlines for completing the drawings because he hoped to assure the manager to hire an additional engineer. If the punishment is inevitable, then: • Collect enough evidences before punishment, • Explain to the person concerned the reasons of punishment, • Use an adequate punishment, • Warn and punish privately, if possible. For example, a university teacher had permanent conflicts with students. The head of department discussed repeatedly the possible ways to avoid further conflicts; nevertheless the problems 7 0



remained. It ended up with the proposal to the teacher to leave the university because he was not suitable to keep a teacher’s profession. Years later he was very thankful about this decision because he was very happy with his new profession (engineering). In cases where problems are caused by general attitude and nobody personally takes responsibilities, an indirect “punishment” can be applied. For example, workers in an institution did not take security regulations seriously enough, and things started to disappear. An inconvenient for workers surveillance system was started: the doors were locked and equipped with card readers, a guard was hired who started to register the visitors. A number of studies are performed to find out what personal characteristics are mostly wanted from the managers; one possible list is the following (starting from the most important): 1. Honesty. This will be decided by the behavior of the manager, to what extent the words and actions correspond to each other. Example: salaries. 2. Competency. The manager should completely understand what he does. The manager should acknowledge competency of colleagues as well. 3. Apprehension of trends, having a vision. 4. Inspiration, enthusiasm, energetic, positive. Project manager should have a reputation of a person who never fails. This reputation assumes existence of the following abilities: • Ability to make a significant contribution, • Ability to motivate others to make a significant contribution, • Ability to achieve priority for the project, • Ability to achieve acceptance of professional methods of actions. Taking into account the last list, it is understandable why general project management is often taught by faculties of social sciences. An aspect that is related to the topic is delegation of responsibilities. This is an instrument for increasing responsibility of subordinates, if done wisely and in a balanced way. The manager should not try to “re-educate” the team members; the ability of finding a best possible application of every single team member belongs to the competences of a project manager. Exercises 1. What advantages and threats there may be if the manger keeps certain distance to the project team members?



4.10.



Devotion of team members



Project success depends in a great extent from the level of devotion of the team members, are they enjoying the project activities or are they performing the tasks unwillingly. Studies have shown that workers are using in average only 30% of their potential, and the aim is to release as much as possible from remaining 70% for the project. There are different factors for increasing devotion: • perception of importance of the project; • pleasant work atmosphere; • fascination of the tasks; • organizational culture that values efficiency, quality, hard working, loyalty etc.
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Work atmosphere depends on the personal relations between the project team members. For strengthening the team spirit, it is suggested to arrange informal undertakings. For making tasks more interesting, the capabilities and competences should be taken into account; everybody should feel that he is an important actor. How to stimulate devotion depends on concrete conditions; however, there are some general principles for stimulating devotion: 1. The contribution of every single team member should be recognized. 2. A common vision about the aims of the project should be formed. If the aims are accepted by the team members then they are more loyal, productive, and do not complain about the difficulties. 3. The activities should be transparent. If the team members are informed about each other tasks they can better cooperate and provide support/help if needed. Example: Tampere technology park. 4. People should be provided necessary resources and authority. Work conditions should be a priority, not saving of resources. 5. People like to be the winners. Achievements should be celebrated, at least verbally. For example, a member of the board of trustees of a university – the president of a large company – did not do for the university anything but participated on the board meetings. He was asked to participate on composing a development plan of the university. He interested in the problems of the university, and his company started to sponsor the university. Therefore, if you will get real support you should offer real involvement. Exercises 1. What are the possibilities to achieve devotion if the objectives of a project do not harmonise with the personal objectives of the team members? 2. How could it be justified if a manager will ask his secretary to arrange/solve his personal?



4.11.



Supporting creativity



Competitiveness assumes innovation that in turn assumes creativity and taking risks. Different authors are formulated a number of general principles concerning creativity and innovation. For example, John Couch – a project manager of Apple – proposed the following: • It is much more interesting to be a pirate that serve in Navy;’ • Do not discuss about diamonds if the whole world has only coal; • Reward consists in adventure; • It two people have the same opinion then one of them is superfluous; • Develop things that you want yourself (“Need is a mother of creation something new”). There can be formulated the following four basic strategies for innovation: 1. Problem sensibility. This means ability of perceiving/finding of a real problem, not so much of a solution of the problem. Very successful project should not necessarily be very innovative, it can be quite similar with some other project implemented somewhere else. For example, a group of four people discovered that the two existing mobile phone operators did not cover the whole 7 2



frequency area that was possible to use for mobile phones. They composed a business plan, took about 1,6 million USD loan and founded a third mobile operator company. After successful start they sold the company for about 50 Million USD. 2. Generation of new ideas. The more ideas the higher is the probability for finding a good solution. Profitability should not be the main criterion because economical benefits can become evident after some time. Exchange of ideas, conscious avoiding immediate acceptance of obvious solutions are some examples of tools for increasing creativity. For example, the 3M Company invented “Post It” slips for supporting memorizing and exchange of ideas. A good recipe here is continuously asking questions from yourself: “What did we learn?”, “How could it be done better?” etc. 3. Originality. Variation of conditions, finding new ways or using different context for solving already known problems. Sometimes it is useful to present a problem in a nontraditional (for example, in a graphical) form. For example, customers complained that waiting lifts takes too much time; the company did put mirrors on the walls besides of lift doors. 4. Flexibility, both in dealing with problems as well as in composing work groups. Using different points of views in dealing the problems, for example, putting yourself in the position of customer, manager, journalist etc. Luino university is a good example of organizational flexibility. For development a new curriculum a head of the curriculum will be nominated and the head will compose the courses from the whole university. This interdisciplinary approach allows to develop curricula that meet the needs in a best possible way. For implementation the strategies, appropriate measures should be chosen. There are various suggestions for determination of the measures, for example the following: 1. People prefer structured approach (goals, deadlines etc), they should know expectations of managers, and how success will be measured, what indicators are used. For example, the aim of president John F.Kennedy to send a man to Moon before 1970 started massive technological innovation in USA. 2. The work should not be dispersed, people should be given the possibility to concentrate (one task at a time). Henry Ford: “Nothing is particularly hard, if you divide it into small jobs”. Performing several tasks in parallel causes superficiality and nervousness. 3. Continuous enthusiasm and tension should be kept. A positive work climate, optimism and trust among the team members as well as synergy of different events are necessary. 4. Reserving enough time for thinking and experimentation, especially for leaders. Creative process needs time. For example, it was announced that 3M Company reserved 15% of the time of its workers for unplanned activities. 5. Meetings can be used for: • Stimulation, inspiration, informing and acknowledgement of people, • Increasing sense of responsibility, • Ensuring keeping the timetable (results are needed for reporting). There are also factors that may suppress creativity, for example: • Personal characteristics like stress, fear not to be understood adequately etc; • Fear to fail, to make mistakes. Innovation is often accompanied by failures (Thomas Edison: “I failed on my way to success”). • Over regulation of institutional procedures (formal rules, political decisions, procedures etc). Strong keeping of subordination suppresses free exchange of information, slows down the 7 3



communication inside the institution, increases the probability for transforming information etc. The role of this factor in innovation becomes clear from the fact that small and medium sized enterprises are the main source of innovation. For example, it is interesting to compare two big ICT companies here – IBM and Apple, the first much more regulated; Clearly, Apple is the greater innovator of personal computers. New ideas are often accompanied with contradictions: implementation of a new idea will cause certain changes, the existing relations between people and subordination can change as well. At the same time the implementation of new ideas should be performed relatively quickly, otherwise there is a threat that people will loose their enthusiasm. In the following we list some phrases that ruin innovation and should be avoided, if possible: • We have it already tested, • We have different conditions • It does cost too much, • We do not have time for that, • Let us do market research first, • This does not belong to the priorities of the company, • Why change? It already works, • You are right, but …, • Let us form a commission. As a seed, every new idea needs care and nutrition before it becomes ripe. Supporting and encouraging creativity is one of the main prerequisites for long-term competitiveness.



4.12. Teamwork Teamwork and cooperation is the first personal competency cluster in managerial unit B.4 of the PMCD Framework (see section 1.4). This is fully justified because lack of cooperation is one of the main bottlenecks and reasons for failing of projects; lack of teamworking and social skills was also brought up by ICT companies in Estonia as the main quality deficiency of university graduates ([Normak, 2005]). Among the indicators of insufficient cooperation are the following: • Trying to perform tasks alone; • Not trusting colleagues; • Low ability to accept point of views of colleagues. On the other hand, there are several factors that influence the level of teamwork: • Prejudice and related expectations. If we think a person is not competent enough, we distrust his proposals and solutions (although he can actually be the most competent in the team). Only a significant opposite result/activity can change the prejudice. Expectations influence human behavior as well: if we think a person possesses certain qualities, then he will (praising a lazy person he becomes more diligent; blaming a diligent person he becomes more lazy). For example, studies have shown that students who are introduced to the teacher as belonging to the top are for the same performance getting better marks as those introduced as lazy students. • First impression of the person or situation has relatively lasting impact. For example, an excellent first lecture sets positive attitude toward the whole course (and vice versa).
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Attitude of people depend on the roles assigned to them. For example, psychology students performed the following experiment: a group of beggars were washed up, dressed in dresscoats, instructed and applied as waiters in a restaurant. The behavior of beggars changed dramatically. Attitude of people depend from their interests and needs. This is why before judging about something the reasons should be found out. People are aiming to satisfaction their individual needs; knowing them (as well as wishes, expectations and goals) will help the project manager to take the most appropriate measures to motivate the team members. One should take into account the hierarchy of needs: higher level needs do not motivate the people if the lower level needs are not satisfied. It should also be mentioned that satisfaction of the needs of a person does not motivate him for a better work. Strong identity of the team motivates to cooperate. The people are identifying themselves not so much as individuals but as members of a team.



It may seem paradoxical but existence of a strong competitor may be a strong motivator for team work as well.



4.13. Handling conflicts Although the PMCD Framework avoids the word conflict in describing the competences of project managers in fact this is a topic every project manager has dealt with. Conflicts are handled here very broadly and mean all kind of inconsistencies. Coordinating and harmonizing positions and solving related problems is sometimes very time consuming (takes in average up to 50% of project manager’s time). Variety of opinions is sometimes an advantage (“dispute reveals the truth”) ensuring innovation, interest and detection of potential problems; contradictions can generate energy (according the studies one reason for divorce is that there are no conflicts between spouses). On the other hand, conflicts can ruin the whole project. Therefore the conflicts should not necessarily be eliminated, they should be managed. For example, there are people who oppose almost every statement, and people who offer crazy ideas. Arguing with these types of people can lead to completely new solutions. The main sources of conflicts are: • Different priorities, • administrative procedures (incl. authority and duties of project manager, agreements between work groups etc), • technical questions (the more routine the less conflicts), • distribution of tasks, • costs and budget, • timetable (deadlines and planning of activities), • interpersonal relations (status, power, friendship). The studies have shown that for different stages there are different reasons of conflicts: In planning phase: priorities of the project, timetable, budget and partners. Solutions: reserving enough time for planning and involving all partners. In starting phase: timetable, priorities, technical questions. Solution: feedback and acknowledgement for the first results (relatively frequent meetings, solving of emerging conflicts in the early phase), integration of the project team. 7 5



During the main execution period: timetable. Solution: keep the team members working and track the project advancement. Final phase: expenses and timetable. Agreements are effective tools for preventing conflicts. For coming to an agreement, the following main strategies are used: • Creating a common ground: what are the common interests of the team members? Coming to an understanding that success of the project bases on success of every single team member. • Widening of the area of common understanding, looking for compromises. • Collection of information. The manager should know the arguments of different parties, possible mediators etc. • Focus on the problem, not to a person (not to be personal). Orientation to the future, not to finding guilty persons. The basic techniques of successful negotiations are: • Be straightforward; find the cause of the problem, be clear in presenting your interests and needs, • Mark your behavior making introductions to your statements. For example: “Could I please make a suggestion that …”, • Avoid superfluous arguments, these are often emotional and disperse attention from finding solutions. • Be aware of limitations of logic; interests prevail over the logic; it is vitally important to understand how the partners are perceiving the problems under discussion. For example, so called subject coefficients previously were used in financing PhD studies at the universities (for example, humanities 1,0; natural sciences 2,1; dentistry 6,6). A rector of one university that had a relatively high average subject coefficient strongly opposed the proposal to abolish the subject coefficients, although he admitted in private discussions that the current system is not relevant. • Do and aim at things what you want to yourself. Expressing wishes and interests brings discussions forward, • Repeat your expectations in a manner that it will make difficulties for others to oppose, • Do not justify (indicates that you are on defending position). Illustrate your arguments by facts if needed, • Avoid irritation. Sentences like “Everybody knows that …”, “This has always been done in this way…”, “My generous offer is …” force the partners either oppose or escape, • Offer alternative solutions that are satisfying you and the partners in a possibly better way. To avoid conflicts follow the level of satisfaction of different needs. The needs can be divided according to the significance; satisfaction of less significant need can be performed after all more significant needs are satisfied. There are five need levels: 1. Surviving: project will not be interrupted, project team not dismissed. 2. Stability and security/certainty: keeping agreements about the timetable and scope. 3. Solidarity: sound team spirit. 4. Self-confidence: believing in importance of the project, perceiving by individuals its role of in achievements. 5. Realization of the potential, professional development of team members.
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A good tool for avoiding conflicts is respecting rights of other parties involved (incl. the customers). Although these rights are usually not fixed, there are certain commonly accepted principles. For example, the customer of a software project has the following rights (compare to the code of conduct for software project team member, section 4.3): • Formulate/accept the objectives of a project; • Know how much time the project needs and how much does it cost, • Decide about the functionality of developed software, • Change the requirements in the course of the project and know the costs caused by the changes, • Know the stand of the project, • Be informed about the risks that may affect the costs, timetable and quality and be informed about solutions of possible problems, • Access to the intermediate results of the project. Exercises 1. In what cases the following techniques are more and in what cases less efficient in resolving conflicts: • argumentation, • delegating the task to another person, • smoothing the contradictions, • decreasing the role of reasons of contradictions (“in fact it is not so important"), • dividing the differences, • persuading, • looking/searching for a common ground.



2.



What are the basic requirements of the code of conduct for project managers completing the PMI training (Project Management Professional Code of Professional Conduct) (http://www.pmi.org/prod/groups/public/documents/info/ap_memethstandards.pdf)?



5 Closing a project Main objective of this stage is to assure that the objectives or aims of the project have been met.



5.1. Preparation to the project completion Although every single project is a unique undertaking, its results and experiences obtained from the project can in a great extent be exploited for preparation and execution of subsequent projects. The final elaboration and packaging of the project’s results in the final stage of the project can be decisive for success of the project. The following activities should normally be performed during this stage: • Handing over and accepting by customers the project’s deliverables; • Preparation the final report of the project; • Making recommendations for future work.
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At the end of the project successful as well not successful decisions and procedures should be documented and analysed (Lessons learned). Appendix 7 presents an example: experience obtained during an international conference “Learning organisation – German experience, Estonian opportunities” as well as recommendations for organisation of similar big conferences. Proper completion of the project is important for all parties involved (project team, customers, partners), positive emotions and desire to cooperate in subsequent projects should prevail. The end of the project can be marked, for example, by public presentation, press announcement, a festive signing of an act for handing over the project’s results and/or documentation etc. On the other hand, incorrect completion of a project can cause problems both for customers and for the project institution. For example, an IT-company developed a system of web pages for a university. At the end of the project a we server together with installed web pages was delivered. The university did not accept it because the web system was not documented. A relatively common problem is a project drift where the control over the project execution weakens significantly. This can be caused by the following: 1. Project team members are before the end of a project actively considering the possibilities for their further professional activities, negotiating about participation in new projects, looking for other employment possibilities etc; 2. The customer will make some significant changes/improvements before the end of the project; 3. The procedure for completion of the project or acceptance of the project’s deliveries is not agreed. It may happen that the final report or a document declaring the completion of the project starts to circle between different decision makers. Completion of the project should be planned well in time already during the execution of the project. Particularly important is to consider the possibilities to cover the costs that may occur after the formal end of the project. For example, an institution hired a project manager for a two-year EU Leonardo project. As according to the regulations expenses can be made until the previously fixed deadline, the budget was completely used before the formal end of the project. For composing the final report, the institution had to pay additional two months salary. Moreover, it turned out that the official vacation was not registered (that is, formally the project manager did not have any vacation) and the institution had to compensate the next two months as well. For composing a final report, a copy and paste method is frequently used using reports of work groups. This may cause certain inconsistence of the whole text (especially if different formats are used); additional problems can be caused by technology used for preparing/printing the text. For example, a thoroughly checked report was sent to the secretary for printing it out. A brand new printer was used for that; however, the printer was not installed correctly and the formulas and some figures were just unreadable. The project manager signed the report without additional check and submitted it. The report was not accepted.



5.2. Activities after project completion Activities after the project completion depend heavily on the project. A general principle is that activities after a project should pave the way for achieving subsequent goals. The following actions can be considered: 1. Wide dissemination of the project’s results. The possible instruments are, for example: • Press releases to the news agencies, • Articles in public press or issuing a collection of articles, 7 8



• Presentations on conferences, • Organization of a conference that is devoted to the project etc. The common goals of these activities are 1) increasing the “market value” of the project institution through exhibition of the project’s achievements and 2) introducing the institution/project team to the possible future partners. 2. Wide application/implementation/exploitation of the project’s results. This is the main success indicator for a project. The goal here should not be just application of the results but solving some problems through the application (focus on solving some problems). 3. Preparation and execution of follow-up processes. No project will solve all possible problems, usually solving a problem creates a number of new problems. Preparation and execution of follow-up projects are often somehow easier because the domain/scope is familiar and the problems naturally grown from the previous project. 4. Completion of the history document of the project. Exercises 1. What are the main differences between dissemination and exploitation of projects results? 2. What additional possibilities can be used for informing about the results of a project? 3. Bring examples about the completed projects and about application of the results.
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6 Software projects During the seminars of informatics students that were held in Estonian companies in years 2000-2002 it became evident that there is a huge need in project managers. The lack of good project managers and managers in general is not a peculiarity of commercial institutions only; for example, the report of an international evaluation of computer science in Estonia (2001) found that missing of a coordinating person of ICT research activities in one of Estonian universities should be considered as a serious obstacle in quality improvement: small research groups that are not coordinating their research activities do not allow to become internationally competitive.



6.1. Specific character of software projects Until the second half of 1980-ies software was developed mainly for running on a single computer without interoperability possibilities between different software solutions, platforms or computers; computer security was almost no topic. This is not any more the case today: most of software is operating in computer networks and is able to work in different environments and fulfill various requirements. Therefore, modern software is extremely complex. This is why software development assumes creativity, motivation, concentration and ability to carry huge work load. The complexity of modern software is also the main reason why software projects have relatively high risk factor and low success rate. Studies of software projects of mid 1990-ies have revealed the following: •



Only about 15% projects were completed timely and with predetermined budget;



•



Failure of projects were mainly caused by low quality of process management;



•



The maturity of processes is determined by the level of redesigning of software.



Continuous and increasing problems in software development led in the beginning of 1990-ies to a common understanding that software development in general is in crisis. List next some specific aspects that should be taken into account in planning and executing software development projects: 1. IT solutions should support the main processes of institutions that are using IT solutions; IT should facilitate optimization of usage of personnel and other resources, as well as quality of organizational culture in general. This assumes competences of IT developers in broad areas (psychology, sociology, cognitive sciences etc). 2. As IT solutions are in general widely used the (sometimes opposite to each other) needs of a wide user group should be satisfied. This is why users should be involved in software development. 3. Changes in society and industry prescribe quick implementation of software products and possibility to adapt it to different needs: the needs at the end of a project can sometimes be very different to those at the beginning of the project. Some aspects that may not be significant in other projects can be decisive for software projects. For example, productivity of software developers is higher if they are working in small rooms for one or
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two persons. IT companies have been forced to fire good specialists who constantly disturbed the colleagues in their work. These and some other specific aspects of IT projects cause certain uncertainty and higher risks if compared with the projects in other areas. Although there are developed different software process models and standards to support software projects, according to the “Extreme Chaos” document (2001) of Standish Group the average success rate of software projects during 1996-2000 remained almost unchanged. This means that the pace of software complexity increase was almost on the same level as improvement of skills of project managers and project team members. Software projects are output oriented: if a training project fails then this affects only a small number of people; a few number of mistakes in a software project may make the software unusable. Conditions for projects may vary a lot; procedures that are successful in certain conditions may not be applicable to some other conditions. Case studies may be helpful in deciding about applicability of some procedures (see, for example, www.cse.dcu.ie/spire/case.html or www.htk.tlu.ee/IKT lists of some case studies). Software project managers form a network/community (Software Program Managers Network, http://www.spmn.com, see also http://www.it-project-management-beacon.com/). Content development projects and projects about content usage can be considered as software projects as well (www.elearningprojectmanagement.com). Exercises 1. Based on available sources (for example, http://www.it-cortex.com/Examples_f.htm, http://www.codinghorror.com/blog/archives/000588.html,http://spectrum.ieee.org/sep05/1685 find out the most common factors for ICT projects failing. What are the main failure factors of software projects (see, for example, www.projectsmart.co.uk/seven_rules_to_guarantee_project_failure.htm )? 2. Analyse the description of ICT Project Management profession developed by Career Space consortium (http://www.career-space.com/downloads/index.htm). What aspects should be more stressed and what aspects are overemphasised? 3. What are the major differences of ICT Project Management and ICT Management professions developed by Career Space consortium?



6.2. Critical success factors of software projects Critical success factors and critical failure factors are strongly related to each other: absence of a success factor can often be considered as a failure factor. The following factors are often be considered as the most significant factors of success/failure of software projects: 1. User involvement. The Standish Group study in 1995 based on analysis of 8380 software projects showed that user involvement was the most significant success factor and vice versa, insufficient user involvement was the most significant failure factor. The fact that the users wishes and needs often change in the course of a project should be taken into account in a planning phase of a project already. The users should be involved from the very beginning of
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the project by applying relevant means (informing the users about the project, including users into the project team, inviting users in project meetings etc). 2. Change management. Additionally to the users, upper management, donors and other institutions/persons may require changes. The total amount of work may rise considerably if the changes are performed in a non-coordinated or nonsystematic way, or the changes are not properly documented. The general conclusion of the Standish Group study mentioned before was that software project management is chaotic (www.standishgroup.com/sample_research/index.php). 3. Quality assurance. Testing and correction of mistakes can turn to an endless task if the mistakes are not corrected immediately after they are detected; some mistakes that were detected in initial phase of the project can later even be forgotten. For ensuring high quality, one should try to achieve justified simplicity in all the phases of a software project. 4. Integration of components. If the integration of components developed by different authors is made in a later phase of a project, then additional work for development of interfaces that would assure interoperability of components may require too much time. 5. Changes in time-table. If the time-table can not be followed (that occurs very often) then priority will be given to personal deadlines. Time for communication with users, upper management, testing people etc will be reduced. Quality of co-ordination of the project will suffer and risks for emerging new problems will rise. Conclusion: some more process management in initial phase of a project can avoid huge overspendings for correcting mistakes in a final phase of a project; problems should be solved immediately! For example, NASA Software Engineering Laboratory decreased after applying 8 years Software Process Improvement (SPI) method the software development costs in average by 50%, and the number of mistakes by 75%. Application of SPI increases a general work culture as well: in companies where SPI is not used only 20% of workers are considering the work culture in their institution to be high (comparing to 60% in institutions that are applying SPI) [McConnell 1998, p. 26-27]. A rough estimation is that the costs for correction of an error/bug that was made in the phase of determination of requirements in a final phase of the project are two degrees higher (that is, about 100 times) than if it would corrected immediately. The reason for that is that decisions that are made in initial phase are more important than those made in a final phase of a project (for example, in initial phase will be decided what platform will be used; in final phase how to design help information). Although it is usually not possible to assess the quality of a software in initial phase of a project (because the amount of decisions that are not made to that time is too big), general opinion is that success or failure of a software project will be determined during the first 10% of a project. This emphasis once more the importance of initial phase of a project. In initial phase the development model of a software project will be fixed as well. This model describes the general structure of activities and principles for performing them that should lead to a completion of the project. Exercises 1. What conclusions of the research performed by The Standish Group are most surprising for you (see www.standishgroup.com/sample_research/)? 8 2



2. Based on the article “Turning CHAOS into SUCCESS” of Jim Johnsoni in Software Magazine (www.softwaremag.com/L.cfm?Doc=archive/1999dec/Success.html ), describe the most significant personal characteristics of software project managers.



6.3. Structure of software process The activities of software development can be divided into certain type of activities (SWEBOK – The Guide to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge – uses the notion knowledge areas). The most general and probably the most often used model bases on ADDIE model, where A means analyze, D – design, D – development, I – implementation, E – evaluation. ADDIE-model can be applied for small scale software projects. For large scale software projects it is not suitable because: •



these five type of activities do not describe adequately enough all activities of software development;



•



Linear order that is assumed for performing the activities in ADDIE model is usually not effective enough.



Different authors use somehow different division into activities of the life cycle of software development; the basic division usually is the following: determination of requirements of the software, software design, coding, testing and implementation. Requirements has the goal to determine the functional specification of the system. Possibilities to use previously developed (sub)systems should also be taken into account. Software design has the goal to compose software architecture, to determine input/output interfaces and technologies used. This phase can be divided into two sub phases, general design and detailed design. Coding contains also integration of modules, composition of a test plan and of a preliminary version of user documentation. Testing has the aim to check satisfaction of requirements and availability of functionality. Final versions of user documentation will be composed. Implementation of software depends heavily on the type of software (for example, was it developed for a certain company, or as a general purpose software for whole sale). These activities intersect on a time scale: determination and analysis of requirements prevail at the beginning of the project while these activities can almost be nonexistent at the final part of the project. The structure of activities depends on the development model used. Detailed design should be the more formal the more complicated the project is and the less experienced the developers are. It is better to put a little bit more emphasis on design: reduced risks compensate higher design costs. Detailed design consists of a system of design diagrams possibly with some pieces of code. Different authors can use different classification. For example, SWEBOK considers ten basic phases; these in turn are divided into sub phases (for example, requirements phase is divided into the following six sub phases: 1) the process of determination of requirements, 2) determination of requirements, 3) requirement analysis, 4) specification of requirements, 5) fixation of requirements, 6) requirements management.
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Some sets of indicators are developed that allow to estimate the advancement of a software project (see, for example, www.construx.com/survivalguide). Different software development models are considered in the next chapter; in this chapter we consider some aspects that are common for almost all phases. Technologies used for software development is topic of a software engineering course.



6.4. Preliminary planning of a software project During a preliminary planning of a software an initial software development plan will be developed (initial version of Charter). This plan contains the following: • The vision of the project, • The main authority/decision maker, • The objectives of the project, • The main risks, • Needs in personnel, • Estimated duration of the project. The vision of the project. Before initiation of a software project a clear vision about the project’s main goal should be formulated. This should be ambitious and realistic. The worse that can happen is if the project team understands that the main goal is not realistic; in this case their motivation becomes very low. For example, development of MS Word for Windows 1.0 took five years (instead of one year that was planned initially) because the goals were set too high. The main goal “To develop the best text processing software in the World” is too general; “Develop the most user friendly text processing software in the world” would be much better because it gives some guidelines what should and what should not the software should be. Determination of the main authority/decision maker. The main decision maker can be one person or a group of people (project board). In case of project board, it should consist representatives of all interest groups. Determination of the objectives of the project. The objectives can be changed or concretized during the project execution depending on the resources available, on advancement of the project etc. For example, NASA SEL (Software Engineering Laboratory) concretizes the objectives of its projects up to five times taking into account certain adjustment coefficients according to the following table: The coefficients are determined After specification of requirements After requirements analysis After general design After detailed design After coding After testing



Upper bound coefficient 2,0 1,75 1,4 1,25 1,1 1,05



Lower bound coefficient 0,5 0,57 0,71 0,80 0,91 0,95



For increasing the adequacy of the objectives and work plans, the whole project team should be involved. If the project team does not accept the plans these usually will not be followed. The advancement of a project should be available to the project team (for example, through the Intranet), at least the following: : • List of completed tasks • Statistics of errors 8 4



• • •



List of basic risks Completion rate of the project (by duration and/or by resources) Reports of the project



Risk management and personnel management are discussed in separate sections. When it is to be decided whether or not to prepare and submit a bid, an analysis of all essential aspects of the possible project should be done. For example, John M.Smith suggests in [Smith, 2001] to compose a Opportunity Qualification Worksheet, where the followig eleven questions should be ansvered/evaluated on scale 0 (low) … 5 (high): 1. Tangible requirements? 2. Aligned with your strategy? 3. Relationship with this project? 4. Good solution? 5. Effort available to bid and execute? 6. Time available to prepare a winning bid? 7. Size of budget known/adequate? 8. Competition known + strengths/weaknesses? 9. Only me! Do you have uniques? 10. Price that will win? 11. Engagement with prospect possible? To have high marks to the questions 3, 4, 9, 10 and 11 is most important. Before decision the following questions should be answered as well: 1. We will win because … 2. If we lose, it will because … 3. The top three risks are … Answers to these questions help you to emphasize your streghts, eliminate the reason why you might lose and mitigate the possible risks.



6.5. Needs for personnel Depending on a software development model the needs for a personnel varies a lot during the development process, both in terms of the amount and qualification. Higher quality and more experience is needed in initial phase. Distribution of total work load and duration can be, for example, the following: Determination and analysis of requirements General design Detailed design Coding Testing 20% Implementation



Work load



Duration



10% 10% 20% 30%



15% 15% 20% 25% 15%



10%



10%



In fact duration of phases is very difficult to measure because the activities that belong to different phases are sometimes combined and performed in parallel (for example, a small piece of new code tested immediately by the developer). The corresponding numbers in two columns indicate the need of personnel; for example, the fact that general workload for general design (10%) is smaller as duration of general design (15%) means that there are relatively smaller amount of people involved in general design. It is estimated that in case of classical waterfall development model the testing can 8 5



take up to 40% of the total work load. For a bigger software projects, Brooks rule for estimating the duration can be applied: 1/3 of the total time will be devoted to planning, 1/6 – coding, 1/4 – testing and integration, 1/4 – integration testing. Personnel costs are usually the biggest costs in software development projects. Therefore the project team should be composed with care, changes in personnel in later phases can be very expensive (according a study that was performed in USA in 1990, replacement of a single software developer during a software project did cost 20 000 – 100 000 USD). Another aspect that determines the need of personnel is the quality of people involved. However, it is relatively complicated to take this aspect into account because actual practice should not necessarily be coherent to knowledge and skills of the people as was clearly proved by Gunnar Piho [Piho, 2003]. For example, 95% of IT specialists agrees on necessity to have a holistic quality system; in fact only few software companies have it. In order to reduce the risks for time overrunning some experts are suggesting to plan only up to 75% of available resources (including personnel). Exercises 12. What are the main indicators you as a project manager of a software project would consider in composing of a small project team (3-5 members)? What are the main differences in these indicators if you would have a project with a much longer duration?



6.6. Personnel management In this section we discuss the aspects of effective personnel management. The basic idea here is that a project manager has a responsibility to ensure a better quality of human resource as one of the project’s outcome. A company will have considerable losses if, for example, five people will leave a project/company because of poor management. This is why the following aspects are important: • Every team member should have opportunities for his/her professional development; • The ability to keep/consolidate a project team is one of the quality indicators of a project manager. It is suggested to spend more efforts to find competent team members rather than to hire inexperienced persons and hope to their professional development. According to a widespread opinion top quality developers are up to ten times more effective than low level developers. A study (B.Lakhanpal, Information and Software Technology, 35 (8), 468-73) of 31 software development teams showed that harmony between the project team members is the most significant social success factor of a software project, that is how smooth is the cooperation between the project team members. This is why people causing problems in interacting with the colleagues should not be invited to a project team, even if they are good experts. Another study (Carl E.Larson, Frank M.J. LaFasto) that was based on the analysis of 75 projects showed that the week ability to solve problems of problematic people was considered as the biggest weakness of project managers. A project manager should have a full authority to compose the project team and should not immediately agree to take people suggested, for example, by upper management. Roger Woolfe from Gartner Group suggests that preference in choosing project team members should be given to personal characteristics; these are difficult to change while technical skills can be
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acquired relatively quickly. He proposes 25 key competences of an IT organization, ten of these are personal competences (other six describe technical skills and nine describe business processes). Different roles of people should be taken into account as well in composing a project team, all basic roles should be present. Rob Thomsett [Thomsett, 1990] determines the following eight basic roles: 1. Chairman: determines the basic methods of project execution; is able to determine the strengths and weaknesses of a project team and the most effective usage of every single person. 2. Shaper: formulates the results of discussions and other joint activities; this role has usually the project manager or lead designer. 3. Plant: suggests new ideas and strategies, tries to implement new technology and find new solutions. 4. Monitor-evaluator: analyses possibilities to solve problems as well as suitability to implement new technologies. 5. Company worker: executes the tasks; most of the analysts, programmers, testers etc are belonging to this category. 6. Team worker: helps and motivates the team members, tries to improve interpersonal relations and strengthen the team spirit. 7. Resource investigator: organizes communication with the partners outside the project team, tries to find additional resources; has personal contacts to a broad range of people that he also intensively exploits. 8. Completer: observes and motivates the project team members to be goal oriented, tries to minimize emerging of mistakes and domination of personal interests over the project’s interests. It should be assured that the roles project people had/have in some other context will not dominate in forming the project team. For example, in Victoria university (Australia) students formed the project teams for performing a project in software engineering themselves; as a rule the teams consisted of bodies of friends. Success rate of the projects varied a lot because the roles in friendship communities and software engineering are totally different. In subsequent years when the project teams were composed by the university teacher the success rate was considerably higher. Effective personnel management assumes effective time management as well. The main tool here is monitoring the time usage by the project team members, especially during in initial phase of a project. This improves the quality of time estimation for further activities as well as in planning new projects. An example of time usage categories (that is, activities that will be measured and analyzed) can be found in www.construx.com/survivalguide. Special software for time management has been developed as well (see, for example, time-accounting programs on the cited web site). Sometimes – for solving an urgent problem – it is suggested to form a small (1-2 persons) temporary “tiger team” that will made free from other duties to that time. Here possible different attitudes of people should taken into account: some are perceiving membership in a “tiger team” as a promotion, others as just disturbing the main duties. Exercises
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1. Based on the document “IEEE Standard for Software Project Management Plans” (IEEE STD 1058.1-1987) of IEEE (Institute for Electrical and Electronic Engineers), compose its commented summary. 2. What are the basic differences of abovementioned roles proposed by R.Thomsett of those proposed by R. M. Belbin (1999. Management Teams: why they succeed or fail. Oxford; Boston:Butterworth-Heinemann.)?



6.7. Change management It became evident in 1990-ies that the project planning should last during the whole project’s life cycle: it was more and more difficult and even not purposeful to keep initially planned activities and procedures very exactly. Changes in the market, in technology usage and in the needs of customers should be reflected by the development process. Although most of the changes concern the source code it is suggested to apply change management principles to all activities. It is also suggested to form a special change management board, especially for big projects. The board should contain representatives of all interested parties, both from the project team and from outside the project team. The main task of the board should be approval (or rejection) of change proposals. Planning and implementation of changes should be performed according to a commonly accepted and transparent scheme like, for example: • Initiators of a change should compose and submit a written Proposal for a Change that describes the reasons why changes are needed and what are the expected results when changes will be implemented, • The board forwards the proposal for acceptance and improvement suggestions to the parties concerned possibly accompanied by comments/suggestions/opinions of the board; the parties concerned are asked to estimate the possible costs and benefits from their point of view as well; • Based on the feedback the board will make a conclusion and informs about it the parties involved. The board should take into account a variety of aspects, for example: 1) how the changes affect to the time table, quality and distribution of resources (for example, will the work load of busy people increase or not) of the project; 2) Whether it will be reasonable to postpone the changes; 3) What are the risks that accompany the implementation of changes etc. The list of documents considered by the board can, for example, be the following: 1. Change management plan



8. The basic risks



2. Proposals for changes



9. Software tests



3. The main objective of software



10. Graphical and other media elements



4. General software development plan



11. User interface prototype



5. Plans for phases/stages



12. User manual



6. Coding standards



13. Installation program



7. Quality assurance plan



14. Software delivery check list



A systematic change management has a number of advantages:
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•



• • •



Solutions used for software development are more broadly discussed and motivated (a rejection should be explained as well!) and software developers are secured from unjustified requirements of upper management; The project advancement is constantly monitored; for example, a nonworking version can not be declared to be finished, The project is documented more completely, the documents are available to the project team; Change management encourages cooperation between the project team members; people are able to discuss each other problems.



6.8. Risk management The majority of projects do not pay enough attention to reduction of risks. Experts suggest that about 5-10% of project resources should be spent to risk management. Higher costs for risk management will make the project too bureaucratic and clumsy as well as affects to the quality of outcomes of the project (as less resources will remain for software development). Risk management bases on the risk management plan that will regularly be renewed/updated. For mid size and big projects it is suggested to hire a risk manager. Risk manager should have a duty to compose regularly (for example in every two weeks) the list of the most significant current risks as well as possible solutions for reduction of these risks. There exists no reliable methodology for measuring/assessing the risks, mainly expert evidences are used. However, some methods and modeling techniques for assessing the risks of software development projects are developed (see, for example, http://reportsarchive.adm.cs.cmu.edu/anon/isri/CMU-ISRI-03-101.pdf). Example 6.1. A table of the most significant risks. Nr.



How many weeks in the list



Title of the risk



1.



4



Low quality of software



2.



4



Time table will not be kept



3.



1



High expenses



4.



5



The premises are used not effectively enough



Possibilities for risk reduction



A prototype of a user interface is developed for assurance in user’s satisfaction. A systematic development process model will be used. Testing will cover the whole functionality. The system will be tested by independent testers. The time table will regularly be updated. Active process monitoring reveals the shifts in time table. A suitable software development model will be used. Detailed planning creates clear expectations. Environment supports high productivity, motivation and saving. After the prototype is developed, new rooms will be rented.
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Additional columns can be used in the table, including for example the columns for persons who will be involved in reducing the risks or for the reasons the risks became evident. For each risk a document that answers to the relevant questions should be composed. This can include, for example: 1. The probability that risk will be realized and its consequences. 2. Possible ways for risk reduction. 3. Concrete steps and measures that should be taken if the risk can not be reduced. 4. Responsible persons for performing the measures. 5. Deadlines. 6. Resources that are delivered for risk reduction, separately for each step/measure. For risk management it is vitally important to monitor the advancement of the project. Sometimes the people are not willing to articulate the problems; therefore it may be purposeful to create some anonymous or hidden channel for receiving bad news.
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6.9. Co-operation with upper management in planning a project As it was previously shown (see Appendix 6), success of a project depends heavily on support of upper management of the institutions involved. Therefore, cooperation between project managers and upper management is vitally important in all phases of a project. Studies revealed that there exist some general schemes/attitudes that are relatively often used by project managers and chief executive officers (CEO). In the following we list some of them: 1. For securing timely execution of a project the project manager tries to reserve for a project somehow more time than ultimately necessary. 2. As CEOs are aware about attempts to increase the duration of projects in planning a project, they are often cutting it down sometimes even without necessary analysis or explanation. 3. A CEO has a personal opinion about an adequate duration of a project but he does not tell it, for avoiding responsibility. The project plan will not be accepted until the time-table is not close enough to the opinion of CEO. 4. A CEO criticizes a project plan without knowing the details. He hopes to achieve that better solutions will be found in the next version the project plan.. 5. A CEO promised to deliver a software to a certain date; he insists to complete the work before that date as otherwise his prestige will suffer. 6. An institution is interested to get a contract for development a certain software and makes an unrealistic offer with a dumping price. It can have several unpleasant consequences like: “political” agreements with the customer, low quality software, overspendings, replacement of the project manager (if a scapegoat should be found) etc. This kind of actions are mainly based on political decisions and are not taking into account the real possibilities. To what extent these political decisions are made depends first of all on personal capabilities of the project manager. There are also some indirect methods used by CEOs to check the quality of planning and execution of projects. One of these methods is called “alcohol test”. This method consists in asking different (sometimes unexpected) questions from project manager and team members that allow to decide whether the project is realistic or runs smoothly enough. Among these questions can, for example, be the following: • • • • • •



Who are the main customers of the project? What exactly are your responsibilities in the project? What are the most significant risks of the project? What are the most significant external factors that can influence the project? What size will the software have? How did you calculate it? What knowledge has the project team from the area software is developed for?



For securing from unpleasant situations the project manager and other team members should constantly ask this kind of questions from themselves and from each other and try find answers.
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6.10.



Needs analysis



According a Standish Group study, users involvement is the most important success factor of software projects (see Appendix 6). The main objective of users involvement is to develop a software that will as much as possible satisfy the users needs. This is particularly important in the phases of determination and analysis of requirements for the software. During these phases a market analysis will be made as well. Usually customers needs some support for understanding and formulating their real needs. There can be a number of reasons for that: customers and software developers are using “different languages”, customers are not experienced in software usage, customers are not aware of possibilities and limitations of computer software etc. The needs analysis can consist, for example, from the following steps: 1. Determination of a group of reliable end users who would help to decide first of all on implementation of users activity patterns and user interface. The representatives from all main user groups should be involved starting from completely inexperienced users up to expert users. 2. Interviewing the users for determination of the initial set of requirements. Most often the understanding of a quality software are different by users and software developers. It is suggested to arrange joint seminars and workshops, that is to use Joint Application Design (JAD) methods. 3. Determining and modeling the activities/actions of users to develop a set of use cases. 4. Development of some (different) user interface prototypes. The prototypes should be relatively simple but give an adequate understanding about the work with the software. A prototype should be enhanced until the customers are accepting it. On the other hand the customers should understand that this is just a prototype and therefore not too much time should be devoted to it. It is suggested to use some other tools for development of a prototype that for development of a software (for example, drawings on a paper). 5. Development of a style guide. The guide determines visual elements of the software: font types and size of fonts, buttons and icons and their positions, style of messages, mnemonics of basic operations etc. 6. Composition of a user manual that is based on the user interface prototype. In practice the user manuals are often composed at the very end of a project; but then there are risks that: a) no time is left to get and implement the users feedback and b) the structure and logic of user manual does not harmonize with the activity patterns of the users (the users are interested that performing certain tasks are optimized, not so much every single operation). 7. For determination of functions that cannot be described by user interface or user manual (for example, different algorithms, interoperability with other software/devices etc) a separate document should be developed. Requirements should be in written form and should be available to all stakeholders. What can happen if this is not the case we will see from the following. Example 6.2. A system for registering students to subjects. An IT department of a university was asked to develop a software allowing students to register over the Internet to the subjects. As the academic information system of the university did contain all the necessary databases the task seemed to be relatively easy and this was given to a novice developer without any list of requirements from academic departments. After a couple of months the system was opened for testing. Immediately huge amount of problems emerged: 1) as not all time-tables 9 2



were available in the internet (for example, final versions of time-tables for labs were put into Internet after registration, as the usage of labs depended on the number of registered students) the students had check the time-tables in academic departments; 2) only users of the university computer network (LAN) had opportunity to register over the web (authentication!), and therefore the departments were forced to introduce a parallel registration (as not all students were users of the university LAN); 3) in registering to the subjects no control was performed whether all prerequisite subjects are already completed etc. As a result, only 1,5% of the students used this service; some academic departments even suggested their students not to use the system. The university administration decided that the whole system should be developed from scratch. An additional analyst was involved and the project was repeated. Exercises 1. Find in the web three cases of projects that failed because of the scope creep.



6.11.



Quality management



Quality of a software measures the level to what the software satisfies the requirements (needs of the customers). Quality is the most important indicator of software. For, the fact that a software was delivered some weeks later than expected will soon be forgotten, but dissatisfaction caused by bad quality lasts until the software will be replaced. Quality control should base on the following general requirements: • quality control activities should be planned, • these activities should run through the whole project (started at the beginning of a project); • quality assurance should form a separate task with clearly stated responsibilities; • person(s) responsible for quality assurance should be appropriately educated; • quality assurance activities should be appropriately been financed. The basic instrument for quality assurance is the Quality assurance plan. One of the main topics of Quality assurance plan concerns organization of testing. Testing is a structured activity that can consist, for example, from the following activities: • Error check. Every error should be documented (the location and description; how critical the error is, who found and corrected etc) and announced. Special software is developed for error check (see, for example, www.construx.com/survivalguide/); • Examining the source code by an interactive checker. This is usually the duty of a developer and should be done before integration; • Integrity testing is made by developer and its aim is to ensure interoperability of the code with the earlier code. “Smoke tests” where the code will be integrated every day can be used as well; this gives an opportunity for quick detection and solving of integration problems; • Unit testing. This is usually the duty of a developer; • Technical examination for controlling the quality of technical results (user interface prototype, requirements specification, architecture, detailed design etc). This is usually the task of a designated person (tester) or of a quality group that follows some fixed procedure like: 1) a developer submits necessary materials; 2) tester(s) analyses the results; 3) developer and tester(s) discuss the results; 4) Composition of a report (includes a list of errors and correction plans); 5) Correction of errors. There are some general suggestions for technical examinations: 1) The aim is to detect the errors, not to propose solutions; 2) It is purely 9 3



•



technical, customers and upper management will not be involved; 3) Double check that the errors really will be corrected; 4) The results of examination should be made available to the project team; 5) Special time should be reserved for error correction. It is important that developers are taking part on technical examination as well because: 1) different people find different errors; 2) people are informed about each other work and are able to replace each other if needed (illness, business trip, vacation etc). For example, a school information system was primarily developed by a single person. When this person moved to another company then nobody was able to replace him and a new tender was needed; 3) an unnecessary code can be detected. It was reported that Ariadne missile was exploded because some superfluous code from the previous version of software was not removed; 4) corresponding to standards can better be assured; 5) usually shortens by 10-30% the duration of a software project. System testing is used for testing completed components. Some general principles: 1) Users or customers should heavily be involved (certainly not only developers); 2) Testing should cover 100% of features (functions, use cases etc); 3) There should be sufficient amount of resources available. The more critical software will be developed the more testers should be involved.



Quality assurance plan describes the general procedures as well. For example, the general scheme from code creation until integration can be described as follows: 1) developer composes a new code; 2) the developer tests the code; 3) the developer integrates the new code into its private copy of the software; 4) the developer submits the code to technical examination; 5) software will be tested; 6) developer corrects the errors; 7) improved software will be checked; 8) the code will be integrated into the master copy. One should notice that testing allows to assess the quality level of a software and is not a quality assurance tool (like weighting does not reduce the weight). As 80:20-rule (80% errors are in 20% of modules) applies it is important to determine the problematic modules as soon as possible. The process is assessed to be effective if at least 95% of errors will be corrected in the phase of their emerging. Testing belongs usually to a critical path because most of the testing is performed at the end of project or modules. Quality assurance plan should determine the indicators for deciding when software can be released (for example, “if all critical errors are corrected” or “average interval between determination of two error is at least 8 hours” etc). For quality assurance it is important to assess advancement of the project. For assessment the following general principles are used: 1) It is possible to assess software projects adequately; 2) Adequate assessment is time consuming, it should be properly planned and documented; 3) Quantitative methods are necessary and possibly some assessment tools; 4) Adequate assessment bases on analogy with previously completed projects; 5) Assessment should systematically be refined during the project. One should assess the basic features that are determined in Software development plan (incl. deadlines of stages/modules) and correct them if needed. All relevant aspects should be taken into account. For example, in correction of time-table national holidays, falling ill of developers, correction of errors, training project team members, time for servicing previous projects, implementing changes, cooperation with clients etc. There exists software for assess advancement (see, for example, Construx Estimate, www.construx.com/survivalguide). This software can be used for simulation as well: changing certain conditions we can assess changes in the budget and time-table caused by these changed conditions.
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As it was the case in arbitrary projects, so for software projects: if some stage requires more time as initially planned then catching up during subsequent stages is almost unlikely; most likely the project will lag even more behind at the end. Therefore, the project team members should not be forced to unrealistic development speed; instead, the time table should be redesigned. Beta-testing. Complex software will often be given to a broader community (experts, journalists, customers etc) for testing. The goal is to get as broad and comprehensive feedback as possible (for example, about interoperability with all possible hardware and other software). Beta-testing is relatively ineffective because 1) big part of testers do not bother to report the mistakes and 2) elaborating huge amount of information of different quality is very time consuming. For beta-testing it is more effective to hire representatives of user groups that are testing under guidance of experienced support persons. A quality group should take part in development of Software development plan, standards and procedures. There are special quality assurance institutions (for example, www.sqi.gu.edu.au, Software Quality Institute), web pages (for example www.cs.umu.se/~jubo/Projects/QMSE, Quality Management for Small Enterprises). Overview of testing software can be found at http://opensourcetesting.org/. Exercises 1. Compose a short (up to one page) overview of International Software Quality Institute (www.isqi.org). 2. What are the main principles of Software Quality Function Deployment (SQFD) model?



6.12.



Software general design and architecture



There are no commonly accepted definitions of general design and architecture of a software. As most of software engineers treat these two notions almost as synonyms – especially for smaller projects – we will not differentiate these notions (although general design can be used as a verb) and are using the term architecture in this section only. Software architecture determines the general structure of subsystems and their interaction principles of software. For the sake of simplicity and conceptual integrity, the number of subsystems should not be very big. For example, it can consist of the following subsystems: 1) user interface, 2) functional subprograms, 3) storing data, 4) output, 5) user tools, 6) lower level tools (for example, memory management). Functions and division into modules should be described for each subsystem as well as information exchange between the subsystems; interaction between the subsystems should be optimized. It is suggested to determine the components that will be adapted from already existing software (skilful usage of ready-made components can considerably save time and other resources), that will be purchased and that most likely will undergo the biggest changes during development. Questions related to the functionality that should be answered during this phase can, for example, be the following: • With what software, protocols and data should the new software be able to interact, • To what extent the user interface is related to the other components of the software, • What is the structure of data bases, • How the data will be stored, • What basic algorithms will be used, 9 5
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How the concurrent processes and multiple-users network operations are solved, The principles of data protection and security, Localization possibilities to other languages and platforms, Error handling principles.



The document that describes software architecture should formulate the general principles of architecture (for example, to what extent the software should be extended by adding functions) and outline how the architecture phase is related to other phases of the project. Here the 80:20 principle can be applied (development of architecture can be started when about 80% of work in requirement analysis is completed). Architecture determines in a great extent the size and duration of the project. UML (Unified Modeling Language) is currently the main tool for describing the architecture of software. It is often purposeful to consider different views of architecture that cover some predetermined elements of architecture only; especially for complex software the views would make it easier to understand the logic of software. In case if UML models were used the views are abstractions or subsets of these models. For example, Rational suggests to use the 4+1 model for describing software architecture (see http://www3.software.ibm.com/ibmdl/pub/software/rational/web/whitepapers/2003/Pbk4p1.pdf): •



Design view (logical view) describes the basic structures of software, functions and relations between them. Classes form the basic components and first of all the users needs determine the view.



•



Process view describes the aspects of concurrency and timely dependency. The view bases on nonfunctional requirements (performance, integrity of software, fault tolerance etc). A process is defined as a whole performed unit having tasks as the basic components. The process view can be presented on different abstraction levels.



•



Components view (development view) describes the structure of software modules. Modules and subsystems form the components.



•



Physical view describes interaction of the software with physical infrastructure (computes, networks, other devices). Different devices are the components.



The views described above are related to each other, especially design view to process view and to components view as well as process view to physical view. An additional view of scenarios is defined (this is why the model is called 4+1 model); scenarios can be considered as certain use cases. Use case is an activity pattern to perform a certain task that is described in user terms/language while a scenario is not necessarily described in terms used by the users. Example (P.Kruchten). The following scenario is composed for development of a dial up software: 1) controller of a phone detects if the receiver has been raised from the telephone apparatus and sends an activation signal to the terminal; 2) terminal reserves necessary resources and transmits a signal for sending a dial-up tone to the controller; 3) controller detects the code inserted by the user and transmits it to the terminal; 4) terminal analyses the code; 5) in case of a valid code the terminal opens connection to the user.



6.13.



Release of a software



To decide about release of software different techniques are used; we describe here three of them. 9 6



1) Counting of errors. The errors are divided according to the gravity into three groups: critical, significant, cosmetic. The simplest method is to decide on the density of errors (that is measured by average number of errors for 1000 lines of code). If, for example, the density was 7…9 in previous projects and 250 errors have been detected in a new software with 50 000 lines of code then the software is most probably not ready for release. Estimating the average time spent for correcting an error one can estimate the total duration for correction of errors. 2) Predicting the number of errors using two test groups. If the two groups detected M and N errors correspondingly of which L were detected by the both groups then the total number of errors is estimated to be N*M/L. Using two test groups is relatively costly; this will mainly be used for development of a critical software were a small number of errors is vitally important. 3) The probability method. A number of errors will be generated and the total number of errors will be estimated on the number of detected errors: if M errors were generated and N errors were detected of which L were from the set of generated errors then the total number of errors is estimated to be N*M/L. The generated errors should in some sense be representative (the generated errors should subsequently be corrected!). Decision to release a software should base on more than one indicator. Additionally, a check list of different activities necessary for release should be used. The check-list can consist on some few up to some hundred of positions. For a general purpose software it could consist, for example, of the following (responsible person in the brackets): • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •



Update the version information (developer) Remove information necessary for testing from the code (developer) Remove the generated errors (developer) Check that all registered errors are removed (tester) Install the program from a CD (tester) Install the program from Internet (tester) Install the program from CD into a computer where an earlier version has been installed (tester) Check that the installation program creates correct Windows-registers (tester) Uninstall the program (tester) Fix the list of distribution files (release group) Synchronize the date and time of all release files (release group) Burn the final program CD (release group) Check that all the program files are present on CD (release group) Perform the virus check (release group) Perform the check of bad sectors (release group) Create a spare copy and apply the change management scheme (release group) Check the version of readme.txt file on CD (documents group) Check the version of help files on CD (documents group) Check the copyright, license and other juridical materials (project manager).



All key persons in the project team should sign a protocol certifying readiness of software. The project’s history is based on project logs and basic data and contains both quantitative and qualitative information (see, for example, Appendix 4); opinions of project team members can be collected by specially designed questionnaires where certain aspects are assessed, for example, on Likert scale. The history document should be discussed on project team general meeting with the aim to gain maximal benefit for subsequent projects. 9 7



6.14. Cost models for software development For further development of software process models it is important know the major cost factors of software. A general dependency of software costs can be expressed by the formula (in the order of decreasing influence on the costs): Amount of work = (SizeProcess )(Personnel)(Environment)(Quality), where • •



• • •



Size: is expressed by size of code or number of functions, Process: ability to avoid nonproductive activities (redesign, bureaucracy etc) and optimize supporting activities (process monitoring, risk analysis, financial analysis, quality control, testing, continuing education, administration etc), Personnel: competency of developers, incl. experiences in performing similar projects, Environment: usage of development tools and technologies, Quality: quality of software (performance, adaptability etc).



As Process > 1 we have that the bigger is the size of code the more expensive is an average unit (for example, the average cost is at least 1,5 times higher for a program that is 10 times larger). Therefore it can happen that if development of a program with 25 000 lines of code requires 20 man-months then 140 man-months are needed for development of a program with 75 000 lines of code (relative expenses are more that two times higher). Adequate application of this formula is relatively complicated because its elements are dependent from each other: for example, usage of new development tools and technologies may cause reduction of size of code as well. The formula takes into account code created by developers only and can not be applied if ready made components and automatic code generation is used. A big number of different cost models and tools has been developed including COCOMO and COCOMO II, CHECKPOINT, ESTIMACS, knowledgePlan, Price-S, ProQMS, SEER, SLIM, SOFTCOST, SPQR/20. Some web sites devoted to cost models are developed as well (see, for example www.jsc.nasa.gov/bu2). What model to choose depends from a number of aspects: • Although measuring the number of lines of code is easy it is in many cases not adequate enough (especially in using object oriented programming); using the number of functions is in many cases preferred because this does not depend on technologies used. There exists even The International Function Point User Group. In general it seems that usage of number of functions is more adequate in initial phases of a project and usage of lines of code in final phases of a project. For converting between different models there are found average numbers for lines of code that is needed for programming one function in different programming languages: assembler – 320, C – 128, C++ – 56, Java – 55, Visual Basic – 35 etc. • Cost models can be used for risk analysis and project planning in case the costs are given (changing parameters until the costs fall into a given area). • Estimation of costs should base on competent analysis of existing practices and therefore project manager and other key persons should be involved; it can not be done solely by outsiders. • Estimation of costs should be made sufficiently detailed allowing to understand the basic risks and success opportunities.
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Based on the above formula we list the main opportunities for cost reduction: For reduction of size: • Multiple usage of design elements, processes, development tools and software components. If a number of usage is up to ten times then the costs are in logarithmic dependency (for example, double usage increases the costs in average by 50%, five usages by 125%). • Usage of object oriented technology (incl. UML) makes it easier to visualize the software and to concentrate on important aspects; this increases the ability to understand the problem and of interested parties (incl. end users) to participate in development process. • Usage of automatic code generation (CASE tools, visual modeling tools, tools for development of graphical interfaces) and components. • Usage of higher programming languages. Application of these principles may reduce the number of lines of code 2-3 times; this in turn increases simplicity and decreases probability of errors in the program. Process is considered on three levels: • Meta level (the level of an organization) covers long term strategies of an organization, return on investments and organization wide regulations. Basic problems: bureaucracy and standardization. • Macro level (the level of a project) concerns application of meta level processes in the context of a project; covers policies in relation to the project, procedures and practices aiming to produce a predetermined software product with planned resources. Basic problems: quality and optimization of costs. • Micro level (the level of a project work group) covers policies, procedures and practices necessary for achieving mid term sub goals. Basic problems: content and time table. Process may considerably reduce the total amount of development work. For example, in case of an n-step process one can try to increase efficiency of each step, but one can try to eliminate some steps and run some steps in parallel. The overall goal is to increase resources for productive activities and decrease the demand of supporting activities for resources necessary for productive activities. Personnel should cover the needs and should be balanced (like a football team). Project manages has the central role: perfectly managed project is usually successful even by an modest project team while poorly managed project usually fails even if the project team is of high quality. The project team members should be mutually supported by each other, a team that consists of ambitious persons only is in terms of cooperation very risky. It is estimated that the average difference in productivity between beginners and experts is four times; although educating people is a role of an institution proper training is sometimes needed in the framework of projects as well. Concerning personnel the following general principles are often used: • Use less and better people, • Adapt the tasks according the competences and motivation of people (promoting of an top designer to a project manager may have catastrophic consequences), • People should be motivated to achieve self-realization, • Choose people that harmonize and complement each other. Consequently, the project manager should be able to: • Hire appropriate people, • Avoid unfriendly relations between different parties, • Make judgments, 9 9



• •



Develop team spirit, trust, common positions, motivate achievement etc, “sell” his decisions, priorities, positions etc to parties involved.



Environment covers tools for planning, handling of requirements, visual modeling, programming, change management, configuration management, quality analysis, testing and development of user interface. The overall goal is to reduce manual work. Effective usage of appropriate tools may reduce the total amount of work up to 40% and usage of a single tool usually up to 5%. Quality improvement is possible by several different ways, for example by: • Concentrating on most important requirements in early stages of a project already, • Using indicators and metrics that measure advancement and quality of a project, • Using integrated development tools that cover the whole life cycle of a software, support change management, documentation and automation of testing, • Using of visual modeling and higher level languages that support designing, programming, multiple usage of components and adequate passing information between the phases, • Having an early and continuous information on the level of software. Work flow control can sometimes be used as well (especially of novice workers by experts); this can also be considered as a certain training for development of a work culture and for rooting out bad practices. A total control is very costly and therefore attention should first of all be concentrated on critical aspects. Different dynamic models are developed for detecting interdependence between the different factors. For example, overtime work may give short term effect but will be ineffective if used long term: labour productivity will decrease, amount of errors will increase etc. Exercises 1. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) suggests in its Statement of Position (SOP 98-1) that the costs related to a failed project should be counted off in a quarter when project was braked off. What procedures are foreseen in relation to that? 2. Analyse parametric cost models (see, for example, www1.jsc.nasa.gov/bu2/pcehg.html, www.jsc.nasa.gov/bu2/hamaker.html and www.costxpert.com/resource_center/articles.html).



7 Software process management 7.1. Introduction to software process management Increased complexity and low success rate of software projects were reasons why research in software project life cycles and process models was intensified in 1990-ies. As a result a number of different models and development methods were elaborated; proponents on agile software development founded “The Agile Alliance” (see www.agilealliance.org) in 2001. In this chapter we will describe some models and methods: the waterfall model, two phase and multi phase models, Rational Unified Process (RUP) and extreme programming (XP). As we will see later, these methods have some similarities but have sometimes significant differences as well. Some general suggestions have already been formed for choice and implement of software development methods: 1 0 0



1. Competent usage of a method is more important than the method itself. Therefore, implementation of a new method should be justified and could be performed after a competent analysis only. 2. A method should be adapted to the organizational culture as well as to skills and habits of the project team; a majority of the team should accept the (adapted) method. 3. The development and other tools depend sometimes from software process method. It is suggested to use three level division in usage the tools: compulsory, recommended, acceptable. The tools used in software projects should additionally to process methods take into account some other factors as well. For example, Edward Yourdon [Yourdon, 1997] that the following tools should be compulsory or recommended in running complex software projects: • • • • • • •



Electronic mail and groupware Tools for prototyping Tools for configuration management Tools for testing and debugging Tools for project management and assessment Repositories of reusable components CASE tools.



7.2. The waterfall model The waterfall model (sometimes the term caskade model is used) consits of a chain of consequtive activities that usually are the following (cf section 6.3, Structure of software process): • Determination of requirements • Analysis of requirements • General design • Detailed design • Coding • Testing • Implementation. Depending of the type of a software some more types or configuration of activities can be considered. For example, integration of software can be considered separately (between coding and testing); just design can be used instead of general design and detailed design or the term architecture can be used instead of general design etc. Remark. The name “waterfall model” comes from the fact that if to present the activities as boxes on xy-coordinate plane where x-axis represents time and y-axis represents the cost-axis (the costs of an error if made during this particular period of time and corrected at the end of the project) then a waterfall shape will be obtained. The waterfall model has a major deficiency, most of the errors will be detected during testing and the correction may have high costs. Another deficiencies: 1) software developed is requirements centered (these often change during the project) 2) advancement and risks of the project are difficult to trace and are mainly based on reports. There are different methods for mitigating the risks, like for example, the followig: 1 0 1
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Performing preliminary design of software between determination and analysis of requirements (planning memory management and data flows, interfaces, input/output etc).



•



Documenting software design; documenting supports cooperation and later modification of software.



•



Delivering the second version to the customers only (the first version will be used for complex tests and controlling of hypotheses.



•



Planning and controlling the testing using specialized testers (testing requires relatively big amount of resources).



•



Involving the customers o the development of software from the very beginning.



Barry Boehm has offered the basic economic characteristics of waterfall model. These can shortly be formulated as follows: 1. Correction at the end of the project of an error that was made during design is hundred times more expensive than it would cost when corrected immediately. 2. Duration of software develoment can be shortened not more than 25% compared to the nominal duration: hiring more developers complicates the coordination of their work (for example, when 10 developers would need 10 months to complete a project, then 20 developers would need at least 7,5 months). 3. For 1$ spent for development of a software 2$ is needed for administration. 4. Development and administration costs depend primarily on the number of lines of code. 5. The competence of developers is the main productivity factor in software development. 6. The ratio of soft- and hardware between 1955 and 1985 has been changed from 15:85 to 85:15. 7. Programming consumes only 15% of software development costs. 8. One code line of software systems costs three times more than of singular programs. 9. By reading the code only 60% of errors can be detected. 10. Pareto rule is applicable in software development as well: 80% of problems are caused by 20% of elements (80% of activities to 20% of requirements; 80% costs to 20% of components; 80% errors in 20% of components; 80% of results achieved by 20 % of developers etc). Exercises 1. What are the main principles of the Boehm spiral model (see, for example, www.sce.carleton.ca/faculty/ajila/4106-5006/Spiral%20Model%20Boehm.pdf)?



2. What are the main principles of Microsoft Solutions Framework (MSF) Process Model? 3. Formulate the basic principles exposed in the document www.ctp.di.fct.unl.pt/QUASAR/csmr2001/documents/abstracts/karolFruehauf_CSMR.PDF.
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7.3. Two phase model According the two phase model a software project is performed in two phases, the first mainly for planning and second for programming and subsequent activities. The first phase covers 10-20% of the total project and consists mainly of analytical work. In fact a two phase model can be considered as a model of two consequent projects. The two phase model has a number of positive aspects; it 1. gives an opportunity to interrupt a project if it turns out unreasonable to be completed after relatively few costs are; 2. allows to plan a project more adequately (because activities and costs are planned in two phases); 3. motivates the project managers to turn more attention to project planning. During the first phase the project plan is composed. The plan contains the following: - The vision and objectives of the project, - Determination of the project team, - Change management scheme, - Requirements, - Software architecture, - Prototype of a user interface, - User manual, - Quality assurance plan, - Software development plan incl. estimations of work, time table and costs, - Requirements/standards for design and code composition, - Risk analysis. The second phase is planned based on these these documents (or it will be decided to interrupt the project if costs or risks will be too high). Adequate planning is the main instrument for mitigating the risks. During the first phase a software development process model should be determined as well. Following common standards in code generation it is much easier to understand each other work. These common standards may, for example, cover the following aspects: • Visual design of different parts (modules, subprograms, classes) of the program, • Commenting, • Marking of code that need further elaboration; • Names of variables and functions, • The maximal number of lines of code (subprograms) in a subprogram (correspondingly in a cluster), • Agreements on technical questions (max. number of inserted cycles, usage of GOTO command etc), • Agreements on tools and repositories/stacks. The bigger is the development team and the bigger the project the more important is to agree on common standards. The second phase is purposeful to divide into stages. Each stage can be considered as a small project (see the next section).
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Appendices Appendix 1: Charter of the project “Quality system of ICT vocational education“ Applicant: Tallinn University Participating institutions (partners in the first phase of project initiating): 1. One computer company, 2. Two institutions of vocational education, 3. One university. Preliminary budget: 7 222 000 EEK, Source: European Social Fund + Estonian Minitry of Education Priority 1.1: Education system that is affordable to everybody and supports life long learning and flexibility of working force. Priority 4.5: Development of information society Duration: 1.05.2004-31.04.2006 Target groups: • • • • • •



Students in vocational schools and graduated learners Teachers, researchers, specialists in andragogy Educational institutios Participants in company based learning (learners and tutors) karjääri- ja kutsenõustamisteenuse pakkujad ja saajad people involved in professional certification system.



General objective: Development IT education quality system for vocational education. Background and need (relevance to development plans): Development of information technology has declared as priority in different strategy documents. For example “The Estonian strategy for research and development 2002 – 2006 “Knowledge based Estonia”” states information technology as one of the key areas. The priority of ICT in general and higher education is expressed in the fact that “Tiger Leap Foundation” and “Estonian Information Technology Foundation” have been founded. However, for vocational education similar support institutions are still missing. This causes a number of problems in ICT vocational education, including: 1. ICT framework curriculum is missing, as well as accreditation system for curricula . 2. Cooperation between vocational education institutions and industry is almost nonexistent. 3. System of professional qualification and certification is missing. 4. Continuing education system for vocational teachers is missing . 5. Support system for e-learning is missing; the principle of equal opportunities is violated in for students with special needs. 6. There is no common system for development and delivery of educational software (like Teachers Portal for general education)
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Test Comment [2]: The State Examination and Qualification Centre (REKK) prepared a similar project. Test Comment [3]: Is planned to develop in the framework of the project mentioned before. Test Comment [4]: It was planned to start evocational school next year. Test Comment [5]: Will be overed by evocational school program..



7. International cooperation in curriculum development, teacher training and industrial placement is minimal or missing. Deliverables and activities (estimated number of man-months in the brackets): 1. Compose ICT normative documents for vocational education (18): a. National curriculum , b. Proposals for implementing accreditation system of curricula . c. Proposals for implementing systems of professional qualification and certification. 2. Develop support system for ICT curricula of vocational schools (26): a. Develop pilot curricula for both vocational schools and community colleges; b. Develop and implement a web based course for development of a school curriculum; c. Develop a pool of best practices in composing of some most significant modules and aspects (for example, co-operation with the industry). 3. Develop a system for basic education and continuing education of vocational teachers (20): a. Develop a system of continuing education of vocational teachers. b. Develop a continuing education system in usage of ICT tools n classroom. c. Develop proposals for introducing a certification of vocational teachers in ICT. 4. Develop an electronic support system for vocational education (86): a. Develop/adapt a learning management system (LMS) for vocational education. b. Start development of courses based on the LMS. c. Develop a methodology for composition of e-learning materials. d. Develop a course of eduational technology and a repository of learning objects. e. Develop educational software for teaching at least three subjects. Additional 45 man-months is needed for analytical work and 37 man-months for managment of the project. Development of curricula is based on the following principles. The curricula should: a. Be compliant to the relevant Estonian professional standards; b. Be compliant to the relevant international documents (for example, EUCIP); c. Costitute a holistic system enabling the graduates to proceed the studies on the next level (for example, compliance with CC2001); d. Enable to aquire an internationally competitive education. The project board will be formed; the board will meet at least once in quartal (3 months).
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Test Comment [6]: Suggestion to become a partner of REKK. Test Comment [7]: The ministry proposed to form a separate project.



Appendix 2: Possible structure of a history document of a software project Introduction General information about the objective of software, target group etc. Progress review Description of (sub)goals, main risks, time-table, personnel etc for each phase of the project Description of the phases: • Determination of requirements and prototyping user interface • Planning of quality assurance • Architecture • Planning of stages • Stages 1…n • Delivery of software Basic data of a project Description of an organisational structure, team members and their roles as well actual contribution. Actual time-table and amount of work: • Data on time counting • The number of subsystems • Multiply used lines of code • Usage of media tools (voice, graphics, video etc) • Number of errors • Proposed and accepted changes • Comparison of actual time-table to one initially planned • Comparison of actual amount of work to one initially planned (graphically) • Graph expressing the weekly growth numbers of lines of code • Graph expressing the weekly numbers of detected and corrected errors. Gained experience Planning: Were the plans useful? Have the plans followed? Was the personnel sufficiently qualified? Was there enough personnel in each sector? Requirements: Was the amount of requirements sufficient? Were the requirement stable enough or were they considerably been changed? Were they understandable or were inadequately been interpreted? Development: General description of design, coding and testing. How the work was organised? How integration was organised? How deliverables did work? Testing: How planning of testing, development of test cases and smoke testing was organised? Description how automatic testing was performed. New technology: How did new technology influence the costs, time-table and quality? Did the managers and developers interpret this influence similarly?
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Appendix 3: Characteristics of effective and ineffective project managers The following table is composed on the basis of questioning of 100 project managers (Zimmerer, Thomas W. and Mahmoud M.Yasin, “A Leadership Profile of American Project Managers”, Project Management Journal (March 1998), 31-38); this article is reprinted in CSEM Newsletter, http://www.csem-scgi.ca/Newsletters/CSEM0399.pdf): The most significant characteristics of an effective project manager Leadership by example Visionary Technically competent Decisive A good communicator A good motivator Stands up to upper management when necessary Supportive team members Encourages new ideas
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Factors contributing to making the project manager ineffective Sets bad example Not self-assured Lacks technical expertise Poor communicator Poor motivator



Appendix 4: Success factors of IT-projects (by Chaos of The Standish Group) http://www.infoq.com/articles/Interview-Johnson-Standish-CHAOS



Top ten reasons for success: 1. User involvement 2. Executive Management Support 3. Clear Business Objectives 4. Optimizing Scope 5. Agile Process 6. Project Manager Expertise 7. Financial Management 8. Skilled Resources 9. Formal Methodology 10. Standard Tools and Infrastructure
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